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The Application of the Dotlrine of Proportion,
in the Common Affairs of Life and Commerce.

IN

I, II,

explain
’d

in their Abstract Practice ; and for the Application, all is done with respect to
Books
and
the Fundamental
Aritbmetick
fully
Addition
and
SubtraSlion
that can beOperations
reduced toof General
Rulesare
; also
for the more
simple Applications of Multiplication and Division : But the Great and Universal
Rule for the application of Multiplication and Division is founded in the Doctrine of
Proportion Geometrical, and contain’d chiefly in probl. I, Chap. 3, Book 4. whose Use,
in the Common Affairs of Life and Commerce, is of the Greatest Importance, and for
the explaining of which this Book is design'd.

CHAP
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I.

Three , Golden Rule , or

tffule

of

Proportion.

DEFINITION.

T HIS

follows
)

Rule
C which
is the Foundation of most
of what
is the Application
of Probl. 1, Ch. z , B- 4 , call’d The Rule of Three from having three Num¬
bers given to find a fourth • but more properly The pule of Proportion because
by it we find a 4th Number proportional to 4 given Numbers, ( i. e. which has the same
Ratio or Proportion to one of 3 given Numbers as another of them has to the remaining
one).
And because of the necessary and extensive Use of it, ’tis call’d The Golden
Rule.

But,

^r 8

Of the(fijde of Three. Book
Vf.
Bur, to define it with regard to Applicate Numbers, or Numbers of particular and
determinate Things , it is, “ The Rule by which we find a Number of any kind of
“ Thing ( as Money, Weight , 8r .) so proportion’d to a Given Number of the same
" I lungs , as another Number of the same, or different Things , is to a third Number of
" the his kind of Thing . For the four Numbers that are proportional must either be
all applv’d to one kind of Things ; or two of them must be of one kind, and the remain¬
ing two of another ; because there can be no Proportion, and consequently no Compari¬
son of Quantities, of' different Species : As for example, of 3 Shillings and 4 Days ; or
of 6 Men and 4 Yards.’' But of this more' fully afterwards.
All Questions that fall under this Rule may be dislinguiih’d into two kinds : The first
contains these wherein ’tis simply and directly propos’d to find a 4th Proportional to 3 Gi¬
ven Numbers taken in a certain order : As, if it were propos’d to find a Sum of Money-fo
proportion’d to ico 1. as 64 1. XO s. is to 18 1. 6 s. 8 d. or as 40 Ib. 8 ounces is to 6 hun¬
dred weight. The second kind contains all such Questions wherein we are left to discover,
from the Nature and Circumstancesof the Question, That a 4th Proportional is sought;
and, consequently, how the State of the Proportion (Or Comparison of the Terms ) is to
be made ; which depends upon a clear understanding of the Nature of the Question, and
ot Proportion. And after the Given Terms are duly order’d, as the Proportion ought to
run , what remains to be done is, to apply Probl. 1, Cb. 3, B. 4. But, because there is
something further in the Application, and, to remove all Difficulty as much as possible,
the whole Solution is reduced to the following General Rule , which contains what further
Direction is necessary for solving such Questions wherein the State cf the Proportion is
given ; in order to which, ’tis necessary to premise these Observations.
i ° ‘ In all Questions chat frll under the following Rule there is a Supposition and a
Demand : Two of the Given Numbers contain a Supposition, upon the Conditions where¬
of a Demand is made, to which the other Given Term belongs-; and it is therefore said
to raise the Question, because the Number sought has such a Connection with it as one of
these in the Supposition has to the other. For example; If 3 Yards of Cloth cost4 L ids '.
( here is the Supposition) what are 7 Yards 3 quarters worth ? (here is the Demand or
Question rais’d upon 7 Yards 3 quarters, and the former Supposition.
2° ‘ In the Question there will sometimes be a superfluous Term ; i. e. which , tho’ it
makes a Circumstance in the Question, yet is not concern’d in the Proportion , because it
is equally so in both the Supposition and Demand. This superfluous Term is always
known by being twice mention’d, either directly, .or by some Word that refers to
it .
Exa. If z Men spend 20 k in 10 Days, how much at that. rate will they spend
in 25 Days ? Here the 3 Men is a. superfluous Term , the Proportion being among the
other 3 given Terms , with the Number sought , so that any number of Men may be as
well soppos’d as 3.
Rule.
The
superfluous Term ( if there is one ) being cast out, state the
other 3 Terms , thus : Of the two Terms in the Supposition, one is like the Thing
sought ( i. e. of the same kind of Thing the same way apply’d ) ; set that one in the 2d
or middle place ; the other Term of the Supposition set in the ist place (or on the lest
hand of the middle) ; and the Term that raises the Question, or with which the Answer
is connected, set in the 3d place ( or on the right hand) ; and thus the Extremes are like
other , and the middle Term like the Thing sought. Also the 1ft and ad Terms contain
the Supposition, and the 3d raises the Question; so that the 3d and 4th have the same
Depcndance or Connection as the ist and ad. This done,
2°. Make all the 3 Terms simple Numbers of the lowest Denominations express’d ; so
that the Extremes be of one Name. Then,
3? ' Repeat the Question from the Numbers thus stated and reduced, (arguing from
the Supposition to the Demand ) and observe whether the Number sought ought to be
greater
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greater or lesser than the middle Term (which the nature of the Question rightly conceiv’d
will determine) and accordingly multiply the middle Term by the greater or lesser Ex¬
treme, and divide the Product by the other, the Quote is like the middle Term , and is the
compleat Answer if there is no Remainder : But if there is, then,
40. Reduce the Remainder to the Denomination next below that of the middle Term,
and divide by the same Divisor, the Quote is another part of the Answer in this new De¬
nomination . And if there is here alsoa Remainder , reduce it to the next Denomination,
and then divide. Go on thus to the lowest Denomination ; where , if there is a Remain¬
der, it must be apply’d fractionwife to the Divisor : And thus you will have the compleat
Answer in a Simple or Mix’d Number.
Observe, If any of the Dividends is less than the Divisor, reduce it to the next Deno¬
mination , and to the next again, and so on, till it be equal to the Divisor.
EXAMPLES.
Quest. 1. If 3 Yards of Cloth cost 8 s. and divide the Product >594 d. by 4 ; the
what is the Value of 15 Yards ? Answ. 40 s. Quote is 148^, and 2 remains, which I re¬
or 2/.
duce to f, and divide the Product 8/ by 4
the Quote is 2f; so the Answer is 148 d : 2J
Explanation.
3 yards and 8 s. or 12 s. 4 d. if. because 148 d. is by re¬
contain the Supposi¬duction 12/ . 4 -/.
tion ; and 8 j. is like
Qu. 3 -/ . What is the Price of 50 Ib.
the Thing sought ; weight of Tobacco , when 32 Ib : 12 oz. cost
122 (40J. therefore 8r . is the 4/ . 10j .'? Ans. 61. 17 s. \ d. 3/.
q)
middle term, and 3y.
Work.
on the left : Then the Demand arises on
Explanation.
15 y. and therefore it is on the right. Again ; from the nature of the Question it is
The Supposition
32 : 12 4 : 10 — so
being contain’d
plain, that 15j . requires more than 3 y
oz.
:
in 32 Ib 12
i. e. the Answer must be greater than the
middle term ; wherefore I multiply 8 s. by 52403;. - - 90 -s.
and 4 /. 10 s.
which is like the
800
15, the Product is 120 s. which divided by
3, quotes 40 s. without a Remainder ; So
524) 72000 ( 137j. thing sought,and
40 j . or 2 I. is the Number sought.
the Question ari¬
524
<?«. id. If 4 Ib. of Sugar cost 2 s. 9 d.
sing upon 50 lbf
1960
therefore the
Ans. 12 j
what is the Value of 18 Ib r
1572
Ad. 2/ .
Terms are duly
Work.
stated. Then,to
Explanation.
3882
Ib. s. d. Ib.
make them all
The Supposition is
3668
4 — 2 9 — 18
simple Numbers,
in 4 Ib. and 2s. pd. Remainder 212
12
and theExtremes
this being like the
12
like,I reduce both
which
sought,
Thing
33 d.
Extremes to oun¬
is connected with
18
2544 ^ (4 d.
524)
18 Ib. wherefore the
ces, and the mid¬
2096
Terms are slated ac¬
4) H
(148//.
dle Term to Jb.
Remainder 4^8
Rem . 2
Then , I fay, if
cording to the Rule :
4
then the middleTerm
52402 . cost 90 S.
Z/.-.(
I772/
524)
reduce
mix'd,I
800 03;. must cost
being
4) 8/ (2/.
^ 4 more .- Where¬
1572
it to d, and then I
fore I multiply
argue thus : If 4 Ib. cost 33 ^ . 18Ib. must
Reai . 220
90 s. by 822, aud
18,
by
.
^
33
multiply
I
■cost more ; therefore
divide
Yyy
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divide the Product 72020 by 524, the Quote boarded 6 Months ( for 25 /• or any Sum)
boarded for the fame a shor¬
is 137 s. and the Remainder is 272 ; which 7 Men wil-l be
reduced to d. and divided, gives 4 A with ter Time : Therefore I multiply 6 Months
448 remaining ; and this reduced and divi¬ by 3, and divide the Product 18 by 7 ,ded, gives 3/ . and 220 remaining : So the whereby 1 find the Answer 2 Months 1$
Days.
or5< /. 17 s.
Answer is 1^7Jh . \ d\ 3—
Q_u. 6th. If the Carriage of 3 hundred
weight cost 10jh. for 40 Miles, how much
4 d. 3/ . &c.
ought to be carried for the lame Price 25
Cpu. \ ib. What are 3 yards of Ribbon Miles and 3 quarters ?
worth, whereof 63 yards and 2 quarters cost
Ans 4 Cw : 2 qr : 17 lb.-21
103
Ans. 7Jb . 10d.
5/ /
Explanation.
Work.
Explau.
The superfluous
The Terms sta¬ M . Cm. M . qr.
yd . qr, 1. yd.
is here 10 s.
Number
3
:
23
—
3
—
40
reduced
and
ted,
3
03 ; 2 — $ —
the others terms
and
according to the _4
_4
1—
4L
stated and reduced,
Rule , I find the 160 — 3 — 103
3 — 22 qr. Answer ought to
I argue thus : If
234 “
160
22
3 Cw. is carried
be greater than the
160 qrs. of a Mile
Cm
(4
there¬
482
term,
)
103
middle
2222 s. (j S.
234)
412
10 Jih.) then a
Ctor
I.
fore I multiply 3
1778
greater weight will
by 20, but the Pro¬ rem. 68
be carried for the
rem. 222
duct is less than the
12
fame Price 123 qrs.
_4
Divisor ; and so 1
of a Mile : There¬
Jh.
to
it
qr.
2
272
reduce
IO3)
266^ d. ( l0d.
234)
fore I multiply 3 by
20 6
2020;
makes
which
234
160, and divide the
and this divided by rem. 66
28
480 by 103,
Product.
rent. 124
234, quotes 7 Jh.
The rest of the
the Answer is, 4 Cw
4
103) 1848/A ( 17 Ik
2qr : 17 il\
Work is plain.
49(f Of
234)
103
234
Observe. The first
818
Four Questions are
rem. 242
721
what we call The
Time will 7 Men be
Qji. 3 th. What
Rule of Three direm. p7
boarded for 23 /. when 3 Men paid 23 /. for
reSl ,' he . where the
6 Months ?
lesser than the ist,
or
greater
being
,
Term
3d
Months 16 Days (reckoning 28
Ans. 2
also greater or
be
Answer
the
that
requires
Days to a Month .)
Idler than the 2d Term . And the 2 last
Work.
Explanation.
Questions are of the Rule of Three Indirect
the 3d Term being grea¬
;
The 23 /. is a su¬ or Reverse where
Men . Mo . Men .
ter or lesser than the ist, requires the 4th
Number;
perfluous
3 —6 - 7
then the Supposi¬contrarily lesser or greater than the 2d : But
3
tion is in the 3 Men I have comprehended both in one General
7) 18 (2 Mo.
and 6 Months, and Rule. And from this Observation you learn
the Demand re¬ how to know what Questions are of either
It
gards the 7 Men: kind.
rem. 4
In the following Collection of QuestionsI
The Terms being
28
all simple, I argue shall only state the Proportion, let down the
7 ) XI2 da. (i6da. thus : If 3 Men are Answer, and leave the rest of the Work to
your
Work.
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Exercise ; and, by comparing the Answer which you find, with what is here,
you’ll know whether it is right.
Qu. -jib. What is the Value of 8 Chalder: 3 quarters, and 5 Bushels of Corn {E >:g ’/jh
Measure) at the rate of 1I. ijjb. the Chalder?
: s. 8— Ch. 3 qrs: 5 Bush.
State 1 Ch. — 1 7 15
Ans. 15. 7: 11 j : 8 *7 2/4 .
Qu. 8 th. When I bought 40 Gallons of Brandy for 61 : 8Jh: 3 d. what is the Rate
G. 7. s. d. G.
per Gallon?
State 40 — 6 : 8 : 3- 1.
Answer. 3 s : 2 d: 1 r|/ .
Qu. c>ih. In what Time will 13 Men finisha Work which 5 such Men could do in
m. d. b. m.
3 Days : 8 Hours?
State. 5 — 3 : 8 —13.
Answer. 1 da : 6 ho : 46 min : &Tf
Qu. 10 th. If 3 Men are boarded9 Months and 20 Days for 30 7. how many Men will
Mo.
Mo. d. Men
the same Money pay for at that rate for 4 Months?
9 : 20 — 3 — 4
Answer. yT\ 7 or 4
Qu. 11'tb. 1 Man is boarded3 Months for 5/. what will he be owing if he remains at
mo. 7. mo. da.
Board8 Months and7 Days ?
, 3— 5— 8 :7
Answer. 13 7 :15 s. State
Qu. 12th. If I rode 60 Miles in 3 Days, when the Day was 14 Hours long (counting
from Sun rising to setting) how long must the Day be, that I may ride 100 Miles in the
tn.
Mi . h.
fame Time ?
State, 60 — 14 — 100
Answer. 23 ho : 20 min.
Qu. 131b. In what Time couldI travel 50'Miles, the Day being 12 Hours long, at the
Ho.
Ho. Da.
rate of 50 Miles in 5 Days, when the Day is 16 Hours.
State, 12 — 5 — 16
Answer. 3 Days : 12 Hours.
Observe: If in this Question we put 5 Days : 7 Hours, instead of 5 Days, the State
your own

But then take care
7*_
of the Question, according to the. General Rule, is
’d Number of
that the middle Term be reduced to Hours by 12, this being the suppos
Hours in these Days : And this being done, there’s no other Multiplication; and what
by 16,
.
remains to be done is, to divide the Hours produced by the Reduction, viz. 167
whereby they are reduced to Days of 16 Hours long, the Answer being 4 Days 3 Hours;
. isl , of 5 d : 7 h. to Hours
So that the Question is in effect two Questions of Reduction, vi%
by 12, and these Hours again to Days by 16. Nor are the 4 Terms truly proportional;

for their State, according to the Operation, is this,

12 —1— 5 • / —— I o

H
^
th it is,

‘ : But to

5 Days
compare them as to Proportion, we must reduce the mix’d Number ;
7 Hours, to Hours by 12 ; and 4 Days z Hours by 16 ; and so the 4 Terms are
67 —^ 0 67 5 *n w^ c‘1 two Terms being equal, and the other two not so, the 4
cannot be proportional in any Order they can be taken.
The fame will be also true tho’the middle Term be a simple Number, provided the
4thTerm sought be not alsoa simple Number; but if ’tis, then there is Proportion.
Thus, if for 16 we put 15, the Answer of Qu. x^th is simply4 Days. And these Num¬

f2

bers are proportional Indirectly, viz. or

12 : 5 : : 15 .‘ 4

But as the given Numbers

4 Terms are

d.

;

these

directly, J3' . f ‘ . . f . *f‘
15 . 12 . .5 . 4

^ , the Answer is %da: 12 ho. and the
^
are ^
h.,
if we reduce the 2d and 4th Terms to one
** h- and

h.

12 — 5 — 16

; 12

:

Yyy 2

Name

the
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ff; which are pro

Name (the one by 12, the other by 16) the 4 are £
portions! in no Order.

*- in breadth, how broad is
Qu. \4tJ7. IF a Piece of Cloth is 20 Yards in length, and ■
another Piece which is 12 Yards length, and contains as much Cloth as the other ?
tl r- yd.
Answer. 1 Yard : I quarter.
State, 20 — 3 — i2
Qu. i <>th. How much Shalloun of 1 Yard : I quarter breadth, will serve to line a
qr. yd . y . q.
Cloak of 5 Yards Cloth , 3 quarters broad ?
State, 3 — 5 _ j ; r
Answer. 3 Yards
the Rate of Carriage is 1 Penny for 1 Pound weight carried 50 Miles
Qu. 16 th. If
d. m. Jh.
to be carried for 15 Shillings ?
Pound
x
bow far ought
State, 1—50—15
Answer. 37 ?-Miles
Qu. if th. When Wheat is at 12 Jh . fer Bulhel , the 6d. Loaf of Bread weighs
x Ik. 4 oz. ( Troy weight) what ought it to weigh, the Wheat being 9Jh. 6 d. the Bulhel?
, 12 - 1 14 - 9’ -. 6
„
Answer. i6o VH sT dw. State
Bulhel, and 6d.
1
viz.
Numbers,
superfluous
two
here
Note , There are
Qu. 18th. What was the Price of Wheat when the Penny-Loaf of Bread weigh’d
the Statute being, that it must weigh 10 Ounces, the Wheat at 12 Jh. the
Ounces;
8
s. 04.
oz.
Bulhel ?
— 8
12
—
10
State,
Answer. 15 j .
Note, Here are two superfluous Numbers, viz . 1 Bulhel and 1 Penny.
Qu. 19th. Three Pound weight of Bread costs 2Jh. 6 d. the Wheat at I4jh. the
Bulhel ; What is Wheat worth if I pay 2Jh. for the fame weight of Bread ?
Ar

j

.

,

S.

. -

d.

S.

S. -

—2
—
State, 2 : 6 14
Answer. 11 x : 2« : ij -y .
10 s.
1.
.5
being
Interest
of
Rate
the
1Year,
for
1
64
of
Qu. 2:0th. What is the Interest
?•
SIto 100/ . far 1 Year ?
• —64.
, 100 —5 10
Answer. 3 / : 10 x : 4 d : 3e f. State
it in 4 Years
does
/.
86
when
Interest,
.
1
40
yield
,
1
500
will
Time
Qu. 21 ft. In what
J - y- m. 1.
8 Months ?
Answer.

20— Mon.

State,

86 — 4 : 8 — 500 ^

At 61 fer Cent.fer Annum, what Principal .Sum, must be employd to yield.
Qu.
y- t. y < m.
6 J. in 2 Year : 6 Months ?
22 d.

, 1— IOO— 2 : 6
Answer. 45 l : z 1: 2 d : 2\ $f. State
at the rate of
what Principal Sum did 20 /. Interest arise in XYear,
23 d. Of
I*
I'
?I
Annum
ter
Cent.
trr
7.
5 1, fer Cent-fer Annum
100 — 20.
5—
State,
Answer, 400 1.
Observe I.- n this, and Qu. 20th , and all 'Questions where the Temus represent the same
kind of Things , there is in the nature of the Question some other Speciality, to
distinguilh them, which must be carefully observ’d, in order to make the ist and 3d,
2d ana 4th in all respects of one Application So, in the Questions 2c th and 23^
the Distinction is of Principal and Interest ; in Qu. lejh aud i.<th it is Length and
Breadth ; aud in Qu. 19th kis Price of Bread, and Price of Wheat.
Qu.
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Demonstration

of the preceding Rule.

To this Vtemonstration I must premise these two things .:
jO. When Numbers are considers! complexly with the Things ( or Quantities) they re¬
present, or of which they are the Numbers ( whence they are call’d Applied ? Numbers)
Then it’s plain there can be no Comparison, or no Proportion, betwixt two such Numbers,
unless they be of Things of the fame kind, whose Quantities can in a proper sense be
contain'd in one another. For example ; There can be no Comparison or Proportion of
%Jh. to 4 yards, or 3 Men to 4 Days : But of any Quantity of Money to another : or of
any kind of Weight or Measure to another ; or of a Number of Men to Men, there is a
proper Comparison : But Observe, that in this last Case the Number only is the Subject
of Comparison.
2° * Of these Things wherein there is Subdivision with different Species and Denomi¬
nations ; Tho ’ two Numbers , either of the same or different Denominations , have a real
Proportion , yet it is not the same as betwixt the two Numbers taken abstractly, or purely
as Numbers , except when the Denominations are the fame . Thus , 4/T and -jib. have a
real Proportion , which is the same as that of the Numbers 4 and 7, taken abstractly; for,
^ 7 Ib. But tho ’ 3 Ounces have also a real Proportion to
as 4 is - of 7, so is 4 Ib of
’tis not the Proportion of the Number 4 to 7, because 4 oz. are not —of 7 Ib; And ’ the
real Proportion of 4 oz. to 7 Ib, reduced to that of abstract Numbers , is the Proportion
Universally,
of4 to ii2 ; r. e. 404 . to 112 04. equal to 7 Ib.
Of two Numbers, simple or mixd , of the same kind of 'JLhings, ( Money, Weight,
Measure, He.) the Proportion reduced to that of pure Numbers, is the Proportion of these
two Numbers of the same Denomination to which the Given Numbers are respectively
equal. Exa. The Proportion of ^Jh. to 8 d. is that of 36 to 8 (viz. 36 d. to 8 d .) Of
’ 86 to 15, (viz. 86/ . to 15j .) Of 9 Ib. to 3/ ^. 5 oz.tis’ 14440 53
4 l. 6jb. to 15Jh. tis
(viz. 144 04. to 5.304.) and so of others.
Follows

the Demonstration,

l ° * The three Given Numbers being stated according to the Rule , whereby the mid¬
dle Term is like the Thing fought, and the Extremes like other, it follows from the first
Premise, that the Extremes are the Terms to be compar’d, which contain the. Proportion
requir d to be betwixt the middle Term and that sought : For , tho’ the ist and id Terms
contain the Supposition upon which the Question arises, yet the given Proportion is origi¬
nally betwixt the Extremes ; and the Question express’d according to that Proportion is,
to find a Number of Things like the middle Term , bearing the same Proportion to it as
the 3d Term does to the ist. Thus ; In Question 1 st the mix’d Proposition is, to find the
Value of 15 yards of Cloth such, that 3 yards be worth 8 Jh. But , the nature cf the
Question consider’d, it resolves plainly into this, viz. finding a quantity of Money so prnportion’d to 8Jb. as 15 yards are to 3 yards ; And therefore the Terms may be stated also
thus : Jj’_ J' g_ ; whereby the ist and 28, 3d and 4th, are the compar’d Terms . But
the other Way of stating them is more agreeable to the simple and obvious fense of the
Question, and the Way of Reasoning with it upon which the Rule for multiplying and
dividing is founded ; which gives the true Answer according to the Proportion, as will be
shewn
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shewn in the next Article : And I conclude this with observing, that as the Extremes
contain the Proportion which the 4th ought to have to the 2id, so, if they are not of one
Name , ( by being mix’d Numbers , or otherways) they ought, by Premise 26 , to be reduced
to one Name , and then the Proportion is reduced to pure Numbers . And , for the re¬
duction of the middle Term , ’tis chiefly done for Convenience in die following Multipli¬
cation and Division ; and not to produce an abstract Number, for its Application must al¬
ways go along with it in the Product and Quote made by the Extremes ( now become ab¬
stract Numbers ). Thus you fee the Reason of the ist and 2d Articles of the Rule.
20- The Question being resolv’d into this , viz. finding a Number like the middle
Term , and in such Proportion to it as the 3d to the ist , in some Cafes (which is Direct
Proportion ) or as the ist to the 3d in others j ( which is Indirect, with regard to the Or¬
der in which the Terms stand, for this is all the Meaning of the distinction) . And , the
Extremes being now Abstract Numbers , it 's manifest from ProU. 1 , Ch. 3 , £. 4 , that the
4th is truly found by multiplying the middle Term by one Extreme , and dividing the
Product by the other, according to the Rule : For the 3d Term being greater or leller
than the ist , and the Question requiring the 4th Term also greater or Tester than the 2cl,
that Proportion is Direct , and the 3d Term is the Multiplier by the Rule , as it ought to
be by Pr obi. 1 , Ch. 3 , B. 4 . But if the 4th ought to be contrarily Jester dr greater than
the 2d , then the ist Term is the Multiplier , by the Rule , as it ought to be, fince the real
Troporrion is in the reverse order of the Terms . And here also olserve, that tho’ theTerms
were stated in the plain Order of the Proportion ; i. e. the ist and 2d Terms made like
other ( as above strewn) yet the Operation would prove the very fame ; therefore the other
Way is chosen for another Reason , already mention d.
3 ° - The Reason for Reduction of the Remainders to lower Denominations is obvious.
Wherefore the Whole Rule is Compleatly demonstrated.
will cer¬
(
But , for their fake who have pass’d over all the Theory of Proportion which
at least,
for,
;
Application
the
of
Masters
degree
tolerable
any
in
being
their
hinder
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a few of the more fundamental Notions and Theorems ought to be well understood, even
for the fake of common Affairs ) I shall here add another easy and simple Demonstration
of that part of this Rule which depends upon Probl . 1, Cb. 3 , B. 4 . Thus,'
Take the First Question stated, viz. If 3 yards cost 8 s. what will 13 yards cost ? I sup¬
pose ( i ° ) that it is afk’d, If 1 yard cost 8 s. what will 15 yards? Here it’s plain the
Answer is 15 times 8 s. or 120 s. Again , (2 0) Let it be afk’d, If 3 yards cost 8 s. what
will 1 yard ? Here it’s as plain, that the Answer is the 3d part of 8 s. Now , since 120 s.
(or 15 times 8 j .) is the Value of 15 yards, only upon Supposition that 1 yard cost 8 s.
If , instead of this, one yard cost but the 3d part of 8 s.as( 'tis when 3 yards cost 8 §.)
then it follows that 15 yards cost but the 3d part of 120 j. And so you fee the Reason
both of the Multiplication and Division ; and the same way of reasoning will answer in all
Cases of the Rule of Three DireEi (J , e. where the zd Term is Multiplier) .
Again ; Take the 5th Question, If 3 Men take 6 Months to do any thing in, how long
will 7 Men take ? i ° fay, If z Men take 6 Months , what will 1 Man take ? It’s plain he
must take 3 times as much Time , or 3 times 6 Months ( — 18 Months ). 20 fay, If 1 Man
take 18 Months , how much will 7 Men take ? Here it ’s as plain they take but the 7th
part of 18 Months ; whence the Reason of both parts is manifest : And the fame Reaso¬
ning will hold in all Questions of the Jndireff Rule of Three , (J . e„ where the ist Term
is the Multiplier) .
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relating to the Application of the preceding
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of
Ru l e , and Simple Multiplication and Division.
1. It has been already observed, and I shall repeat it, that all Simple Questions in Multi¬
plication and Division are really Questions of Proportion, and if the Numbers are applicate, they are Questions of the Rule of Three. Thus , to multiply 3 by 4, is to find
a 4th Proportional to 1 : 5 : : 4 ; and to divide 12 by 3 is to find a 4th Proportional to
3 .- 12 : : 1 . To Apply this ; seppose 1 Yard costs 3 s- to find the Value of 4 Yards is
finding a Number ot Money proportioned to 3 s. as 4 Yards to 1 Yard, that is, as the
Number 4 to 1 ; which is simply multiplying 3 s. by 4. Again, suppose3 Yards cost 125.
to find the Value of t •Yard is finding a Number of Money proportioned to I2r. as
I Yard to 3 Yards, or the Number 1 to 3, which is simply dividing 12 s. by 3 to find a
rd part of if. Aud thus it is plainly in all Cafes of the Rule of Three where the
Extremes being of one Name , one of them is Unity . In all other Cafes it is a mixt appli¬
cation of Multiplication and Division ; Where observe, that tho’ the Multiplier and Divi¬
sor are, in the Question, applied to things of different kind from the number multipliecLor.
divided, which in Simple Multiplication and Division I have fully ihewia, in § 4, and 5.
, yet here that absurdity is removed by the extremes becoming,
Ch. 7 . B. 1 . to be absurd
Numbers. Hence again,
abstract
as
or being considered
2. We are further confirmed in the absurdity of all these Questions, proposed as Simple
Questions of Multiplication, wherein both Terms are applicate, as the multiplying
3/ . 10 s. by 4/ . or by 4 / 6 s. and such like ; For if the Question belongs to Multipli¬
cation Simply, then "it must resolve into a Question of the Rule of Three , wherein
the Terms that contain the proportion (which in such Cases arc the ist and 2d) being c£
the feme Name, the ist Term or Divisor is Unity , which leaves the Solution upon the
Multiplication. But the only Sense the Question can receive is, to find a Number like the
3d Term ( or proposed Multiplicand) so proportioned to it as the 2d Term (or proposed
Multiplier) reduced to its lowest Name, is to an Unit of that Name : It follows that the
true General Rule for such Questions is, to reduce the proposed Multiplier to its lowest
Name , and then multiply by it as an Abstract Number.
But if the Unit that regulates the Proportion is taken not of the lowest Name in rite
proposed Multiplier ; then , the Question is not in any sense Simple Multiplication ; t r
Division also is necessary to solve it. For Ex a. If by multiplying 3/, icf. by 4/ . 6 s.
be meant finding a Numbex -of Money so proportioned to 3 1. 1 os. as 4/ . 6 s. is to 1/.
then the Proportion is as 86 s. to 20 s. and the Solution is by multiplying 3?. 10/. by 86,
as many disterenc
;
and dividing the Product by 20, according to the Rule of Three and
and consequently
Questions,
different
many
so
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Term
ist
the
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suppose
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different Answers there must be. To sum up all ; if no qualification is exprefied, then
the solving cs the Question by the General Rule last mentioned, is the only true Solu¬
tion answering to the Notion of Simple Multiplication : And if any other Unic than ot
the lowest Name in the Multiplier is supposed-, it is a Question of the Rule ct Three , re¬
quiring both Multiplication and Division. And, at last I must observe, that the generality,
who propose such Questions, expect the answer as if the Unit were of the highest Name
in that kind to which the Multiplier belongs (tho” perhaps they are ignorant of the
meaning of it ) wherefore, to satisfy their Ignorance, state the proportion so, and work it
accordingly. So the preceding Question stands thus, as 11. to 4/ . 6 s. so is 31. 10 s. to the
Number sought; And working by the Rule of Three , the prepared State and Answer of
the Question is, as 20 s. to 86 s. so is ( 3/ . icj. or) 701. to 3011 - ( 15/ . 1si)
Several of our Writers on Arithmetick differ about the Solution of such Questions,
ci¬
without seeming to understand, at least not explaining the true meaning of them (tho'
thers
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t '.icrs have declared the Absurdity) and their Ignorance appears further, by supposing
that the Multiplier ought always to be of the same kind of thing as the Multiplicand ;
but if we consider the real meaning and import of such Questions, it appears plainly that
the proposed Multiplier may be of any other kind of thing ; so, if multiplying 3/ . idj.
by 4 Yards z Qrs. can have no other Sense than findinga number of Money proportioned to
3 A 10 j. as 4 Yards z Qrs. is to i Qr. (or x Yard or i Nail, for we may suppose any of
them) the Question is as good Sense as if the Multiplier were 4/ .
And in fact, such
Questions happen in all proportions of Money, and other things valued by Money.
Again, tho’ they make no such absurd Questions in Division as dividing one kind of
thing by a quite different kind ( as 18/ . by 3 Yards) yet these are equally reasonable
with those in Multiplication, when the necessary qualification is applied ; That is, when
the meaning is to find a number of one kind of thing so proportioned to another Number
of the same kind, as an Unit of any other kind of thing is to any Number of this kind.
For the Unit and that other Number being of one Name , they are as abstract Numbers;
and the Question resolves into a Simple Division. So dividing 18/ . by 3 Yards in this
Sense is only dividing 18A by 3, as happens in this Question. If 3 Yards cost 18/ . what
will 1 Yard cost. But if the Unit is of another denomination, then the lowest in the
divisor after reduction ; both must be reduced, and the Solution takes in both Multipli¬
cation and Division ; as in this Question, If 3 Qrs. cost 18 A what will x Yard ? that
is, If 3 Qrs. cost 18 A what will 4 Qrs ?
3. This Rule of Three is the great Rule of Calculation in all kind of Affairs; but
to give particular Directions for its Application in all the Variety of circumstances,
where proportions arise is impossible; for Questions may be less or more complex ; com¬
prehending various Questions of proportion connected in their circumstances, either to
bring out several Numbers required, or as so many necessary Steps towards the finding of
one Number required ; and besides the proportions contained in a Question, there may be
other Operations of Addition and Substraction, Simple Multiplication or Division, necessary
either to make out the Terms of a Proportion, or after the Proportions are solved to find
some Number sought, or a Number to be further applied towards finding Numbers soughtj
in Ihort to satisfy some condition of the Question in the progress of the Work.
The manageing of such Questions depends upon the Arithmetician's Judgment in distin¬
guishing all the parts of the Question, and knowing what each requires according to the
true Sense and Import of it, and of the several Operations of Arithmetics and par¬
ticularly of Proportion ; of all which he must have a dear and ready Idea ; and as
there is no other general direction that can reach all Cafes, the only thing more that
can be done to help one to acquire the necessary Capacity for all useful Questions, is to
make the application particularly to such Variety in all the common Subjects and Branches
of Business, that who understands these may be supposed capable to do any other of the
some, or any other useful kind. To this purpose are all the other common Rules that
are brought in after the Rule of Three ; which are applications of it chiefly ; of which
you have a large course in the following Chapters ; and 1 shall add to this a few more
complex Questions upon some of the former Heads, which come not so well under any of
rhe following; but first I make this other general Observation.
4. If Fractions are among the given Numbers of a Question of the Rule of Three ;
The procedure is in all respects the some, having due regard to the nature and operations
of Fractions ; for if the extremes are (or be made by reduction) Simple Numbers, Inte¬
gral or Fractional, of the some denomination, and the middle Term a Simple Integer or
Fraction ; the Multiplication and Division is to be performed by the Rules of Fractions,
.where Fractions are concerned x A few Examples are sufficient to explain this.
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•1^ -- ° ^ . equal to 2251T7 d. or pi . 7 j . 7 ^. 2 —
iO3
'. JSxa. 2 . If 4^- Ounces cost 8 s. what cost 3cT Pounds ? the Extremes being redu¬
ced first to Simple Fractions, it is — Ounces — 8 s. — 2— Pound, and the Extremes be9
7
ing again reduced to one Name, it is ~~ Ounces — 85 . —Ounces,
then 8 Mul¬
tiply*by

produces —

, which divided byiJ quotes

s- equal to 854^^ f.

287

or 42/ : 14 j : nd. i ~ ^ /.
Ex

a.

3.

If 3 hundred weight : 2 qrs. 14-

weight ? First it is, 4o6~lb. 1370
—
then —^-2/A — 1370 s, — -

Ib.

cost 68/ : lo

s.

What

cost j 2 hund’

s. — -g1- Cw, then ■-f 7-Ib. —1372 r. —~ Cw.
aud in this State the Question

is compleatly

redu¬

ced and prepared, and the Answer found by multiplying 1370 j . by ~2f~ and dividing
the Product by 1^22.
4
Observe. That
tho’ we cannot easily, in every Case, know which os the Extremes is
greatest,^ unless they are reduced to one Denominator : yet without this it is easy to know
which Extreme is the Multiplier ; because, suppose that upon the right hand to be eirber
the greater or lesser, that will determine which of them is the Multiplier. Yet after
all, if you reduce the extremes to one Denominator ; you ’ll have no more trouble, because
the common Denominator may be neglected, and the Operation performed with the Nu¬
merators ; since that Denominator would be a Multiplier both in the Numerator and De¬
nominator of the Quote,, as it comes out first in Fractional form ; and therefore botli be¬
ing divided by it (or which is the fame, neglect it in the Operation) the Quote will still
be the fame. So to Multiply by f and Divide the Product by ^
ing by 5, and Dividing by 3.
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Rule of Three.

1. If 1 Yard of Cloth cost 15 s. at first buying, and upon 540 Yards, there was of
Charges ( as Packing, Carriage , &c.) 5/ . ioj. What is the total cost? Ansvjer. 410/.
ion for if 1 cost 15 *. <540 cost 405/ . to which add 5/ . ioj. the Sum is 410/ . ioj.
2. A Gentleman has a Yearly R ent of 2^0/ . If he lays up Yearly 80/ ■ what has
be to spend upon Living every Month ? Ans- 14/ . 3^. 4 ^ . For 250 — 80 " 17O.
then if 12 Months have 170/ . 1 Month has 14/ : 3s : id.
Z 2. z
z. Ha-
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g. Having bought 40 Yards of Cloth at 8 >5. per Yard ; and 70 Yards at 12f . What is
the Value of both Pieces? Ans. 58/ . for if 1 Yard cost 8 s. 4000ft x61. then if 1 Yard
—
cost 12 s. 70 cost 42 1, and 16/ . -4- 42 1. 58
4. 1 bestowed 80/ . upon 2 Pieces of Cloth ; one of them at 13 s. per Yard , the 0ther at i6 .r. whose total Value is 48/ . What quantity was in each?
Take 48 from 8o remains 52, the total Value of the first Piece ; then find the Quan¬
tities by the total Value, and Value of I Yard.
•J- Five Persons were boarded together at 4/ . per Quarter ; they paid at entry 1
IO j. a Piece ; and having continued 2 Year 3 Quarters ; How much do they owe ? The.
Solution is thus made 5 X 4 “ 2° f, due for every Quarter ; then if t Quarter cost 20 /.
what 2 Year 3 quarters ? From the Answer of this, Subslract■>times 11, ioj. paid at
entry, the remainder is the Answer.
6. Two Posts travel the one directly North and the other South, from the fame
Place ; the one Travels 3 Miles for every 2 the other Travels, who Travels at the rate of
36 Miles a Day : How far are they asunder at the gd Days end ? x0, 3X36= 108
lililes the last Post has Travelled ; then fry, as 2 to 3 so is xc8 to the Miles the other.
Travels ; the Sum of the Miles travelled by both is the Answer ; But if they had Tra¬
velled the same way, then it is the difference of what each Travels. Or suppose the last
named is 30 Miles before the other ; to find in what time that other comes up with him ;,
% , As 2 to g, 'o is 36 to the Miles the other Travels in a Day ; the difference is what
of the distance is taken away every Day ; whence find the time in .which tile whole will be
taken away.
7. In what time will two Persons do a Work which one of them can do in 8 Days,.,
and the other in 5 Days ? Find by the given proportion how much of the whole.Work
each could do in 1 Day : Add these Answers together ; and fay, if both together, can do
so much as that Sum in 1 Day ; in what time will they do the supposed Work . In all
which Operations that supposed Work is represented by. x»
8. Four Men Drink at Table 16 Pennyworth of Wine : How many Men, .each of whom
Drinks but half of what each of the other does, will 22 Penny worth serve? Four of
these last Men will Drink but 8 Pence worth ; therefore say, if 8 d. serves 4, what will 22 d.
bought 146 Yards of Cloth at a certain Price, the seller afterwards dis2. Having
cempted 3 1, icr . per . Cent\ and had in full Payment 248 /. What was the 1st Price of 1
Yard? Say, as 96 1. 10 s. is to 100I. so is 248 /. .to the first Price of the whole, By which
find x Yard.
10. I laid out 10/ . upon a Parcel of Serges and Shallouns ; the total Value of theShalloons 60I. and the total quantity of Serges 236 Yards ; also for .every 2 Yards of
Serge, I had 3 of Shalloun: Flow much Shalioun was there ? and, what was the Value of
I Yard of each kind ?
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X, TT 7 Hen a Question,in the Rule of Three being duly stated, and die ExV V ttemes simple Numbers ,of one Name ; whether the middle Term be
Simple or mixt ; if the Extreme which by the general Rule is the
Divisor, be I, aud the middle Term an Aliquot part of some superior Species ; then di¬
vide the ether extreme by the Denominator of that aliquot part, the Quote is the Answer
in that superior Species ; and if there is a remainder reduce, and find its Value,
CASE
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Examples.
1. What is the Price of 67 yards of Cloth at
5 s. per yard ? Anfw . 16 h 15 s. found
thus ; The State of the Proportion is-^ *
. And because the Divisor is 1, and
the middle Term 5 r. which is a 4th part of 1 1,
therefore I divide 67 by 4, the Quote is
161, and4 remains
, which reduced to Shillings
, aud divided by4, quotes 15 j.
The Reason of this Practice is obvious ; for if 1
yard cost £ of 1 1. 67 yards must cost
67 4th parts, or, which is the fame thing, the
4th part of 67 U
As the Manner of Application, and Reason, in
all
derstood from this one, I shall only state a few, other Examples, may be easily un¬
with their Answers.
2 . The Value of 54 Stone weight, at 10 s..i (
of r I.) per Stone, is 27 1,J( - of 54.)
3. The Value of 353 Yards, at 3 s: 4 d. (4
of i I ) per Yard, is 58 / : 16 s : 8 d.
(4 . of 353/ .)
4. The Value of 36-5 Ib weight, at 3d (4 of 1
s.) per Ib. is pi s : 3 d, or 4/ : u s : 3 d.
(i of 36<yJ .y
•5. If 48 Men do a piece of Work in 8 Hours,
in what Time will 1 Man do the lame ?
Anfw. 16 Days, which is the 3d part of 48,
because8 Hours is the 3d part of 24 Hours
or 1 Day.
CASE id- IF the Price of an Unit is an
number of Shillings, multiply the
other Extreme (of the lame Name with the Uniteven
) by the half of that Number ; double
the first Figure of the Product for Shillings,
and the remaining Figures to the left are
Pounds in the Answer.
Evn. 1 . What is the Value of 324 Yards at 6 j
. per
multiplying 324 by 3 (the a of 6 ) the Product is 972, Yard ? Ans. 97/74thus;
which, according to the Rule , is
97 : 4 s. And observe, that it is very
to set down the Shillings and Pounds
ly, without writing first down the total ealy
separate¬
Product and then separating them.
The Reason of this Practice is, that if we multiply
the whole even Number of Shil¬
lings, the Product is the Answer in Shillings ;
which
divided
by 20, reduces it to Pounds,
the remainder being Shillings : Bur if we
multiply
Product is only the half of the Value in Shillings. only the half of these Shillings, the
Now suppose we multiply this Product
by 2, to give the whole number of Shillings,
and divide this last Product by 20 to reduce
Zzzz them
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them to Pounds ; Then , because 20 is two times 10, it’s plain that the Product made by
the half of the given Price, being first multiply’d by 2, and this Product •divided by 20,
(or, which is the fame thing , first by 2, and the Quote by ic ) the last Q iofewil ] be the
fame as if that first Product were Only divided by 10 ; because, to multiply by 2, and then
divide the Product by 2, brings back the fame Number that was multiply'd 1 Wherefire
it ’s plain, that if the first Product is divided by rcy die Quote is the Answer in .Pounds and
10,th parts ; and, because the Divisor is 10, theref re the Integral Quote, or Pounds, are
exprefs’d by the Dividend, excluding the first Figure on the right hand : and, because that
Figure is the number of 10th parts,, theref >re double "f it is the number of 22th parts,
i. e. cf Shillings ; and thus every Part of the Rule is clear.
Observe; If the Price of an Unitvconsisls of Pounds and Shillings, whose half reduced
to Shillings is a Number by which we can easily multiply, so as ro bring out the Product
in one P.ine at the first Step, as we may if that half doth not exceed 29, then we may also
use this Meth -d.
Exa. What is the Price of 467 Yards at 1 / : 14 s. per Yard ? Here 1 1: 14 s. is 44 s..
whose half is 17, by winch multiplying 467 , according to the Rule, the Answer is
793 / : 18 a*
2,d. If the middle Term is not an aliquot part of some superior Integer,
CASE
(the Divisor being always 1) yet it maybe equal to the Sum of several aliquot parts ; and
then if you divide by the Denominators f each of these separately, aud add all the Quotes,
the Sinn is the Thing sought. The Reajo i is plain ; but I mult 6bserve, that in most
Cafes where the middle Term is not an aliquot part, the common Rule by-Reduction is.
ctdnr Work.
Es a. 1 . If 1 yard cost 15 s. what cost 49 yards ? dns . 2,61 : 15 s. found 'thus ; 15 s.
is ic s. and ^ s. r>Q . the \ and \ of il. So I take the f of 49 1, which is 24 /. 10 s. and.
~ , which is j 2/ . 5 s. whose Sum is 2,61. 15 s.
Fa , 2. If 1 yard cost 12 s. 6d. what cost 268 yards ? Ans. 167/ . to s. thus ;
and 4. of 268 /. make together
12 j . 6 d. is 10 s. and 2 s. 6d . viz.. \ and ; of 11. Then
167 hi c s.
Exa. 3. If 1 yard cost 4 r . 3d. what is the Value of 140 yards? Avsw, 2 pi. 151.
thus ; f r 4 s. it is 28 (viz. the 5th part of 140) and for 3 d. it is 35 s. (or il . l ^ s.s
the 4th part of 140 s. because3 d. is ^th of 1s. and the Sum is 2pi. 13 s.
Observe; If the middle Term is equal to the same aliquot part repeated, i . e. if it’s any'
simple Fraction ( not an .aliquot Part) you may either divide by the Denominator , and
then multiply the Quote by the Numerator j or rather,first multiply by the Numerator, and,
I. s- d.
til en divide by the Denominator.
: 6 : 8 ; for 13 s, \ d. make | of.
37
is
6
;
of
Value
the
d.
4
^
Exa. 4. If 1 yard cost 13
l/ . therefore I multiply 56 by 2,. and divide, the Product 112 by 3 ; the Quote is 37 ?. ,
6 s. 8 dl
Again Observe, that if the middle Term is resolvable into Parts that are aliquot one of
another, then it may often prove a convenient Practice, first to find the Answer for thegreater Number, and then for the other which is its aliquot-Part, by taking the like Part
of the Answer For the former. E <a. If 1 yard cost 151 . what 340 yards ? . Take the.
hjlfof 342 for tor , and .the half of this half for 5 r. your.Sum is the Answer.
CA S E 4 . If the middle. Term .is so mix’d. as to have in it any Number of the highest
Species, first multiply that Number , and.then the other Parts by some of the former Cases,
if pcstible; and if this cannot be done,, or.not without much Operation, then we.must
take the common Method by Reduction:.
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Ex a. i.
If 1 yard cost 4 1 s.& 8 d.. what cost 734 yards ? Avfo'
318c/
, _ . 1a, .s.. 4 d. For 4/ . multiply’d by 734, produces 293 61. and
for 6 s 8 d. I take 4 cf 734 , which is 244Z. 13 s- 4 d. and the Sum
of both is 3180 Z. 13 s- 4 ejh

734
_ 4
2pj6 Z : s : d.
244 : IZ - 4
<x8o
: 4

. d.
: 8
: 3 : 4

28 by 5 is rx 140 1. r

For 6 s .
For 10 d. i

the ^ uk

8

Sum, 149 : 11
For 1 7. — 38 : s. : dFor 61 . 8 -/— 1'? : 13 : 4
For 2 1. 6 d— 4 : 13 :
Stun, 55 •* c8 : 4

4

EUa. 2 . If 1 yard cost 5 I. 6 s. 10 d. what cost 2&
yards P Ans. 149 A n j. 4 d- thus ; For ^ Z. it is
14c/ . for 6 s. 1 use Cafe 2d, and for 1cd. I take the.
24th part of 28) by Cafe 1 ft.

Ex a 3 . If 1 yard cost iZ. p s- id. what cost' 38 yards?'
53 1 8 Si 4 d. thtjf ; For die 1/ . *tis 38, fir ps . 2d.
which is equal to 6 s. 8 d. j ( of a Pound ) and 2 s. 6 d .( of a Pound)-1,take -j- and 4 of 38 Z;- as in the Margin *.

Anfea.

Suppose the Price -.of 1 yard 3 1: 7 r : 9 d. then no Method by aliquot parts is so easy asthe common Method by Reduction : A11Ji shall' here observe, that as there maybe diffe- rent Ways of doing the lame Question by aliquot parts, so the chusing cf the best Way
depends upon,Fdpetienqe, Es a. If 1 cost 15 s8.* d*_\t may be done by-considering . 15 s.
as 4- of a Z. ot as i & ; and 8 d as of a s. But more easily by resolving 13 s : 8 /7r s. work by Cafe 2 d, and for 1 s: 8 d. by Cafe ist : .
into 14.& 1s : 8 d. Then , for the 1 >
Also in Exa. 3 d we may work first by 1 1: 8 s. byC'afe 1 ; then for 1r. and for 2 d; but the.
former Method is easier, after you perceive that ps :- id. is equal to 6 s; 8 d. and2 s : 6d.

the Extreme which is the Multiplier is an aliquot part, , or the Sum .of ’
C A 5 E If
certain aliquot parts, of the Unit which is Divisor, then take by Division such part or
parts of the middle Term (whether this be a simple or mix’d Number) : And if the Mul¬
tiplier has also some Number of the feme Species with the Unit , you must work for that
Number separately by some of the former Cases, or the common Rule, then add all the
Parts of the Answer.
Ex a. 1 . If 1 Pound weight cost 32 Z. what cost4 Ounces ? Ans. 8 1. viz. ’4 of 32 /.
because 404 . are i of 1 Ib.
Exa, 2. If 1 yard . cost tQ .' iOa . what cost 2 qr : 1 nail ? Ans. \ l \ \ p s : sd : if.
, which is
thus ; For 2 qr . I take {■ cf 3 / : 10 s. t/q . I : i >, and for 1 nail I take
41 : 4 -7: 2/ . Total , 1 / : 10 j : 4 <7: if.
Exa. 3 . If 11, buy 3 Ct weight : iqr : y !b, how much wist 28/ : 5 s : 6 d, buy ?
which' I find thus;
^ Answ. 93 Ct : 2 qr : l 87A
l °- For the 28/ . I niduply iff by it , which gives
Ct qr. Ib.
Ct, qr. Ib,
84Cf ; then for 1 qr. I take p of 28, is - Ct ; and3 •* 1 • 7 4 3 : I : 7
10
28
for 7 Ib. I take Tct. of 28, is 1 Ct: 3 qr, or , which is
3 : 8 : 1204 the fame, I take 1- of 7 Ct, because7 Ib is pofd qr. So
9:
84 . ■
the Total for 28 Z. is 92 Ct: 3 qr. i c" For 3 s. which
7
is 4 cf 1 1. I take -) of 3 Ct '. tqr -. y Ib, it is 3 qr : 8 Ib :
004^
:
18
3.:
I : 03 ,
: i2oz . and for '6 <7, which is -/ . of 5 „r, I take , 2 of
the total f6r ■
.'
3 qr : 8 bb: 1204 . it is 'plb\ So
j
:
pi 03
.
51.: 6/7. is 3 : 18 Z£ : _±_oz. And, to this adding ■
the Sum is 93 Ct: 2 qr: 18 Ib: JL.oz. .
pi .Ct.: 3
Olferva:
'
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Observe.; Ik the Multiplier and the middle Term are both os the same kind of Things,
then we may consider either as the Multiplier, as lhall be most convenient for the Ope¬
ration.
Exa. 4 .
1, gain 4 s : 6 d. how much is thereby gain’d upon 54 1 •. 10 s?
' ' . ~jl: x 5Ifr :13d.
'
. .
' I rO,
Axfix
Which
is found' either of" two Ways, viz.
0, Multiplying
45 .* 6 d. by 34 I: 10 s. thus;
4 s : 6 d. o
34 J: 10j .
^
4s . by 34, makes 61 : 16s.
■
’n
16 I or . 'g
and
6d by 34 makes ijs;
,
;o 9
= 7 2 J. or 4X 9. then 4 s : 6 d. by 10 d. ot I,
17 -Z 4 J. by 54
: 06 it ) o
2 2 ” 2s: 6d, or_f makes 2 j d: and the ToZe- 6 d. by 34
<L)4 j : 6 d. by{7 - rZ- 3 o -ttal is 7 / : xo j : 3 <7. Or,
7 : 15 : ;
2°, Multiplying 34/ : I0a.
by 4 s : 6 d, thus ; 4 s : 6 d.
is 2 s and 2s : 6 d; Therefore I multiply 34/ : 10 s. by 2 s. or
the Product is
3 I •’ CP J. Then , by 2 s : 6 d. or ^ it is 4 / ; 6 s : 3 d\ And the Total is, as before,

7 ?- ! >
) §.- 3 -/.

These arc the -Chief and Fundamental Practices by Aliquot Paris , which whoever
'Understands will easily find many particular Abridgments depending upon the fame Princi¬
ples : Bur what I have done is sufficient here ; Judgment and Experience will supply the
jisct better than a confus’d heap of Particular Rides.

CAS E 6. When a Question of the Pule of Three is duly stated and reduced, ac¬
cording to the General Rule , ’twill .often happen that you can easily discover a Number
-which will exactly divide the Extreme which i» the Divisor, and someone of the other
two Terms; substitute the Quotes of these Divisions in place of the Numbers divided,and
work with them instead of these others ; by this Means you’ll have .he Divisor and ano¬
ther Term reduced to smaller Numbers, and sometimes one of them will become 1,
which leaves no more Operation but a simple Multiplication or Division.
Exa. 1 . If 7 yards cost <561. what cost 35 yards ? The Question stated is , 7 yards ■
—
-•—'56/. — 35 yards ; where it’s easily perceiv’d that 7 divides both the Extremes, and
the Quotes are I 8c 5 : So that this Question 1 yd 36/
—
— yd will have the same An¬
swer as the former , and is found simply by multiplying 56 1, by 5,which makes 280/.
Exa. 2 . If 250 I. buy 548 yards, what will 5 1. buy ? The Extremes being both
divided by 5, .the Quotes are 50 and 1, and the Question will have the same Answer as
this , <,ol — 5487A — 1 /. which is solv’d by dividing 548 yds by 50 ; the Quote is
10 yds .; 3 qrs : 3 nai: and f .1. .
Exa. 3 . If 27 yards cost 45/ , what cost 63 yards ? Here the Extremes 27 L 63
being divided by p, the Quotes are 3 & 7 ; and so the Question has the fame Answer as
this, 3yds — 45 ^— 7 yds.
Again ; 3 & 4.5 being both divided by 3, the Quotes
are x & 15 ; and so the Question is reduced to this, 1yd — 15 / — 7 yds, and the An¬
swer 7 times 15, or .105/.
You’ll in many Questions discover at sight, or with a small attention , the Divisors that
make this Abridgment, and also the Quotes : and in such Cases only is this Practice- of
any Value.
The Reason of this Practice is plain ; for the two Numbers, equally divided, contain
Jbetwixc ’em rite Proportion that ought to be betwixt the other given Number and that
fought : But if two Numbers are equally divided, the Quotes ( which are like aliquot Parts
-dt them) are jLn the fame Proportion .
.
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From the fame Principle it follows, that if the Divisor, and any of the other two
Terms , are Fractions ; or one of them a Fraction, and the other a whole Number ; if
these two Terms are reduced to Fractions having the fame Denominator , you may neglect
the common Denominator, and work with the Numerators ; because Fractions , having a
common Denominator, are in the fame Proportion to one another as their Nume¬
rator.
Ex a. If ’ of a Yard cost 16 7. what cost-J- of a Yard ? This will have the fame An¬
swer as this, 3yds — i6l — 5
Eva. 2 . If 4 ! Ounces cost 28 7. what cost i 87b. or 4608 Ounces ? Tire first Term
reduced is V , an^ yon may turn either 28 or 4608 into the form of a Fraction whose
Denominator is 5, and then work with the Numerators ; and so it will be either.
2304 — 140 / — 460802 . or 23 oz — 287 — 23040 oz. The
Answer is, 28048 ?-" /
In many Cafes this may be useful.
3 3'
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focall
’d having
5

find
a6th; which
5

is
Numbers given to
of
GivenRuleNumbers,
3 arefrom
conjoin’d in the
form of a Supposition, and upon
that a
Question is rais’d from the other 2, which with the Number sought are respective¬
ly like in their Application to the former 3, and have the same Connection of Sense; by
which Tis easy to know, at sight, a Question belonging to this Rule . Again ; All Que¬
stions of this Rule are such as include two Questions of the R.ule of Three, so dependent
upon one another, that the Answer of the first being made the middle Term of the second,
the Answers of both have the fame Signification, and the last is the final Answer of the
Question. And Observe, that tho’ many Questions include two Questions of the Rule of
Three, yet they have not the Conditions here describ’d ( of which you’ll meet with Exam¬
ples afterwards) ; anc/, for the Solution of such as have^ take this;

R u le . .

i 0. Of the 3 Terms of Supposition set that one first down which is like the Thing’
fought ; towards the left hand of it set down the other two ( it’s no matter in what Or¬
der) ; then set the two Terms that raise the Question towards the right hand of the for¬
mer 3, in inch Order that of the <5 given Terms the ist (counting from the left to the
right) be like the 4th , and the 2d like the 5th : Then,
2Take
the ist , 3d, and 4th Terms in Order , of which make'a Question of the Rule ■
of Three assuming
(
the 2d Term for -a superfluous one, to compleat the Sense) and find >
the Answer : Then,
3° - Take the .2<i ( os the 4) the Number now found, and the 5th ( of the ^ ) iuOr - der, and of them make another Question of the Rule of Three, assuming
(
the 4th Term 1
of the 5 for a superfluous Number ) the Answer of this-is the final Answer sought.
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QUESTIONS.
Weight must be carried
Qu. 2 d. What
Qu. ift. IF the Carnage of 25 Stone'
weight , for 16 Miles , cost 15 / : io §. what 12 Miles for 5V: 41 . when 18 Stone 1oik.
cost 15 s for 7 Miles ?
will 40 Stone cost for p Miles ?
A ><’f rœ. 13/ : ip s.
. ^Jb : ^ oz : i ^~ dr.
AaJw. i <ft ■
State of the 5 1 erms.
The State of the 5 Terms is,
,
Miles
St .
St. Miles 1. s.
m.
m. St. Ib. 1. s.
s.
25 — 16 — 15 : xo — 40 — p
15 — 7 — 18 : 10 — 5 • 4 — 12
2d Operation.
The first Question of
I st Operation.
2<d Question.
the Rule of Three is,
1. s. m. Ib. 0%dr. m.
s. ft . Ib.
m.
s.
s. St. m.
1.
St.
15 — x8 : 10 — 5 : 4 7—2066:2: 2 12
—p
—
16 4P0
25 — 15 : 10 — 40
by Reduction,
by Reduction,
9
by Reduction,
s.
, m,
Ib.
dr ,
j.
rn.
1614464 ( 27p or
St.
s.
St .
12
—
—
528P30
7
104
—
2p8
—
15
32 11,1:19 s
25 — 310 —40
_
7
_
Ib.
_- 7 °j 126
s.
42
12 I 3702510
112
2266
(
I5I30PP2
25I124CO ( 4P6.
3c8542TVr
Quote,
100.
I 20 •

144

240
225

144

150'
150.

which being re¬
duced, is equal to
ft . Ib. 0dr.

0PP :
90
92

75 ?5 • 3 : I4rr

£1
2 remainder

Prom the Sense and Connection of these

16

two Questions it ’s plain, that we have the
Answer of the Question propos’d ; for, by
the first we find what 40 Stone costs for

15I 32 (2 o%.

16 Miles , when 25 Stone cost 10 J. for the
fame Way . Then , by the second, we find
what 40 Stone must cost for p Miles, when
Answer of the prece¬
(
they cost 4P6 s.the
ding) for 16 Miles.

16

30

2 tern.
15 | 32
30

{2

df -r,

Here , by the isl
Operation , is found
how much must be
carried 7 Miles for
5 / : 4 s. Then , by
the ad Operation,
how much must be
carried 12 Miles for
51 :4 s.

2 remain.

As to the Work of these two Questions, I have done it at length, according to the most
General Rules ; but such.as. understand the Contractions, already explain’d in Multiplica¬
tion and Dh -ifton, and the Rule of Three, may do them easier thus :
In the ist Question, the ist Operation reduces at sight to this 5ft —15/: us — 8ft.
by dividing 25 and 40, both by 5 ; then we may easily multiply 15/: io 'J by 8', without
reducing ic ; the Product is 124/ . which divided by quotes 24s * s. Por the 26 Operation it stands thus, 16 m — 24/: 16 5 — p »r. And here the middle T. erm is easily
inultiply’d by p without Reduction ; the Product-is 223 I : ±s, which divided by 16, (or
first by 2, and the Quote by 8) the Answer is 13 1: ip s.
In the 2(1Question, the 2d Operation may be done easier; for, without reducing the
dr ;
middle Term , it may be easily multiply‘d by 7 ; the product is, 14462 Ib: 14 oz : 14
which
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Fivel
which divided by 12 (or ist by 2, and this Quote 7231 ^ : 7 oz : J dr. by 6, the Quote is
5oz. i ^dr. which is 75/ ?. ^lb. joz . 14^ . as before.
Observe. That
as the first Operation ought to be carried down to the lowest Species,
while there is any remainder ; so the Fraction which that remainder makes ought to be ta¬
ken into the second Operation , else the final Answer will be thereby deficient, either in
some Integral part, or in the Fractional part of the lowest Species. So in the preceding
Question ad, the V of a drop in the Answer of the first Operation , being neglected in the
2d, makes the Answer of this deficient, tho’ it is only by a small Fraction of a drop ; yet
in other Cases the loss may be more considerable, and therefote it ought never to be neg¬
lected : But because the taking in this Fraction into the 2d Operation will often make the
Work tedious and hard, for them that are not familiar with the practice of Fractions,
I shall give you another Rule, whereby the Answer is found by one Division ; and be¬
cause this Rule depends upon the preceding, you must have a clear understanding of that,
in order to be master of this ; and therefore I would have you first apply the preceding
Rule to all the following Questions, and then apply the other Rule which is this.

How to Jolve Questions of the Rule

of Five ly one Division.

Rule
i ° ’ State the 5 given Terms as before directed, and then make the cor¬
responding Terms (viz. ist and 4th, 2d and 5th) simple Numbers of one Name , and
the middle Term a simple Number if its mixt.
2P* Form a Question of the Rule of Three with the ist, 2d and 4th (of the 5) as
before ; and mark which of the extremes ( ist or 4th) would be the Divisor : Again, form
a Question of the Rule of Three with the 2d, zd and 5th (of the 5) and mark which
would be the Divisor.
z". Let these two Terms , which you find would be the Divisors in these simple
Questions of the Rule of Three , be multiplied together, and of the Product make a Divi¬
sor ; and for a Dividend, take the continual Product of the other three Terms (of the 5)
and this Division being finished (in which the Quote is like the middle Term) gives the
final Answer of the Question proposed.
Observe. If the Numbers by which the middle Term is multiplied, are such that it may
be easily multiplied without reduction when it’s a mixt Number, then it’s better not to
reduce.
Gjiest. 1 . Done by one Operation . The Question being stated and reduced according
as the ist and 2d Articles require, I make
St .
M.
L. Sh.
St.
M.
a Question of the Rule of Three with the
25 — 16 ■15 : 10 — 40 — 9.
ist, zd and 4th Terms , and find tha: 25
Or thus
is the Divisor : For if 25/?. cost gioj.
St .
M.
St.
st .
M.
(for 16 Miles) 40 ft. will cost more ( for the
25 — 16 - 310 — 40 — 9
fame 16 Miles) therefore 40 is the Multi¬
plier, and 2^ the Divisor. Again , I make
a Question upon the 26, plzd, and ^th, and find 16 the Divisor ; for if 16 Miles carri¬
age (of 4 ~/?.) cost 310 s. then 9 Miles must cost less; and so 9 is Muldier , and 16 Divisor.
St.
M.
Sb.
St.
M.
The rest of the Work is manifest, as in the Margin;
■ 16
and because the ist single Operation had no remainder
ZlO — 40
- 9
16
40
in the lowest Species, the final Answer is the same by
both Rules.
400
12400
9
Aaaa
400) 111000)
Observe
Quote 27 9jb. or 131.1 pj.

of

54 6
or ’without reducing the
middle Term; thus,
s.
I.
15 : 10
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Observe that I assume the middle Term for the Answer
of the 1st single Question, because its no matter what be
supposed in order to discover the Divisor,

jo

_
1620 :

9
400) 5580( 13/ '

s.

19

Question zd. By one Operation.
M.
St. Ib.
L . Sb.
M.
Sh.
10
:
18
7 —
- 5 - 4 - 12
15 - or
S.
M.
15 - - 7. —
12
180

Ib.
298

7

S.
— 104 —

2086
104
180) 2165144( 1205// ’.
18
36 or 75 St. : 5Ib.
094

90

44 remain.
16

180 ) 724 ( 32.

54
164 remains.
16

180) 2624) 14444 dr.
180
824
720
104 remain

M.
12

Here I say, ist, if 1 5 Sb. pay for (7 Miles
carriage of ) 298 Ib, then 104 pays for more ;
and so 104 is the Multiplier, and 15 the Di¬
visor. Again if 298 Ib. was carried 7 Miles
for 104/ . a less weight must be taken 12
Miles ( for the fame Price) so 7 is the Multi¬
plier, and 12 the Divisor : The rest of the
Work is plain, as in the Margin. And here
the final Answer differs from that found by
the preceding Method (in which the Fraction
of the iff part was neglected) only in the
Fraction of the lowest Species, which is here
a little greater than the other.
The , following QuestionsI leave wholly to
your exercise, and only set down the Answers,
as they are found by both the preceding Rules,
that you may compare them with your own
Answers. And observe, that in doing by two
Operations I have always neglected the Fra¬
ction in the lowest Species of the ist Opera¬
tion.
Quefi. 3 . How far ought 3 Ct. and 2 qr.
to be carried for 14 s. at the rate of zl.
IOJ. for 14 Ct. carried 18 Miles ? An¬
of a Mile, by both the
swer ^ 20 Miles
Rules.
Quest. 4 . If 246/ . board 9 Men 18
Months, how long will 48/ . board 5 Men ?
Answer, 6 Months 8 Days and 4, by two Operytions ; and 6 Month 9 Days _J
or _ | .T by one Operation. Observe, I have
taken 28 Days to 1 Month.
Quest. 5 . How much will pay 8 Months
board of 3 Men, when 24 /. 5 s. paid for 2
Year 4 Months of 7 Men ? Answer, 2/.
And 21. 15 s. <>d. T5T or Z. by one Opera¬

15 s. ^ d. JL or _’T by two Operations :
tion.
Quest. 7 . How many Men will cut down 7 Acres of Wheat in 4 Days, when 6 Men
cut down 12 Acres in 8 Days and 4 Hours ? Answer. 4 Men with a Fraction equal to
JL by two Operations ; and by one Operation it is 5 Men with a Fraction equal to4 *.
Quest. 7 . If I get 8oz. weight of Bread for 6d. the Wheat at 15 §. per Boll ; what
ought the Boll of Wheat to be, that I may get 12 oz. of Stead for 4 d. Answer. 6 s. 8d.
by both Methods.
Quest. 8,

(Rule of
Qu.

FiW.

8 . When Wheat is at 12 j. 10 d. per Boll, 7 Ounces of Bread cost <5d.
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how

much ought to be got for 8 d, the Wheat being 15 s ? Anfw . 9 04 : 11 dm : i ^gr. , *
by two Operations ; and 904 : 11 dw : 14.gr .if by one Operation.
Qu. 9. What ought to be the Price of 4 Ib : iooz. of Bread, the Wheat being i6s : %d.
the Boll , supposing that when the Wheat is at 12 s. I get 8 oz. for 4 d ? Ans. 3 ^ 2 A A.
by two Operations ; but by one Operation ’tis 3 s : 3 d : 2~ f Tf.
Qu. 10 . If 100 1. Principal Sum give 5 1 : 10 s. in i Year, what is the Interest of 72 1
for 5 Year 8Months ? Anfw. By two Operations , 91 :4s : 9d:
orAnd
by one Operation , 9I : 4s : 9d : 2s
Observe, I have in this Question taken 12 Months to 1Year.
Qu. xi . At the rate of 61. per Cent. per Ann. what Principal Sum will raise 48/.
in 2 Year 4 Months (supposing 12 Months to a Year) ? Anfw. By both Methods is
34 ? Z: 17s : id: 2/I.
Qu. 12 . In what Time will 146/ : xo §. Principal Sum raise 50/ . of Interest at the
rate of 5 perCent . per Annum ?
Answ . 6 Year : 10 Months : 16 Days , by two Opera¬
tions ; and by one it is 6 Year : 10 Months : 20 Days A.AA.
Observe, I have here reckon’d 13 Months to a Year, and 28 Days to a Month; but,
in Calculations of Interest, the most exact Way is, to take in no Denominations,
but Years and Days ( 36s Days to 1 Year ) and let the Time of a Question which
is less than 1 Year, or that Part of it which exceeds a certain number of Years,
be reckoned in Days.
The Reason of this Rule , by one Division , will be easily understood by one Example.
Thus,
*Suppose 40 1, pay 7 Months board of 6 Men ; to find how much 8 Men must pay for
5 Months . The State of the 5 given Terms is, 6 Men — 7 Mo — 40/ . — 8 Men —<5 Mo.
The 1 st single Question of the Rule of Three is , If 6 Men pay 40 1, what must 8 Men in
the same Time ? The Answer is found by multiplying 40 /. by 8 , and dividing the Pro¬
duct by 6 ; that if , we take the 6th part of 8 times 40 , which may be express’d in a gene¬
ral fractional form thus, ^°- r ~ Then the 2d single Question is, If 7 Months cost
what will 5 Months cost ?
Term

And the Answer of this is found by multiplying the middle

by 5, and dividing the Product by 7 : But a Fraction is multiply’d by mul¬

tiplying its Numerator , and divided by dividing its Denominator j therefore the Answer is
express’d thus, 4 ? &X
^ 87
X _5hich
. ^

is the Quote of the continual Product of 40 , 8, & 5,

divided by the Product of 6 & 7 , the Divisors of the two simple’Questions : All which is
according to the Rule . And , whatever the Question be, ’tis manifest that there will be
always the fame Reason ; for , by expressing the Answer of the 1st simple Question in this
general fractional Way , the Answer of the 2d will necessarily be expressed by a Quote made
of a Divisor which is the Product of the Divisors .of the two simple Questions, and a Divi¬
dend which is the Product of the other 3 given Terms.

Observation

relating to the preceding Rule.

As I made no Distinction of a Rule of Three DireSl and IndireSl , so neither have I
in the Rule of Five , as is commonly done , to no purpose but to make a needless Difficul¬
ty i since Direct and IndireSl can be here understood no otherwise than as they relate to
'
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the two simple Questions of the Rule of Three contain ’d in it. But I had this further
Reason to make no such Distinction ; That all the Questions that come under thi, Rule
may be solv’d by two Applications of the Rule of Three that are either both TireSl, or
one Direct and the other Indirect. Thus , the 5 'I erms being stated, and the two Que¬
stions of the Rule of Three consider d according to the above Rule , if they are both IJireSl, then it may be other Ways solv'd, so as to make one TireSl, and another Indirect ;
Or, if one is Tire St, and the other In dire 81, by the above Rule , it may be fblV'd so, as
to make both TireSl ; which is done, in both Cafes, by making the 1st, 2d, and 4th
Terms (of the -Q the 3Terms ' of the ist Operation ; then making the Answer of this
wi-h the gd and 5th ( of the 5) the 3 Terms of the 2d Operation.
Exet. 1 ft. If 7 Men in 3 Months spend 100 I. how much will 12 Men spend in 5
;
Months ? Here both the Operations , according to the preceding Rule , are Direct But
will
long
how
.)
100/
spend
to
(
Months
3
take
Men
7
If
°)
(i
:
thus
it may be done
12 Men take ( to do the same) - They must take less Time ; therefore this is Tndir-eSi
Then , whatever time 12 Men take to spend ico /. they will spend more or less in 5 Months,
according as 5 is more or less than tire Answer of the ist Question' ; ,therefore this is
TireSl. ,
Exa. 2 d. If 7 Men spend 100 1, in 3 Months, in what Time will 12 Men spend 48/ . ?
By the preceding Rule the ist Operation is IndireSi, and the other Direct ; but, do it
the other Way , and they will be both TireSl. Thus ; if 7 Men spend 100/ . (in 3 Mo.>
; If
12 Men will spend more ( in the same Time ) ; therefore this is Direct. Again
12 Men spend the Sum found by the ist Question in 3 Months, they’ll take more or less
Time to spend 40 1, according as this is more or less than the Answer of the ist Question ;
therefore this is also TireSl.
That the final Answer, or Answer of the 2d Operation , will be the same in both these
Methods, will appear from the Nature of the Thing ; because both Ways there is a rea¬
sonable and natural Connection betwixt the two Operations, which take in all the Cir -j
cumstances of the Question ; Therefore I shall not trouble you with any farther Demon¬
stration of it ; and shall only add, That I chuse the first Method, because it leads, in a
more easy and plain Way , to the Method of reducing both the Operations to one Di¬
vision.

Observation

relating to other Complex Questions.

All Complex Questions that are solvable by two Operations of the Rule of Time, so
that the Answer of the ist is a Term of the 2d, tho’ they have not all Circumstances like
the
those belonging to the Rule of Five , yet if we consider and perceive what arehave
Terms of these two Operations , ’twill be easy to reduce them to one Division, as we
done those of the Rule of Five ; For, by expressing the Answer of the ist Question
Traction-wife ( as above) and placing that Expression where it should be in the 2d Que¬
stion we shall easily perceive which of the given Numbers are to be multiply’d for a
Divisor, and which for a Dividend. I shall illustrate this by an Example : Suppose
14 yards of Cloth at the rare of 8 j. for 3 yards, are given for Sugar at the rate of 2 s. 8 d,
(or c2 d.) for 5 Ib. how- much Sugar ought to be given ? To do this at two Steps, I fay.
Ansvi. 37 J. 4 ^ . Then , if 32 ^ . buy -5/A what
If 3 yards cost 8 s. what 14 yards ?
>17j. o d ? And here, without finding the Answer of the first, I see that 3 and 32 are
and the 3 Numbers
the Divisors; but then, because the 32 is d, make 8 =
that produce the Dividend are 96, 14 , 5.
CHAP,’
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hdw
,

HIS
shews
by
two or more
Operations
of the
of
Three,Ruleto divide
any given
Number intoIndependent
unequal Parts,
proportional
toRule
certain

other given Numbers. ' 1 is cdl ’d the Rule of Fellowship, because the more com¬
mon and useful Application is in the Division of Gains, Lodes, or other things among
Partners in Company : But, as there are also other Applications of it , I have made the
Definition Universal ; and, for the Solution, this is the
Role.
Add the given Numbers ( to which these Sought are Proportional) into one
Sum, which make the ist Term ; make the Number to be divided the ad or middle Term ;
and the given Numbers ( or parts of the istTerm ) make them severally the 3d Terms of so
many distinct Questions of the Rule of Three and
;
the Numbers thus found are the An¬
swers : The Reason of which is manifest.
To prove the Answer to be right, add them all into one Sum ; and this ought to be
equal to the middle Term , because the Numbers found are the several Parts of the middle
Term , and the Parts must be all together equal to the Whole . But Ohferve, that iF
there are Remainders (tho’ of the lowest Species) in this Division by which the Answers
are found, these make Fractions, which are also to be added : In order to which , let the
Remainders be all of the lowest Species, then add them , and divide their Sum by the
common Divisor, ( which is the common Denominator ; and here there must be no Re¬
mainder ) the Quote added to the Sum of the Integral parts of the Answer, will make it
equal to the middle Term , if the Work is right.
Qu. tji. Two Men (A , E) make a Common Stock, whereof A's Part is 240 I. and
E 's 360/ . After a certain time they make 80/ . Gain or Loss; What is each of their
Shares ? Anfw. A ’s 32 1, and B’s ^84
Storfrs

A

240£

E 560
<3 00.

Operation
1.
1.
1.
If 600 — 80 24O
—
240

1

1.

Loo — 80 — zLo
360

600 -.-X

■ 622 | i88ooj

IIP 203 )
Quote, 52/.

48 A

Gain or
Ufs.
A. 32 L
E. 48
80

Qa . id . A, B , C make a Common Stock, whereof A has 246 ?. B 392 / : 18T
C 278 / They gain or lose 64/ . What is each Partner ’s Share of it ? See the An¬
swers following.
i

i

Stoc&i

0{ule
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For B.

A.
B.

Stocksj
For A.
s.
24 6 7.
j
Is
.
I
I. 18338392
: i8i . t» 916 : 18 — 64 — 246

c. 27SJ
gl6 '

j
18

18338

For <7.

s.

I.

s.

18338 — 64 — 5560

556°

18338)

355840 (19^

Or,
4 p20_
18338 ) 314880 ( 17 ?.
18338
131500
128366

172460
165042

62680 ( 3 s.

148360 (8 s.
j46704
1656 rem.
12
19872
18338
15

/.

( 27 7.

36676
136152
128366
7786 rem;
20
LZ CO-**\0
O Cn rn
<N Osm

18333

20

S. J.

—64 — 7858 (viz. 392 ; 18)
7858

,8538)502912
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Observe; Since the ist and 2d Terms are the lame in all the Operations, if there are
many Shares, ’twill be convenient to make a Table for the Divisor or first Term , especial¬
ly if it's a great Number , and perform the Division as directed in § 2d of Ch. 6 , Book 1ft.
And , for the fame Reason , you may make a Table for the middle Term , as a common
Multiplicand , and do the Multiplications as in h>2d of Cb. 5 , Book 1 ; which will be con¬
venient , especially if the middle Term consists of more, and a greater variety of significant
Figures than -the Extremes by which ’tis to be muldply’d. Remember also, that this
Method can be follow ’d only when you are to do the Work of the Rule of Three by the
General Rule : But, in some particular Cases, you'll find other Contractions more con¬
venient.
Again 5 where there are many Shares, ’twill be a useful Method to reduce the first two
Terms to two others in the fame proportion, but whereof the first is 1 ; which is done
thus: The given ift and 2d Terms being Simple Numbers ( or made so) finda 4th Pro¬
portional to these two and x ; then say, As the ist to the 2d, so 1 to a 4th
which will
be like the middle Term . And in compleating this 4th , instead of the common Method
of Reduction , carry it on decimally to more or fewer places, according as the given
l arts of the ist Term are greater or lesser Numbers : Then take this 4th Term for the

2d or
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2(1or middle Term, andi for the ift, in all the Operations by which

5t
you find the

Numbers

sought. And so they are all found by Multiplication , because i is the Divisor. And, in
these Multiplications, you may usefully apply the Tabular Method explain’d in Oh. 5, £. r,
observing always that whatever Denomination the 1 has, the 3d Term hath the same.
Thus , in E <ca. 211, fay by the Rule of Three, as 91 61 :iR j . is to 64/ . so is 1 /. to a
4th Terra , which you' ll find to be this Decimal of a Pound, vi%.0698
.
&c. And in find¬
ing this, I either reduce 916 7: 18 J. to 18348 s. and so the Proportion is as 18338 s. to
64/ . So is 20 s.equal
(
to XI.) to .0698 &c. Or , more easily, by expressing the 18 J.
Decimally it is, as 916 .9 7. to 64/ . so is 17. to .0698 Scc 1. Then the isi and 2d Terms,
in all the Operations for the Answers are 11, and .0698 7. And then the 3d Terms be¬
ing all in the Denomination cf Pounds, like the 1st Terra (by expressing the 18 7. deci¬
mally) the Answers are found by multiplying the several 3d Terms by . 0698, as below,
which produce the fame Integral Answers as the preceding Method.
Observe : In the ist and 2(1Parts I have made but two Steps in the Multiplication , by
multiplying with 24 and 27 at once..
Again Observe, that we may also
find the new middle Term by
expressing the mix’d Numbers, not
decimally,
but by Reduction, saying,
4188
3384
31432
As 18 48 s. to 64/ . so is 1 s. to a
16732
18846
35361
4th , which will be . 00349 &c 1.
23574
which is different from the other
17 .1708
19 -4 ° 44
or
or
But, in using this, we must also ex¬
27 .42442
or
17 7:3 s 3: d.
ip/ : 8s : 1 d.
press the 3d Term in Shillings, and
then we shall have the same An277 : 8 s : ‘
swers; but the former Method is
easiest. .
As the Shares of Gain or Loss are, in these Questions, found by the total Gain or Loss
and the particular Stocks ; so, after the same manner, we may find the particular Stocks,
from the tot d Stock and the Shares >f Gain or Loss.
The following Questions, done after the fame manner, shew the Application of this
Rule to other Subjects.
Qu. 3 d . A, B, C buy together 638 yards of Cloth , of the Value whereof A paid
20 7. B 260I. and 77480 7. How much of the Cloth must each of them have ? Add
200 7. 260 7. 480/ . into one Sum 940, and then divide 638 yards in proportion to the
given Parts of 940.
Qu. qth. There are 3 Horses A, B , C; in the some Time that A can oat 5 Bolls of
Oats , B can eat 7, and C 9, How must 25 Bolls be parted among them, that they may
begin and end at the fame time ? Add 5, 7, and 9, the Sum is 21 ; then divide 25 in
proportion to the given Parts of 21.
Qu. <stb. There
was a Mixture made of 3 different kinds of Wine , in which for
every 3 Gallons of one kind there were 4 of another, and 7 of the third; How much of
each kind is in a Mixture of 146 Gallons ? Add 3, 4,7 , lie.
Qu. 6th. Three Butchers pay among them 40 7. for a Grals-Inclofure, into which they
put 200 Cows, whereof ^ had 80 , B 100 , and C 120 ; How much ought each to pay ?
Or , what they pay being given with the total Number of Cattle , we may find how many
belongs to each.
Qu. "] th. A Father left his Estate of ioco 7. among 3 Sons, in such manner that for
every 2 7. that A gets, £> shall have 3, and (7 3 ; How is the Estate to be divided ?
. 0698
246

.0698
278

392 .9
.0698
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Fellowship with Time.

When Stocks continue unequal Time in Company, so that a Consideration must be
made of the Time , as well as of the Stock, this is cail’d Fellowship with Time ; for which
this is the
all the Stocks be of one Denomination , and also the Times ; then
Let
Rule.
multiply each Partner ’s Stock by his Time , and divide the Gain or Lois in proportion to
these Products.
Qu. 8th . A had in Company 45 1, for 3 Months ; B 58/ . for 5 Months ■and C9 2/.
for 7 Months ; at the end of which they find 48 1, gain ’J ; What is each Partner ’s
Share ?
S 58 X 5~ 290; and forC ?2 X7— 644;
;
— 5 for
The Products are,for A 45 X 3 rz
the Proportions are, as 1069 I. to
Then
?.
1065
—
+
644
290
is
Sum
whose
48 1, so is .133, 290, 644 severally to the proportional Shares of 48/.
The Reason of this Rule can be no other than an Agreement of Parties, that their
Shares of Gain or Loss Hull be so proportion’d to one another, as those Sums of Interest
which, at any rate per Cent. per Annum, might be gain’d by the particular Stocks, in the
Now, that the Rule is agreeable to
time of their continuance in the Common Stock.
this Supposition, I thus thew : By multiplying the Particular Stocks and Times , we reduce
the Question to another State, vrQ. wherein the Particular Stocks are equal to those Pro¬
ducts, and in which therefore the Shares of Gain must be proportion’d to those Products;
and the Times all equal to an Unit of the Denomination of Time multiply’d : So 45 1.
Bearing Interest for 3 Months is equivalent to 3 times 43, or 135, for 1 Month, at any
Rate of Interest : And so of the rest. Consequently the 48 /. gain’d in 7 Months is truly
proportion’d to those Products.
Qu . 9th. Suppose A put in 40/ . and at 4 Months end took out 10 ?. and at 1 Months
thereafter putin 30/ . B put in 50/ . and at 3 Months put in 20/ . At 8 Months end
they balance their Accounts, and find 18/ . gain’d ; What is the Share of each ?
In such Questions, where each Partner ’s Stock varies by Addition and Subtraction, we
must consider how long each Part of the varying Stocks continued in Company, and mul¬
tiplying them by their Times , the Sums of these Products are the Numbers by which the
Division is to be made ; as here.
B had 50 ?.
A bad. epl. then 30/ . then 62/ . J
for 3 Mo.
2 Mo. >
2 Mo.
for 4 Mo.
^ 150
120
60
160

then 70/.
5 Mo.
35°

The Sum of A’s several Products is 160 -f <5o -f- 120 — 340. OF E 's is 150 -f - 35c—
™ 300. Then 340 st- 50 = 840. And as 840 to 18/ . so 340, & 500 severally to the
Shares of 18 sough c.
There are other Questions of a kind with these, and wrought the same Way;
as, the following.
Persons, A, B , C, hire together certain Pasture-Ground for 24/.
Qu. 12th. Three
in which A keeps 40 Cows for 4 Months : B keeps 30 Cows for 2 Months ; and Ckeeps
36 Cows for 5 Months : How much of the Rent ought each of them to pay ?
Multiply each Person’s Number of Cows by the Time they were kept , and by these
Products proportion the Rent.
And
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And if the Partners take out and put in Cattle at different Times , then work as in
Quest. yc th.
To the preceding QuestionsI shall add the following Collection, in which the
Studedt will find an Useful Exercise.
Qu. nth . A, B, and C make a Stock, whereof A has 201.30/
£
. They gain 36 ?.
whereof C got 16 1. What was C’s Stock, and the Gain of A and B ?
Take 16 from 3 6, and the Remainder 20 is the Sum of the Gain of A and B which
;
being divided in proportion to their Stocks, gives their Shares : '1 hen find C’s Stock in
such proportion to his Gain, as A or B ’s Stock to his Gain.
Qu. 12 th . A put into a Common Stock 20/. and B 144 Ducats ; they gain’d do/ , of
which A got 38/ . What was the Ducat valued at ?
Take 38 from 60, the Remainder 22is Bs Gain : Then fay, As 38 1. ( A’ sGain ) to 2oh
(his Stock) so is 22/ . to a 4th Term , which is B s Stock : Then , if 144 Ducats give
that Stock, what’s x Ducat worth ?
Qu. 13 th .
A, B, and C make a Common Stock of 468/ . with which they trade, and
gain a certain Sum, whereof the Shares of A and B together make 64/ . of B and C 58/.
of A and C 70 /. What is the particular Stock and Gain of each Partner ?
Add 64, 58, and 70, the Sum 1512/. is double the total Gain, because each Partner’s
Share is twice contain’d in it ; therefore the half of it 96 /. is the total Gain : From
which take 64/ . (A and B 's Share) the Remainder 32 is C’s Share; which taken from
•58/. (B and C ’s Shares) leaves 261. for B’s Share ; which taken from 64/ . (A and B 's
Share) leaves 38/ . form ’s Share : Then having the particular Gains, divide the total
Stock proportionally.
Qu. 14 th .
A has in Stock 35 1, and B 20I. They agreed, that the Gain be divided
so as A have 10 per Cent. and B only 8 ; How is 40 /. to be divided betwixt them ?
Find what’s due to 35/ . at the rate of 10 per Cent. and to 20/ . at the rate of
8 Per Cent: then divide the total Gain 40 1, in proportion to those Sums ; for, the only
Meaning such a Question can have is, that the Gain be proportional to what 35 would
draw of 10 perCent. and 20 of 8 perCent. and not, that A has really 10 per Cent. and
B 8 , for their Stocks ; for they will have more or less, according as the total Gain hap¬
pens to be.
Observe. Mr . Hill, without expressing any particular Stocks, supposes 120 I. Gain,
and A to gain 10 per Cent. B 8 ; and, to solve the Question, he bids us suppose their
Rates of Gain perCent. to be their Stocks, and in that Proportion to divide 120/ . but
he has neglected to explain something necessarily suppos’d in this Solution, viz. That
their real Stocks were equal : In which Case, be these Stocks what you will, the Gains
are proportional to the several Rates per Cent. But , if 10/. and 8/ - are their real Stocks,
then the Solution is wrong, and we ought to find what’s due to 10/. at 10 per Cent. and
to 8 1, at 8 per Cent. and by these Sums proportion the Gain.
Qu. 1 ^th . A and B were in Company thus : A had 50 /. in Stock for 10 Months, and
B had his Stock in for 8 Months, and receiv’d equal Share of the Gain ; What WasB's
Stock ?
Since their Gain was equal, so must the Products of their Stocks and Times ; where¬
fore multiply ^Fs Stock and Time , rd4. 50/ . by xo, the Product is 300 ; which divide
by B’s Time 8, the Quote 62 1 : 10 J. is B ’s Stock. Or , which is the lame, make this
Proportion ; as B’s Time 8 Months to A's Time 10 Months, so reciprocally A’s Stock
50/ • to B’s 621: 10 s.
Observe : If we supposeA’s Gain is to B ’s in any other Proportion, as 2 to 3, then, be¬
cause the Gains are proportional to the Products of Stock and 'l ime, fay, As 2 to 3, so is
500/ . (the Product of ^ ’s Stock and Time ) to a 4th, vie. 750/ . ( the Product of Bs Stock
6 bbb
’
and
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and Time ) ; which therefore divided by 8 (2>’s Time ) the Quote is 93 7 : i ^ j. for

JB's Stock.
Qu. \ 6tb.

A receives of Gain 20/ . for 8 Months, B 25 7. for 7Months, andC^6J.
for 5 Months ; the sum of the Products of their Stocks and Times is 520/ . What were
their Stocks ?
Divide 52 oh in 3 parts proportion’d to 20 7. 25 7. and 36 7. then divide each of these
parts by the respective Times , 8 Mo . 7 & 5, the Quotes are the Stocks fought.
Observe: If instead of the particular Times the Stocks were given, and the Times requir’d, the Operation is the same ; for 520 being resolv’d into 3 parts proportion’d to the
Gains, divide these parts by the Stocks, and the Quotes are the Times.
Qu. ijtb . A gains 207. and his Stock is 157. more than B's, whose Gain is 12L
What are the particular Stocks ?
Say, As the difference of the Gains is to the difference of the Stocks, so is each of tire
particular Gains to the correspondent Stocks.
For , since the sum of the Gains is to the sum of the Stocks as each Gain to its Stock,
then, from the nature of Proportion , the difference of Gain is to the difference of Stock
as each Gain to its Stock.
Qu. 18 th. A gains 20 7. in 6 Months, B 18 7. in 5 Months, andC 28 7. in 9 Months,
whole Stock is 72/ . What are the Stocks of A and B ?
Then , as 287. (C 's Gain)
Multiply C’s Stock and Time , the Product is 648/ .
to 648 7. so are 20 7. and 18 7. to the Products of A and B 's Stock and Time ; which being
found, divide them by their Times , and the Quotes are the Stocks.
If , instead of the real Sums of Gains , there were given 3 Numbers in the lame Propor¬
tion as the real Gains, the Work is the lame. Or suppose, instead of the Particular Gains,
we must add these Fractions, and take the
that A has 4. of the whole Gain , and B then
Sum from 1, the Remainder is the Fraction of the total Gain which C has ; and then use
these Fractions as the Particular Gains.
Again ; If their particular Gains and Stocks are given , with the Time of one Partner,
to find the Times of the rest, the Work is also the same.
Qu. 19th. A, B , C have a Common Stock of iooo 7. A gains 100 7. for 9 Months,
B 80 7. for 12 Months, and C120 J. for 8 Months; What were the Particular Stocks?
Divide each Partner’s Gain by his Time , and then divide 1000 7. into 3 parts propor¬
tion d to those Quotes. The Reason of this is, that if the Times are equal, the Stocks
are in proportion to the Gains ; and if the Gains are equal, the Stocks must be recipro¬
cally as the Times ; and consequently neither being Equal , the Stocks are as the Gains
directly, and as the Times reciprocally ; thai is, as the Quotes of the Gains divided by
the Times . Or, it may be Ihewn this Way : Letg , s, t represent the Gain , Stock, and
, andG, S, T those of another; then, because the Gains are in pro¬
Time of one Partner
portion to the Products of Stock and Time (as already demonstrated) and these Products
G S: T; but by equally dividing the relative
being represented by ft . S T, it is g
S T by T, the Quotes are still proportional ; that is,
ft by t, and G and STbyT,
Terms , viz . g and Ji
Observe: If instead of the total Stock and particular Times (as above) were given the
particular Stocks and total Time to find the particular Times , the Solution is after the
fame Way , and for the fame Reason , vi %.dividing the particular Gains by their Stocks,
and proportioning the Times to those Quotes.
Qu. 2c ib . A hath 200 7. more Stock than B, but A continued his only 5 Months,
and B 9 , and drew equal Gains ; What are the Stocks ?
Say, As the Difference of Times to the Difference of Stocks, so is A 's Time to B 's
Stock, and .B’s Time toyf ’s Stock ; or, having one Stock, by that and the Difference find
the
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the other. The Reason of this is, that when the Gains are equal, the Stocks are recipro¬
cally as the .Times ; and therefore , from the Nature of Proportion, the Difference of the
Times is to the Difference of the Stocks, reciprocally as the particularTimes to the Stocksj

1.

e.

as A’s Time to B’s Stock, or as JS’s Time to A’s Stock.
21 ft. A, B, and C have ioo/ . to be divided among them, in such manner that

Qu.

2 times A ’s Share be equal to 3 times B 's, and 4 times B ’s be equal to 5 times C's ; What
are their Shares ?
Us plain by the Conditions , that as oft as A gets 3, B must have 2 ; also as oft as B
gets 5, so oft must Cget 4 : Then I say, As 5 to 4, so is 2 to i j , so that as oft as B gets
2 , so oft C gets 1\ ; but so oft also A gets 3 ; therefore the Proportions of the Shares
sought are 3 . 2 . if , or 15 . 10 . 8 , according to which 10 ol. is to be divided.
Suppose the Conditions thus ; 4 of A’s Share is equal to -f of B's, and } of B’s equal
to j of c ’s ; we may find the Proportions of their Shares the lame Way as before.
Qu. 22d. A Father, ignorant of Arithmetick, orders his Estate of 500/ • to be divided
among three Sons, so as the eldest get
the second f , and the third %5 What is each
Son’s Part ?
Here ’tis impossible to give them these Shares, because 1 , { , and y exceed the whole;
and therefore the Meaning of the Question must be understood to be, the dividing 500 I.
into 3 Parts that bear such Proportion to one another as these Fractions : And the like is
to be understood of all Divisions propos’d in this manner, whether the Parts propos’d ex¬
ceed , or come Ihort of, the Thing to be divided.1
Qu. 23 d.Tis’
propos’d to divide 300/. among 3 Persons, so that A get 6more
/.
than
4 , B 121, more than 4 , £7 8/ . less than 4 ; What gets each ?
According to the most obvious sense of this Question, the Meaning of it is, that the
Shares be in proportion to the Sum of 61. and i . of 300 /. for A ,- 12/ . and4 of 300/ . sot
B and
;
4 of 300/ . wanting 8/ . for £7; But Jeake from
(
whom I take it) understands
it in another Sense, which indeed I think no Body could ever find in it , as ’tis propos’d ;
viz. that the Shares be such, as if 6 /. be taken from A’s, 12/ . from B's, and 8 1. added to
C’s, the Remainders in the former, and the Sums in this, be to one another as
4 , 4 , and j } and so the Solution is made thus : Take 6 and 12 from 300 , and to the
Remainder add 8, then divide this Sum in 3 Parts proportional to 7., -j-, and 4 , and
to these Shares add and subtract the Sums propos’d. The Reason of the Work is
plain, according to the Sense he puts upon it.
Qu. 24 tb- Three
Persons, A, B, and £7, buya Ship, of the Price whereof A paid
4, B y, and£7140/. How much Money paidA andBJ> and, What Part of the Ship
had £7?
Add the Fractions 4 and 4 , and take the Sum from 1, the remainder is the Part of the
Ship belonging to £7; then fay, If C’s Part cost 140/ . what cost the Sum of A and B ’s
Parts ? And having found that, divide it into 2 Parts, proportion d to one another as
T t0 T*
Qu. 2 <,1h. There were at a Feast 20 Men, 30 Women, and 15 Servants; for every
10 s. that a Man paid, a Woman paid 6, and a Servant 2 ; How much did every Man,

Woman , and Servant pay of 24/?
Multiply 20 by 10, 30 by 6, and 15 by 2 ; then divide 24/ , in 3 parts proportion’d to
these Products {viz. 200 , 180 , and 30) and you have the Total paid by the 20 Men,
30 Women , and 15 Servants : Each of which Sums being divided by their relpective num¬
bers of Persons, gives the Payment made by each Individual.
Suppose the Conditions such, that a Man pays 3 times as much as a Woman, and 2s.
more ; that a Woman pays double of a Servant, and 1 s. more ; To find their Shares, mul¬
tiply 2 by 20, and 1 by 30, the Products 40 and 30 equal to 70 j . take from 24 /, the
B b bb 2 "
~
Remain ;*
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Remainder is 20 7 : 10 s. Then , because a Man pays triple of a Woman , filppo/e a Man
pays 3, a Woman pays i ; and because a Woman pays double of a Servant, if a Woman
pays x, a Servant pays ]. ; so their Proportions are 3 : 1: or
, in whole Numbers,
6 . 2 . 1; -that is, 6 for a Man , 2 for a Woman , and x for a Servant. Multiply these
by their respective Numbers of Persons, the Products are 120 for 20 Men , 60 for 30
Women , and 15 for 15 Servants : Then divide 20/ : 10 s. in 3 parts, in proportion to
one another as are 12O, 60, and 15, and divide these parts by their respective numbers of
Men , Wcmen , and Servants, the Quotes are what each Man, Woman , and Servant pays
of tire 20/ : 10 j. Lastly, to a Man’s Share of this add 2 s. to a Woman ’s 1, and .you
have their ccmpleat Payments of the whole 24 1.
Observe.If
- , instead cf adding, it had been propos’d to subtract
, as if a Woman pays
I s. less than the double of a Servant, then add 30 r. to 24/ . ( subtracting what a Man pays
more than triple of a Woman ) ; and, in the last Part, instead of adding, subtract 1 from
the Woman ’s Part of the Sum divided.
Qu. 26th. A Father dying, left his Wife with Child, to whom he bequeath’d, if she
had a Sou , 2. of his Estate, and ± to the Son : But, if she had a Daughter , i - to her, and_2.
to her Mother. It happen’d that she had both a Son and a Daughter ; How shall the
Estate be divided to answer the Father’s Intention ?
As the Father plainly design’d the Son to have double of the Mother 's Part, and the
Mother double of the Daughter ’s Part, therefore for every 1 the Daughter got the Mother
must have 2, and the Son 4 ; and in proportion to these Numbers 1 . 2 . 4 Must the Estate
be divided.
[This is a Question propos’d by a
Lawyer , in the 28th Booh of the
Digests, which he thinks is justly solv’d after this manner.]
Again,
Suppose that the Mother had a Son and Daughter who liv’d, but her self dy’d in the
Birth ; How is the Estate to be divided betwixt the Son and Daughter ? Nicholas Tartaglia makes this Supposition in his Aritbmetick, and solves the Question thus ; fays he,
" Had the Mother liv’d, the Proportions are 1 . 2 . 4, as above , therefore the Estate
“ must be divided in proportion of 1 for the Daughter to 4 for the Son . But I doubt the
Justice of this Solution -; for tho’ this Proportion betwixt the Son and Daughter ’s Parts, in
cafe of the Mother ’s.Life , is a Consequence of the Father ’s plain Intentions , with respect
to the Mother and Son or Daughter , yet never having a Son ancLDaughter both together in
his view , this Solution seems to have no Foundation . And I rather think the Solution
ought to be thus : Find the Parts belonging to Mother , Son , and Daughter , then divide
the Mother’s Part betwixt the Children , according to the Rule of Heir ship in the Coun¬
try where the Question arises.
Under -this Head of Fellovojhip are also comprehended the Calculation of Gains or
StccKs betwixt a Merchant and Factor.

Questions of Bactorship.
Question 1 . A Merchant delivers to his Factor ico 7. allowing him to join to it
and values his Service worth 40/ . what share of the gain ought the Factor to have ?

30 7.

There are two ways of solving this Question : The generality of Authors do it thus,
Add. 3c 7, to 40/ . the Sum is 70 7. then divide the Gain in two Parts, in proportion as
102 7. to 70 7.
Another Method is this -; Subtract 40 from IOC which leaves 60, and proportion the
Shares of Gain to 60 ( for the Merchant) and 70 (i . e. 40 and 30) for.the Factor.
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If the Merchant and Factor determine the meaning of their Agreement to either cJ
these ways of stating the Proportion, there is no more Question; but without this the-'
last Method seems the more reasonable, because the Gain is made upon the real Stock’.
130/ . and not upon the imaginary one 170/ . And the more obvious sense of valuing
the Factors Service at *4c/ . seems to be, the allowing him the Gain of 40/ . of the rcaU
Stock more than what he actually puts in, which must-consequently be deducted from the
Merchants Stock, and added to his.
Quest. 2 . A Merchant’s real 8tcck being tod/ , and the Factors 30/ . who received \
cf the Gain : What was his Service valued at ?
To proceed upon an imaginary Stock, fay as -f to
or as 2 to I, so is ICO to 50,,
from which take 30, the remainder 20 is the Answer.
But upon the real Stock, find the 3d part of 130, from which take 30, the remaisder
is the Answer.
Quest. 3 . A Merchant’s real Stock being 100/ . and the Factors Service valued at 20/4
who received *- of the Gain ; What was the Factor’s real Stock?
To proceed upon an imaginary’ Stock, it is 80 /. because 20 and 80 makes 100 equal to
the Merchant’s. By the other Method it is only 60, because 20 and 60 make 8c, the

half of 160, the total real Stock.
Quest. 4 . The . Merchant’s real Stock being 100/ . and the Factor,being allowed 4 of
the Gain for his Service, what real Stock must he join to have j of the Gain ?
When .the Factor gets \ without
(
any real Stock) his Service is there valued at 25 1. the
4th of the real.Stock loci. or 33 /. 6 s. 8 d. the 4 of the imaginary Stock 133/ . 6 s. 8d.
found by adding the of 10c /• to 100/ . Then with this Value of his Service, proceed,
to find the real Stock that he must have to get j Gains by the Methods of Question 3d. ,
Observe, that in all the preceding Questions we may,suppose2 or more Merchants with
the Factor ; it will be easy to apply the same Rules, by adding the Stocks of alith ’e. Mer¬
chants into one Sum, and considering that as.one Stock ; and then, besides whats already
demanded, it may. also be demanded to find the Gain of each Merchant ; thus, by the first
Method of an imaginary Stock, what remains to the Merchants after the Factor’s part is
deducted, must be divided in Proportion to their real Stocks,
By the real Stocks we must divide die Factor’s estimation into’ parts proportioned' to die
Merchants real Stocks, and take the parts answering to each from itself, the remainders
are the Numbers by which the Merchants shares are to be proportioned-.
Quest. 4 . A Merchants real Stock being 120/. and the Factors ’60, they agreed, that
at a Years end.the Factor should have I of both the.Stocks and Gain, but they broke up at
8 Months end, having gained 150/ . How much ought the. Factor to have?
Here ’tis plain the Factor for 12 Months Service was to have not only.the Gain of 30/.
of the Merchants Stock, but also 30 of the Stock itself- so that his Service,was valued at
3 ol real Stock ; but the Society lasting only 8 Months, ’tis plain he ought, only to.have
20/ . Pound (which is to 32 s as 8 Months to 12) and this added to his own bo, makes 80 1.
which he receives of the real Stock; and the Merchants part being 100 L then it,is as plain
the 130/ . Gain must be divided into 2 parts,, propordon’d to. these Stocks 80 and ,iCoObfer ve, Fuieo, from whom I .take this Question, finds fault with. this Method o.f
solving it ( which he says both Lucas and Stepbanushaye followed) and fides it,himself thus.
He fays, that since upon supposition of .the Society,continuing 12 Months, the .Factor
was to have the half, therefore his Service was. valued at 60 , to make his real Stock of 60
equasto the Merchants' 122 ; so that the Society continuing only 8 Months, his.estimation
is only 40, which added to his real Stock 60, makes 100 ; and the Merchants being 120’:
Therefore the Sum ofthe .real.Stocks (viz. 1 go aud 60) and the -Gain ( 142, which makes
332) ought to be divided into 2.Parts, proportional t<?; I .Q2 for the Factor , and 120 for
the Merchant.
Now
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Now all the fault tint Euteo finds with the other Method, is, that he fees no Reason why
flie Merchants Stock of 123 lhould be diminished ; but tome the Reason is obvious, be¬
cause, tho’ he puts in 120, yet part of it belongs to the Factor for his Service ; and if
the Society had continued 12 Months according to the Conditions, go/ , of the Merchants
120 would have been 'given to the Factor ; and for the fame Reason the Society continu-*
ing 8 Months, 20 of the Merchants must be given to the Factor, and Gain proportio¬
nally.
But, in his way of solving the Question, he estimates the Factor’s service otherwise than
the plain Conditions of the Question ; and so brings in an imaginary Stock, and by Con¬
sequence a false Proportion.

CHAP
Qu estions
Q_UEST. I

. V.

concerning Loss

and Gain.

1.

Parcel of Goods being bought for 60 7. and sold for 75 7. what was

the rate of Gain per Cent ?' I fay if 60 7. gain ist. What will
100 1. Gain . the answer is 5/.
Quest. 2 . Having bought 18 Gallons of Brandy for 12 7. how may I fell 1 Gallon, and
Gain at the rate of 8 per Cent ? I find what 1 Gallon cost, it is 13 s. 4 d. Then I fay
if 100 give 108, what will 13 s. 4 d. give ? it is 14 s. 4 d. z/.
Quest. 3 . Having sold u Yards of Cloth for 4 1. 1 6 s. and thereby Gaind at the
rate of 10 per Cent. What was the prime Cost of 1 Yard ? First I find 1 Yard is fold
for 9 s. 6 d. then if no comes of 100 ( prime cost) To what prime cost, at that rate, does
ps . 6d. belong? Answer. 8 s. 7 d. 2 fTf.
A. 4. Having fold 2 Yards of Cloth for 11 s. 6d. I gained at the rate of i -, per Cent;
but had I sold it scr 12 s. what is the rate of Gain per Cent I? fay as 11s . 6 d- is in pro¬
portion to 1157. so is 12 s. to a 4th Term , which I find to be 120 7. and so 20/ . is
the Answer of the Question.
Question is in Substance, and Numbers, the same with Mr . f 7i77 ’s 8th
Observe. This
Question of Loss and Gain ; but neither his Operation nor Answer are the same. He
states it thus ; As us , 6d. is to 15/ . so is 12 s. to 15 1. 13s . with a very small Fra¬
ction. But this state of the Proportion is quite wrong ; because us . 6 d. and 15 7. are
not similar Terms ; the isl being a Sum of prime Cost and Gain put together, and the
other only an Article of Gain ; which shews that the 2d Term ought to be 115 7. which is
the sum of the prime Cost 100 1, and is the Gain made upon it at the fame rate with the
Gain included in u s. 6d. Whoever understands the nature of Proportion, will find no
difficulty to perceive the Reason of this ; yet for the fake of others, I’ll Ihew, by ano¬
ther way of Solving the Question, that the first is the true Answer. Thus , from the iff
Sale and rate of Gain find the prime Cost of 1 Yard, it is 10 s. (for as 15 to 100, so
is us . 6d. to 10 s.) then the 26 Sale being 12 s. the Gain is 2 s. therefore fay, If 10
Gain 2, what will 100 Gain ? It is 20.
In the following Questions I consider the Forbearance of Money ; or Time
’
so
allowed for Payment.
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Qu. ^. Having bought a parcel of Goods for 18/ . and fold the same immediately
for 25 I. with 4 Months Credit , What is gain’d per Cent. per Annum ? Say by the
Rule of Five, if 18/-in 4 Months gain 7 /. what will 100/. gain in 1 Year ?
Observe x 0. If the Gain perCent . per Ann. is given ( suppose 12 perCent .) to find the
Time that ought to be allow’d, then say, If 100/. gain 12 /. in 1 Year, in what 1 ime
must 18/ - gain 7 / ?
(2 0) Or , if the Rate of Gain is given, with the prime Cost and Time , to find the
selling Price, say, Is 100/ . in 1 Year gain 12/ . what must 18/ . gain in 4 Months?
Which is to be added to the prime Cost.
(30) If the Rate of Gain, Time , and selling Price are given to find the prime Cost,
as, suppose4 Months allow’d for payment of 25/ . by what was gain’d at the rate of 12 /.
perCent . per Annum, to solve this, you must first find 4 Months Interest of ic ol. at the
propos’d Rate , which add to 100, then sty, As that Sum is to 100, so is 25 1, to a 4th
Term ; which is the Sum sought.
gm. 6. Having bought 40 Gallons of Brandy at 3 s. per Gallon, by an Accident there
xvaTiost of it 6 Gallons, at what rate per Gallon may I fell the rest, with 8 Months Credit,
and gain upon the whole prime Cost at the rate of 10 per Cent. per Annum ? F ; nd the
Value of 40 Gallons at 3 s.tis’ 61 ; then fay, If 100/. in 1 Year gain izl. what will (>I.
gain in 8 Months ? Add that Gain to 6 1, the Sum is the Value at which the whole remain¬
ing 34 Gallons are to be sold with 8 Months Credit : From which find the Price of
1 Gallon.
gnt. 7 . Having paid 14 s. for each of 100 yards of Cloth, I propose to gain 25 per Cent.
ready Money ; and if I fell it upon Time , to have moreover 10 per Cent-per Annum for
the Forbearance : What must be the Price of x yard with 6 Months Credit , to make both
these Gains ? First find the ready Money Price of the whole at 2S per Cent. Gain ; then
find what Gain or Interest that will give in 6 Months at the rate of 10 per Cent. per Ann.
which being added to it, the Sum is the Price of the whole forhorn 6 Months ; by which
find the Price of 1 yard.

CHAP
Questions
Qu. js .
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VI.

of Bartering.

A Gives4 Hogsheads of Wine, at9 I. per Hogshead
, to

E, for Raisins at 7 d
per Pound ; How much weight of Raisins ought A to receive ?
Say, If 1 Hogshead give 9/ . what will 4 ? The Answer is, 361. Then,
if yd. buy 1 Ib. what will 36 /. buy ? Anfw. 102 * Ib.
Observe this Fraction
if it cannot be given in real Quantity by reducing to lower spe¬

Ai .

cies, then A must give 102 Ib. Raisins and 6 d. in Money, because®of 1 Ib weight is 6d.
And, in all Cafes, when any Fraction of a Quantity cannot be given, its Value in Money
must be given.
gu. 2 d. If I get 120 Gallons of Brandy, at 4 j . the Gallon, for 28 Bolls of Wheat,
how is 1 Boll sold?
Say, If 1 Gallon cost 4J . what 128 Gallons ? Th e Answer is, 480 s. Then , if 280
Bolls cost 480 s. what 1 Boll ?
git . %d. A and B barter thus : A gives 120 yards of Cloth, such that 3 yards -t cost
! ■) s : pd . B gives part Stockings at 7 s. the pair, part Hats at 6 s: 6 d. a piece, and gives
an equal number of Hats and pairs of Stockings ; How many were of each ?
Find
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Find the total Value of A's 120 yards of Cloth, then add the Value of 1 Hat and
1 pair of Stockings ; and by the Sum divide the Value of the Cloth , the Quote is the
Answer : And if there is a Remainder , it ihews that the Value of the 120 yards cannot
be exactly given, according to the propos'd Conditions ; and therefore, besides the Num¬
ber express’d by the Quote, B must give A so much Money as that Remainder expressd
in the denomination of the Dividend ; i. e. so many I. or s. or d. as the Dividend is,
because that is the Value of sucha Fraction of one Plat and one Pair taken together.
Observe; If the proportion of the Number of Hats and Pairs of Stockings is suppos’d
to be any other than that of Equality ; Exa. as , 2 Hats for 5 pair of Stockings, then
we must add the Value of 2 Hats to the Value of 5 pair of Stackings, and make that
Sum the Divisor : Then the Quote being multiply’d by 2, gives the number of Hats,
and by 5, gives the number of pairs of Scockingsj -the Remainder is to be taken the
dame way as before.
Qu. Qth. A and B barter thus : A has 27 yards Silk- slufF worth 2 j . ready Money,but
in Barter he will have 2 s. 3 d. B has Hats worth 7 s. a piece ready Money ; How ma¬
ny of them must he give to A for his 27 yards of Stuff ? and, What is the Price of a
Hat in Barter to equal the advancement of A 's Price ?
Find the Number of Hats by the ready Money Prices, and for the raised Price of the
Hats fay, As 2 s. to 2s 3: d. so is 7 s. to the Answer.
Observe : When the Prices of each Party are rais’d proportionally, then it’s manifestly
indifferent to find the Quantity sought, either by the ready Money Prices or the advanc’d
Prices ; and therefore the finding B’s advanc’d Price in order to find the Quantity, is no
ways necessary; as most of our Authors seem to think , by their taking this Method ;
which has led them into Mistakes, as you’ll find below.
Qu. ’Ah. A hath 100 yards Camblet at rod . per yard ready Money, which he putsaway in Barter at 18 ^ . to B, taking of him Stockings at 5 j . the pair, which are worth
but 4 s : 6d. ready Money: How many pairs must he give ? and, Which of them gains,
also how much, by the Bargain ?
If the Ready-money and Barter Prices were proportional, neither Party could gain ; but
flie asking who gains supposes it’s otherwise, or at least uncertain : And therefore we
must find the number of Stockings by the advanc’d Prices at which the Barter was actual¬
ly made. Then find the total Value of the 100 yards at 16d. and of the number of Pairs
{found ) at 4 s :6d, the Comparison of these Values Ihews who gains, and hew much.
And observe also, that if there is a Remainder in finding the number of Pairs, as that is
so many Pence to be given by B to A, so, in comparing the real Values, it must be
added to the Value of B 's Stockings. But if there is no Remainder, you may find the Gains
thus ; A gets ^d . ^ yard advance, which is 200 d. upon the whole : B gets 6 d. a pair
advance, which multiply by his number of Pairs, and compare that Product with 200 d.
Or you may take another Method, thus fay
;
, If 16 d. is advanc’d to 18 ^ . what ought
4 j . 6 d. to be advanc’d to ? Anfia. 5 s : 3/ . whereby it’s plain B is the Loser, who puts
his Stockings away at 3 s. whereas he ought to have 5 s : 3/ . so he loses 3/ . on every
Pair : which multiply’d by the number of Pairs, the Product is what he loses on the
whole.
Qu. £tb. Two Merchants have various kinds of Goods to barter ; A has 735 yards
Indian Silk at 8 s : 6d per yard ready Money, and in Barter 10 s. also 532 Canes at 3 A
a piece ready Money, and in Barter 3 s : 4a?. also 16 Pieces of Muslin at 4/ . the Piece
ready Money, and in Barter 4 / : 10 s. B has scarlet Cloth at 1 I. per yard >ready Money,
Glass Manufacture at is : 8 d. per Pound -weight ready Money, and a finer kind ac
21 : 4 d.
How
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H <5w many yards of Cloth , and pounds of each kind of Glass, of each a like number,
(/ . e. of yards, and pounds of each Glass) must B give to A, advancing his Goods propor¬
tionally also in Barter ?
This Question I take From Mr. Hatton, who solves it in this manner, vi%. He findsA’s
whole Goods to be worth, at the Barter Price, 528/ : 3 s : ^ d. then he takes the sum of
the Prices of I of each of A’s Things (vi%. I yard Silk, x Cane , and 1 Piece of Muslin)
at the Ready-Money Price, which' make 4/ : 11 s : 6d and also at the Barter Price,
which make 5 I 2: s : ^ d. the Difference of those Sums is 11 j : 10 A. He
takes also
the Value of anunit of each of B’s Things , which make 1 1 4: s. Then
he fays,
If 4 / : 11 J : 6 d. advance 11 s 1: od, what ought 1 / : 41 . to advance ? The An¬
swer is, 3 s I: d. and -j
which makes the Sum of the Barter Price of a Unit of each
of the Things to be 1 / : 7 j : I —-ttt » And, lastly, by this dividing A's total Value at
the Barter Price, the Quote is 389s tttv i and so many Units of each of his Things
ought jB to give.
■ But this Solution is false; which probably I had taken little Notice of, had not
the Author made it very remarkable, by complaining how little such Questions are under¬
stood ; and , that as he seems to think this a Curious and Useful one, so he tells us plainly
he expects the Thanks and Applause of the Publick for it ; and, that we may see he de¬
serves it, makes what he calls a Demonstration of the Truth of his Solution : But I shall
easily shew the Error of it ; in order to which, I shall first propose
Another Solution. Find the total Value of si’s Things at the Ready-money Price, it is
91231 . / . which divide by 24 j. the Sum of 1 os each of B 's Things at the Ready-money
Price, the Quote is 380.1458 &c, and so many of each of his Things ought B to give
to A, which is considerably less than the other Answer.
Now, since it be an undoubted Truth , that if the Price of each Party’s Goods are advane’d proportionally, the same quantity must come out, whether we calculate by the
Ready - money or the Barter Prices ; and the Ready-money Prices being given, there can
be no Error in this Method : Therefore the last Answer must be the true one.
This is sufficient to thew, that Mr. Hatton s Answer is wrong : And it shews us also,
that the Error must lie in his Way of calculating the Advancement upon .B’s Things
( for, if that were right, his Solution and mine would bring out the fame Quantity).
But I shall more particularly explain the Error of his Way of finding B 's Advancement,
and then shew the True Way.
In the first place, it can’t be deny’d that since the Barter ought to be equal, therefore
the total Value of all that A and B deliver ought to be equal, both in the Ready-money
and the Barter Prices, and consequently the Advance on the wholes (or what the Value
of the Barter Prices exceeds that of the Ready-money Prices) ought also to be equal.
Again ; If the number
A’s Things were equal, then every 4 / : iij : 6 d.the
(
Value of one of each) which is contain’d in the total Value, would advance 11 / : 10 d.
and then of consequence every 1 / : 4 s.the
(
Value of one of each of B’s Things ; that
are equal in Number) would advance in the fame proportion : But A’s Things not being
equal in Number , every 4 / : 11 / : 6 d. does not advance 11 / : 10 d ,• for , by taking 1
of each, we can only make 16 setts in each of which there are 3 Things whose total Value
is 4 1 11
:
s : 6 d. because there are but 16 Pieces of Muffin; tben there remains 516
Canes , and 719 yards Silk, of which we can make 516 setts of 2 Things , each of which
setts advance 1 j : jzd. the
(
Difference of the Ready-money and Barter Prices of 1 yard
Silk and 1 Cane) ; and, lastly, there remain 203 yards Silk, each of which advances
Xs : 6d. Therefore the Advance of 1 of each of B’$ Things can’t be truly found by
any of these Advances.
•

'
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But this will be further clear by another Unquestionable Method of finding the Ad¬
vance On a sett of I of each of B’s Things , which is this ; Since the total V alue of
A and B ’s Things must be equal, both at the Ready-money and Barter Prices, and con¬
sequently the total Advance equal, therefore 1 find the total Value of A 's Things at the
Ready -money Price, which is 91234 s. and also at the Barter Price, which is 10563' 1. the
Difference is 14394 s. the total Advance . Again ; Since B ’s Things are equal in Num¬
ber, therefore ’tis plain that the Value of every sett of 1 of each makes the same Advance,
and which must be a proportional part of the total Advance to the total Value, because 1 of
each is an Aliquot of the whole ; and therefore, I lay, if the t >tal Value at the Readymoney Price 9123s , Advance 143p £ , what will the Value of 1 of each of B's Things
? -V' , which makes the advaue’d Value
(i 'i\ 24 s ) advance? And I find 3 s 9: d.dT
sis- instead of 27 j : i -_JT4
of a sett of 1 of each of B 's Things to be 27 s : 9 d
as Mr Hatton makes it . And , to conclude , if tve seek B ’s Quantity by the Barter Price now
found fir 1 of each, ’tis the same as already found by the Ready -money Prices ; for the
total Value at the Barter Price (71/4. 105634 ) being divided by 27 r : 9 <s^ dAli >the
Quote is 383 .1458 Sec. as before. And thus the two Methods , by the Ready -money and
Barter Prices,confirm one another , when the Barter Price, is truly found 5and finilhthe De¬
.
monstration of Mr. Hattons Error .
single one of each
upona
Advance
the
is
what
demanded
be
it
if
That
Observe again,
of £ 's Things , this has no determinate Answer; because it may be any Thing we please,
so that the Sum of the Advances upon a single one of each kind be equal to the Advance
found for one of each taken together.
Observe also, that if instead of an equal number of each of JS’s Things we suppose their
Numbers to be in any other proportion, as 2 . 3 . and 4 ; then take the Value of 2 of the
one kind , 3 of the other, and 4 of the other ; add all these into one Sum, and find the
Advance upon that Sum by the Advance of the whole ; thus you get the Barter Price for
2 of one kind, 3 of another, and 4 of another, taken all together : And by this dividing
the total of A ’s Goods , the Quote Ihews how many times we are to take 2 of one, 3 of ano¬
ther, and 4 of another, and consequently how many of each.
Qu. -] th. A and B barter thus; A hath 100 yards Cloth at 12 r. a yard Ready-money,
but in Barter he will have 13 s : 6 d, and wiH have also of the Barter-value in Readymoney. B hath Sugar at 8 d. a pound ; How much Sugar ought B to deliver ? aud , How
is it to be rais’d to equal the Barter ?
Find the total Value of 100 yards Cloth at 13 s : 6 d. then take s of it ; which being
the Money B is to pay, find how much Cloth at 12 r. that will buy, and subtract it from
100 yards. Then find how much Sugar at 8 d. ought to be given for that Remainder dp
Cloth at 12 s. For raising the Price of the Sugar, ’tis plainly in proportion as the Cloth
is rais’d, i . e. As 12 s. to 13 s : 6 d. so is 8 d. to the advane’d Price of the Sugar.
Observe: If in this Question the quantity of As Goods is not given, there can nothing
be requir’d but to find how B is to advance his Price to equal the Barter.
Such a Question I find in several Authors, but they all solve it after another manner,
They take the propos’d part as 4 ( which is to be paid in Money ) of
which is this ;
A’s Barter Price, and subtract it both from that Price and the Ready-money Price; then
fay, As the Remainder of the Ready -money Price to that of the Barter Price, so is ffs
Ready -money Price 10 his Barter Price sought. But this Solution is without Foundation;
for there appears no Reason for advancing B s Price in any other proportion than A ’s;
But if this Method is reasonable
as by this Method it is rais’d in a greater proportion.
at all, it will be so also when the quantity of A ’.s Goods is given to find what E must deli¬
ver. In which Questions these Authors always use the Barter Price to find the Quantity
sought. Let us then apply this Supposition, with their Method , to the preceding Que¬
stion. It’s plain, in the first place, chat as much Ready -money as B pays t® A, he ought
to
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to have Cloth for it at the Ready-money Price , because so much is not barter’d, but bought
for Ready-money : And then , for the remainder of the Cloth we are to find how much
Sugar must be given for it ; and if we do this by a Barter Price greater in proportion co
the Ready-money Price than A’s is, there’s a manifest Injustice done to A• 1 lhall observe
in die last place, that if for the Ready- money which B pays he gets Cloth from A at the
Barter Price, then indeed the Barter Price of B’s Goods must be found, according to this
other Method, in a greater proportion than A’s which
;
will make the Barter equal, by
correcting the Injustice done to jB,in giving him Goods at a greater than the Ready-money
Price , even when he pays Money for ’em : But this Method is a ridiculous going round
about to no purpose, and committing two Errors , or doing two pieces of Injustice, that
one may correct the other, when there is a more simple and natural Way of doing.
Qu. 8 th . A has 40 pair of Stockings at 3 s. Ready-money, or 3 s 8
: d. in Barter;
but he is willing to discompt 3 per Cent. of his Barter Price, to have £ of it paid in
Ready -money. B has Cloth at 10 r. / wyard Ready-money ; How many yards must he
deliver, with the Money that A requires ? and, What is the Rate of his Cloth to equal
the Barter ?
Take 3 from 100, and fay, As 100 to 97 , so is 3 s 8: d. to a 4th Number which is to
be taken for the Barter Price ; then do the rest of the Work as in the preceding Question.
But if A will, besides his Ready-money, gain 3 per Cent. fay, As 100 is 103, so is 3 j : 8.
to a 4th Number which is to be taken for his Barter Price.
Qu. ptb . A barters with B 40 Ib. of Cloves at 6 s. the pound Ready-money, and
7 s : 6 d. in Barter, but is willing to lose 10 per Cent. to have \ Ready-money : What
is the Ready-money Price of 1 yard of Velvet deliver’d by B at 21 s. to equal the Barter?
and, How much was deliver’d ?
Say, As 100 to 9s, :To is 7 j : 6 d. to 6s . pd. which is the true Barter Price after the
Discompt of 10 per Cent. Then find how much Velvet sat 21 s.) is equal in Value to
40 Ib. of Cloves at 6 s. yd. And for the Ready-money Price of the Vel vet fay, As 6 s : 9 d.
to 6 s. so is 21 s. to the Thing sought.
I take this Question from Mr. Hill, with this difference ; that I suppose A's Quantity to
be given, and A’s sought, which he does not ; his Demand being only to know the ReadyMoney Price of the Velvet ; which he finds thus : Having found the 6 s 9: d. as before,
he takes of 7 s 6: d. ( viz. 2 s : 6 d) from it self, and also from 6 s .' 9 d. the Re mainders are 5 s. and 4 § : 3 then lays, As 5 s. to 4 s 3: d. so is 21 s. to the shing 'sought.
This Method is in general like that censor’d above, in Question 7th; but it!s yet farther
wrong, and can be brought to no sense; for the j Ready-money which A demands can be
understood no other way than as -f of that Price at which he is willing actually to put away
his Cloves, which is 6s : 9 d. (viz . Js 6: a', deducing 10 per Cent.) and therefjre we
are to take * of 6 s : pd. and not of js : 6 d. Again ; by taking that -J , (whether it be
of 7 s : 6d. or 6s :pd .) from each of them, he does not bring in A’s Ready -money
Price at all into the Calculation, and so it may besuppos’d to be any thing we please;
whereby the same Answer will be found in all Suppositions, which is absurd. The Me¬
thod upon his General Principle ought to have been this, viz. Take a of 6s : pd. from
. it self, and from 6 s. then , as 45 : 6d. to 3 s :pd. so 21 s. to the Thing sought.
I was the more surpriz’d at his Method of solving this Question, that in another Que¬
stion, wherein A proposes to gain 10per Cent. and have j Ready -money, he proceeds in
the Way last directed, thus Having
;
found the Price at which A’s Goods are put away
( with the 10 perCent. included ) he takes \ of that from it self and the Ready-money
, Price , and by these Remainders finds B ’s Barter Price, which is the Thing sought in
that Question.
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Qu. 1tih . A has 100 sards Cloth at 8 s. Ready-money, and in Barter 10 s. B has
Raisins at 6 d. per pound Ready-money, and he will have * of what he puts away paid in
'M01 ey ; How much Raisins must he deliver ? and, What Rate do they bear in the Barter ?
also, How much Money must A give B ?
i ° - 100 yards at 8 s. is worth 40 1. Then find how much Raisins at 6 d. must be
given for 40 1. Add the 3d part of that quantity to it, the Sum is the total weight that
B must deliver ; and the Value of that zd part added ( which is plainly the 4th part of
the whole Sum ) thews the Money that A has to pay. For JS’s Barter Price, find it in
proportion to the Ready-money Price as A's Price to his Ready-money Price.
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meant
the Weight
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or Bag
Goods;
areTareputis up,commonly
and whose
Weight
can be known
separately from
that inof which
the Goods
and which being subtracted from the gross Weight (or that of the Caste, gt . and
Goods together) the remainder is the W eight of the Goods alone, and is call'd The Nets
Weight.
But if the Tare is not known separately, and an Allowance made for it at lo much
fer Hundred weight, or Hundred yards,
then the Deduction of the Tare is by the
Rule of TNee which
;
the following Examples will shew.
There is another Allowance made for Dust, Waste, Refuse, or in lack of Goods, call’d
Tret, which is allow’d and calculated after the fame Way.
Ex a. 1 ft. At 7 Ib. Tare or Tret ton ijb. gross, what is the Tare , and also the Nett
Weight , when 746 # . gross was receiv’d ? Say, As 112 Ib. to 7 Ib. so is 74O Ib. to tire
Tare sought ; which subtracted from 746 Ib. the Remainder is the Nett weight.
Ex a . id. At 5 Ib. tret to it2 Ib. gross, what gross Weight must be receiv’d, when
84 Ib. Nett was paid for ? and, How much is allow’d ? Subtracts from 112, the Re¬
mainder is 107 : Then fay, As 107 to 112, so 84 to the Gross 'Weight sought ; the
Difference of which and 84 is the Allowance. Or thus ; As 107 to 5, so is 84 to the Al¬
lowance sought ; which add to 84, the Sum is the Gross Weight fought.

Thus from the Gross weight, Nett weight, and Allowance, or any two of these in
one Case given, with any one of them in another Case, we may find the other
two in that other Case,
Observe. There are sometimes two Allowances deducted out of tire fame Quantity, first
Tare^ nA then Tret: After the,Tare is deducted, the Remainder is call'd particularly Subtle
Weight, out of which the Tret is deducted, and she last1Remainder is call’dJVt’ft Weight.
Exa. 3 d. Tare being allow’d at 4 to 112, and Tret at 5 to 112, what is the Nett
Weight in 87 Ib. Gross ?
■Say , As

112

to ic8

( vi %. n

2 lest 4 ) so is 87 Ib. to th e Subtle

: Then

, as 112

to

iqj

112 less 5) so is the Subtle to the Nett.
And here Observe, that if you multiply ic8,107 , and 87 continually, also 112 by 112,
and divide that Product by this , the "Quote is the Nett Weight sought.
CHAP.
(viz.
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DEFINITION.
lame kind,
of mixing several Simples of the
L L IG AT 10 Nis the Rule, so
may be of a middle Price
Compound
the
as
Qualities
or
es
Pv^
but of different
, call’d Alligation Medial
or Quality : In which there are two principal Cafes
and Alternate .
Case

i . Medial. .

of each of several Simples
Having the Rates (i . e. the Price of any quantity
to be mix'd To find
Quantities
and
)
'd
or any other Quality by which they are dislinguiih
’
,
Mixture
the Rate of the
•
Quantity
given
each
of
Find , according to the given Rates , the Value
Rule.
of
sum
that
If
fay,
,
Values
their
of
then taking the sum of these Quantities , and the sum
other Quantity give ? And you’ll find
Quantities give that sum of Values, what will any
the Rate of the Mixture.

of Things.
Examples in which Regardishadto the differentTrices
•tst. A Merchant has 13 Gallons of Wine

at

17 s. ferGd. 11 Gallons at 12j . and

Price of 1 Gallon of the Mixture ?
Ip Gallons at 14 j . If these are mix'd, what's the
° If I Gal. gives 174. 15 Gal. give 221 s.
165
—
15 — ii
x 1
>4 i— §>

652 — I Gal. gives 15 : 01 : 32^
is nothing) mix’d with these, the
If we suppose 6 Gallons of Water (whose Value
1Gallon ?
what
s.
652
cost
49Gallons
If
;
Proportion is this
per Boll with p Bolls. : 3 Bushels at
2d. A Farmer mixes 7 Bolls of Wheat at 1*51,
; What is a Peck of the Mixture
10 ?. per Boll, and 6 Bolls at 12 / : 14s . per Boll
_
_
•_
worth ?
7 Bolls cost 105?.
15 ?..
If 1 Boll cost 15?
9 : jBulh . — 97 : 10j.
1
10 — 76 : 04
1
12 : 14 j . - 6 : __
u. J.
-

If 22 : 3 —

278 : 14 — 1 Peck gives 15 : 33 -C

, and 4. Bushel 1 Boll.
Observe : I suppose here that 4 Pecks make 1 Bushel
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Observe An
:
Ounce of Pure Gold being reduced into 24 equal Parts, these Parts are
call’d CaraSls but
:
Gold is often mix’d with some baser Metal, which in the Mixture is
call'd the Alloy; and according to the proportion of pure Gold which is in every Ounce,
sr the mixture is said to be so many Caracts fine : Thus ; if only 22 Caracts of pure
Gold, and 2 of Alloy, it ’s 22 Caracts fine : If 20 Caracts of pure Gold, and 4 of Alloy,
it is 20 Caracts fine : If there is no Alloy, it’s 24 Caracts fine, or pure Gold.
Exa . c,d. A Goldsmith mixes 7 Ounces of Gold 23 Caracts fine, with 13 Ounces
19 Caracts fine • What ’s the Quality of the Mixture ? ■Anfvo. 2Z\ - Caracts.
If 1 Oz. has 23 Car. of pure Gold, 7 0 $. have 161 Car.
1 — 19
—
13 —
247
If 20 have

408 — 1 Oz. has

2Gt

CaraSls.

Suppose there is to be mix’d with these 4 oz, of Brass or other Alloy, then add 4 to 20,
and the Proportion is, If 24 Oz. have 408 Car. what 1 Oz ?
Observe: Silver is valued by the Ounces of pure Silver in a Pound , and 12 Ounces
s Trey weight ) being a Pound, therefore it’s call’d II or 10, &c. Ounces fine, which has
11 or 10, &c. Ounces pure Silver in the Pound.
2.

Of mixing MEDICINES

Heat

and

Cold ,

according to their different Degree cf
or

Dryness

and

Moisture.

Heat And Cold, also Dry yep and Moisture, in Medicines, are distinguish’d by different
Degrees, thus ; There is Juppos’d a certain Quality call’d Temperate, differing from which
there are suppos’d to be 4 degrees of Heat, and 4 of Cold; also 4 degrees of Dryness, and
4 of Moisture ; all which make 9 degrees of that Quality which regards Heat and Cold,
and as many regarding
s and Moisture , which we may call the Common Quality : so
that the 4th degree of Cold or Most is call’d the iff degree of the Common Quality; the 3d
degree of Cold or Most is the 2d degree of the Common Quality; and so on, as in this
Table.

--- tr
L o->L2
ooo
O
0
’Cf

0 temperate

Now, if Medicines are to be mix’d with Regard to these
Qualifies, then the Degrees of the particular Qualities being given,
they must be reduced to the Common Quality, and the Opera¬
tion made with the Numbers of that ; as in this Example.

Exa . ^ th. An Apothecary mixes several Simples, thus ,- 4 oun¬
ces cold in tire 3d degree, 7 ounces cold in the isi degree : 3 oun¬
370v”
ces temperate , and 8 ounces hot in the 4th degree ; What is the
> 0 22
o
Quality of the Mixture ?
U
The Qualities given reduced to the common one, are, 2d, 4th,
5th, pth ; then multiplying each Quantity by its degree of the comfnon Quality, the Pro¬
ducts are 4X23 = 8 . 7X4 = 28 *5 X 5 25
—
. 8X9 —
72 . The Sum of these Pro¬
ducts is 8 -j- 28 4 - 25
72 = 133 ; which being divided by the Sum of the Quanti¬
ties.
1 J O«
2C
•

’
S
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ties, (vi%. 4 -f - 7 -f - 5 -f- 8 = "24 ) the Quote is 5j .L : Which lhews the Quality of
the Mixture to be betwixt the 5th and 6th degree ; i. e. betwixt Temperate and the first
degree cf Heat.
Case

2 . Alternate.

Having the Rates of several Simples to be mix’d, and the Rate of the Mixture ; To
find such quantities of the Simples as, being mix’d together, lhall bear that common Rate,
Observe: The Mixture Rate must be taken betwixt the highest and lowest Rate of the
Simples ; else, Tis plain, the Mixture will not bear that Rate , but will be either of a
greater or lesser Rate , as the Simples are either all of a greater or leiler Kate.
R u l e . i ° , The Rates being all of ( or reduced to) one denomination, and refer’d'
to Quantities of one denomination, 20, set the Rates of the Simples in a Column under
one another, and the Mixture Rate upon the left hand of these. Then , 4° , connect or
link together the several Simple Rates , so that every one less than the Mixture be link’d
with some one greater, 01 with as many as you please that are greater ; and every one
greater with one less, or with as many lesser as you please. 4®- Take the Difference be¬
twixt the Mixture Rate and that of the several Simples, and write it against all the Sim¬
ples with which that one ( whose Difference it is) is link’d ; then, the Sums of the Num¬
bers (of Differences) standing against every Simple Rate , are such quantities of the several
Simples, against which they stand, as answer the Question.
Qit. 1 . A Merchant would mix Wines at 14 s. 1 ps, 15 j , and 22 s. per Gallon,
so as the Mixture may be worth 18 s. What
quantity of each may be taken ?
14^ x
14^ 1 : 4 5
*4-^ 4
I4 X 4 [ 4 t
I
15 ^ ) 4
or
18
15
b )V
« I5> )Y
or
18
r5
YV ;4 5
18 19--'')..4 or 18 19--' J 1
*9 sjv
-3 7
wjji
13
41
22 ^ 31
22 -^ 4
22—' 4
2^
4 : 3,71
s.

I
1 :4 5 1
H
4
4 or 18
I :4
1-9 do 4 - 3
4
4
22 */ 3
4 : 3 17

1
5
7

3.

I : 4
or

18 ^ "w S 1 ; 4
/4 - 3
22 -*' 4 - 3

Here the Simples are link’d:all tile Ways possible, by each of which there is a different
Solution, thus fir
;
the first Method 14 and 19 are link’d, and 15 with 22 : Then the
difference betwixt 1,8 and 14 is 4, which I set against 19 ; and the difference of 18 and 15
is 3 set against 22 : The difference of is and 19 is 1 let against 74,; and the difference of
18 and 22 is 4 set against 1-5 : And these differences are the Answers, viz . 1 Gal. of 14s.
Wine , 4 Gal. of 15 s. Wine , 4 Gal. of 19 s. and .3 Gal. of 22 s.; which being mix’d to¬
gether, each Gallon is worth 18 s. The seme Way ,understand the 2d Method of linking
the Simples. For the zd Metl-od, 14 s. is link’d. both with 19 and 22, . and 19 both with
14 and 15 : Therefore the difference of 18 and 14,.which is 4, is set against both 19
and 22 ; and the difference of 18 and 19 (viz . j) set against both. 14 and 15 ; and thus
there come two differences against 14 and 19, which being suvnm’d, the Answers in this
Method are, 5,1,7 , 4 Gal. of the Simples against which these Numbers stand. From this
5tis easy to understand the other Methods.
The fame Ity/e is applicable to mixing Metals or Medicine r, as in the f,flowing:
Question.
2-.
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Qu. 2. To mix Gold 18 Car &cts fine, with Gold of 13 Oracts , of 14 Caracts, of 21
and 23, so as the Mixture may be 15 Caracts fine ; What Quantities may be taken of
each ?
Oz.
Oz.
6
?\
i
I4- q \ 6 :8
14^ 03 : 8
or.15
2
18--7V
or.15
1
fk
18"'
or.15
IT
2: 1
21
2
21
I I
23^
1
23^
These are a Part only
The

os

the various Ways of linking the Simples in this Question.

Reason of the preceding Rule.

To demonstrate that the preceding Rule produces true Answers, I shall,

, as,
1°, Suppose only two Simples

Wine

of 15

s.

a Gallon, and of 22 j.

to

be

fold at 18 j . the Given Rates stand, according to the Rule , as here ; and the Quan¬
tities sought are 4 Gallons of the 15 s. Wine , and 3 Gallons of the
15\ 4 22 s. Wine , which being fold in a mixture at 18 s. 1 fay, there is preciseJy ] as much gain’d by the one Quantity as is lost by the other; for, each
18
22/ Z Gallon at .15 s. gains 3j. the difference of 15 and 18, and therefore4 Gal¬
; each Gallon at 22 j . loses4 s. the diffe¬
lons gain 4 times 3 s. Again
4 s ; but 4 times 3 s. is equal to
times
3
lose
Gallons
3
therefore
22,
and
rence of 18

3 times4 j. therefore

the Gain and Loss are

equal, and consequently the Quantities mix’d

do justly bear the propos’d Rate.
's he same Reason is manifestly good in all Cases of two Simples mix'd according to this
Rule , from the Way of placing the Differences alternately against the Simple Rates.
Again,
2° - However many Simples there are, and with however many others every one is
link’d, since ’tis alwaysa lesser with a greater than the Mixture price, therefore there is a
balance of Gain or Loss upon the Quantities taken from every linking of two Simples;
and consequently there must be a balance on the whole : So that the Rule is good in all
Cafes.

Practical Observations relating to the preceding Cafe.
jft Obf. These Questions of Alligation Alternate are of the kind which the Algebraists
call Indeterminate Problems ; i . e. which have an infinite number of different Answers ;
given, it is
for finding which, their Art gives an universal Rule : But, for the Rule here Methods
of
limited in its immediate Effect, to the different Answers found by the various
Yet
:
Ways
of
number
limited
certain
a
only
done
be
can
linking the Simples ; which
from this Rule we can find an infinite number of other Solutions. Thus ;
(i 0-) Take any Method of linking the Simples; then take the Quantities arising from
that Method ; and if you encrease or diminish each >f them in the fame proportion
new Quantities arc also true Answers,
;
( i. e. by equal Multiplication or Division) these
for that very Reason that they are proportional to rhose arising immediately from the
Linking and Differences; because, if two Quantities of two Simples make a balance of
Gain or Loss, with respect to the Mixture price, so must double or triple, or the half or
third part, or any other proportion of these Quantities. And, because these Quantities
may
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may be encreas’d or diminifh’d in an infinite variety of Proportions, therefore ’tis plain
that we may proceed to an infinite variety of Solutions.
2° * Or , if we only encrease or diminish the alternate or correspondent Differences of
any pair of Simples that are link’d together, or of any two or more pairs, leaving the reft
as they are, we may thus also proceed to an infinite number of Solutions.

II Ois- Besides the Rates of the Simples and Mixture given, the Question may be
limited either to a certain total quantity of the Mixture, or to a certain quantity of some
one or more of the Simples.
(i °0 If the Limitation is to a certain total Quantity, then, if the sum of the Quantities
found by any one Way of linking the Simples is the given Total , the Question is solv’d:
Otherwise (or without trying all the Ways of linking ) take any one Method, and raise
or diminish the quantity of each Simple found by that linking, in proportion as the given
Total is greater or less than that Total found by the linking.
Qu. 3 d. A
Merchant mixes Wines at 14 Jh, 12 Jh , 15 Jh, 18 Jh, and 22,/b. the Gal¬
lon, to be fold at 17 Jh. and would make in the whole 100 Gallons ; What Quantity may
he take of each ?

I
I

1
1

If the Given Total
were' 17 or 31, the Que¬
5
5
stion is solv’d : But, ts
5 • Z 8 47t4
make 100 gallons, I take
2
2
10
“H
either of these Ways of
linking, as the first, and
100
Sum
Sum 17
V_ fay, As 17 Gal. to x'oo,
so is XtO 54 r. ; so is 5
to
so is 8 to 47—.,
so 2 to 11~ ; which being set against the Correspondent Simples, the Sum makes up
100 Gallons.
After this manner, if you know the Total , and also the Particulars, of any Mixture,
you may find how much of each species is in any quantity of the Mixture.
(2 P-)
If the Limitation is to a certain Quantity of one of the Simples, then, if the
fame Quantity happen upon that Simple in any one Way of linking, the Question is solv’d;
otherwise you must raise or diminiih the rest, in proportion as the limited Quantity of th ac
Simple is greater or lesser than the Quantity of it found by the linking.
Thus, in Qu. 3 d, suppose the Mixture ought to have 2 Gallons of the 22 s. Wine ;
then the first Way of linking solves the Question. And if it ought to be 4 Gallons of
22 s. fay , As 2 Gallons ( standing against 2a.s.) is to 4, so is 1 to 2, so is 5 to 10, and
so is 8 to 16 : And so the Quantities sought are 2 Gallons of 12 s. and also of 14 j.
10 Gallons of 15 s. and 16 Gallons of 18 r.
If the Simple whose Quantity is limited is only once link’d, we need do no
more than raise or diminish the Quantity of that one Simple with which it is link’d, and
leave the rest as they are. So, in the preceding Supposition, 22 s. is only link’d with 15 s.
and therefore raising 5 Gallons against 15 s. to 10 Gallons ( which is as 4 to 2 ) we may
take the rest as they stand : For thus there is still a Balance preserv’d in the Gain and
Loss.
But if the Simple whose Quantity is limited is link’d with more than one, we may take
this Method : Take that part of the Quantity standing against each of these Simples (with
which the limited one is link’d ) which is die difference of the Mixture Rate and the
limited Simple, and raise or diminish it proportionally : The Quantities thus found must
be added to the other parts of the Quantities against these other Simples. Thus, in Qu. 3 d,
Dddd
suppose
7

5**

12
14
i7 i $
18
'22

1 : 5
5
5
5
5 : 3 : 2

6

5
5
5
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suppose’tis requird to have 8 Gallons of the 12 s. Wine ; if the 26 way of linking is
chosen, then 12 being join ’d with 18, which has but one Difference against it,
5,
(the Difference of 17 and 12) 1 fay, As 6 to 8, so is 5 to 6?-, the Quantity to be taken
cf the 18 s. Wine . Again ; 12 being join ’d with 22 , and the Difference of 17 and 12
being 5, (one of the ' Differences against 22) I fay as before, As 6 to 8, so is ^ to 6Awhich being taken instead of 5 against 22 s. makes the Total of that Simple 1 iA Gall. ’ '
( 3° -) If the Limitation is to a certain Quantity of more than one Simple, work thus ;
Take these simple Rates , with their given Quantities, and find by Cafe 1 . what Rate the
Mixture of these by themselves would bear ; then take the sum of their Quantities given,
with their Mixture-Rate now found, and place that Rate in the Question, instead of the
Rates of these Simples ; and then the Question is the fame as a Limitation to one Simple
which is the Total of the Given Quantities now reduced to one Mix’d Rate ; by which
therefore find the Quantities of the rest, as in the preceding Article, Thus Suppose
;
in
jd , that there ought to be 3 Gallons of 12 s. Wine , and 7 of 14 s. the Mixture
Lrice at which these may be sold is 13 s : qd: and 5 and
;
this being reduced to 5th parts
of a Penny, is 804 : Therefore the Rates of the other Simples, and also the Mixture,
must be reduced to 5th parts of a Penny, and the Question wiH stand as below ; in which,
according to the way of Linking chosen, the Quantities
60 10
are 60 . 300 . 216 and 120 ; but of the Wines whose
804^
9co~^ ) 300 5°
Quantities are limited, and whose Mixture Price is 804,
1020
(5ths of a Penny ) the Quantity ought only to be 10
1080- '') 216 Z6
120 20
13 20-^
(w/Q. 3 of the one, and 7 of the other) ; and therefore
the rest are diminilli’d accordingly to 50,3d and
.
20 ;
which are true Answers to the Question.
Take Notice, That if the Mixture Rate of the Simples limited is such that the Given
Mixture Rate is net a Medium, when that other Mixture Rate is placed as a Simple, then
the Limitation makes the Question impostlble.
III 01 f If a Mixture is made of several Simples whose R ates are known : with the
Rate of the Mixture, and total Quantity mix’d, we may find how such a total Quantity
might be mix’d of these Simples to bear the Given Rate , by the isl Article of the 2d Ob¬
servation. But it is to be obscrv’d, that the Mixture has perhaps been made after another
manner. So, in §u. 1 , the ist and 2d Ways of Linking make the fame total Quan¬
tity.
IV Gif. When the Quantity of one Simple is limited, if that Simple is an exact
Medium betwixt some other two (exceeding the one as much as it wants of the other)
then, having link’d the Simples any one way, if the limited Quantity is lest than what is
found by the linking, take the half of what it is less, and add so much to each of these
two Simples betwixt which it is an exact Medium ; for thus the total Quantity found by
the linking is preferv’d, since what is taken less in one, is made up out of others ; and
what is so taken less and more than the Quantities found by the linking, are of equal Va¬
lue, because the middle Price is an exact Medium betwixt the other two ; Therefore the
Rate of the Mixture is never alter’d.
Again ; If the Limitation is greater than what is found by the linking, take the half
of what it exceeds from the Quantities of each of those betwixt which the Price whose
Quantity is given is an exact Medium ; but if this half is greater than these Quantities,
you must take another Method.
1 hus, in Qu. 3d, let the Limitation be to 2 Gallons of the
j .Wine , then take the
first way of linking, in which the Quantity of that Wine is 5 Gallons ; then, because1$ s.
is an exact Medium to 12 and 18, I take the Difference of 2 and 5, which is 3, and its
'
"
~
half
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half 14- I add to i and 8 the Quantities against 12 an$ 18, the Sums are 21 and 91 :
The rest of the Quantities stand as they are
But if the Limitation is to 8 Gallons of the 15 j . Wine , which exceeds <5 by 3, then,
because 1j , is greater than 1 against 12, therefore I cannot take the Method prescrib'd,
with this Way of Linking , but with the second Way it can be done. And if it could
not be done with either of these Linkings , we must either find one in which it can be
done, or solve the Question by the General Rule in Article ( 20#) Obs. II.
V Obs. From the Method explain’d in the preceding Observation, it ’s plain how we
may, in some Circumstances, limit both the total Quantity and some one of the Simples,
thus; if the Simple which is limited is an exact Medium betwixt other two, then take
any one Linking , and proportion the Quantities to the Total limited ; then apply the Me¬
thod of the last Observation, if possible.
VI Obs. In Mixtures one Ingredient may be such, as to bear no Value in the Mix¬
ture, but only to encrease the Quantity, and diminissi the Value ; Therefore let its Rate
be represented by o, as Water mix’d with Wine ; Brass, or other Alloy, mix'd with Gold
and SilverExa. 1. If 8 Gal. of Wine at 9 s. per Gallon, 12 Gal. at 8 s. are mix’d together;
How much Water must be added to make the Mixture worth only 6 s. per Gallon ?
I find the Mixture Rate of the 8 Gal. and 12 Gal. then I take 20 Gal. at that Rate to mix
with Water whose Rate is o : Which is done by the Method of Article 2d, Obs. II.
Exa. 2 . A Goldsmith would mix Gold, 18 Caracts fine, 22 Caracts fine, 24 Caracts,
and a quantity of Alloy to make the Mixture 19 Caracts fine ; How much may be taken of
each ? Represent the Rate of the Alloy by 0, and proceed as in Case 2d.
VII Obs. Besides the mixture of Liquors, or any other kind of Things , the fame Rules
are applicable where Persons are the Subjects, thus :
Exa. x . 8 Men being boarded at the rate of 6/ . a Quarter for every Man, 6 Women
at 5 I. for each Woman , and 4 Children at 2 1, for each Child ; How much does each
Person pay a Quarter, taking them at an equal rate, one with another ? This is plainly
a Question of Cafe 1 , and to be solv’d after that manner.
Exa. 2 . If the Quarter’s Board for a Man is 5/ , for a Woman 4 ?, for a Child 3 ?,
and for a Servant 1 /. how many Men, Women , Children , and Servants may be taken to
board, so as their Board, at an equal Rate , may come to 3 1: 5 s. for each Person ? This
is a plain Question of Cafe 2d.

I add the following Questions/V

a further Exercise.

Qu. /stb. There is a Mixture of 40 Gallons of Wine worth 10 s. a Gallon, part of
which is at 8 s, part at 9 j , at 12 s, and 14 s. What shall be added to it , to make the
Mixture worth only 11 s ?
To solve this Question, The Simple to be added must be of such a Price that the new
Mixture Price lie betwixt it and the former ; therefore, if there is not such a Simple
among these which are already in the Mixture, another to answer the Question must be
brought in , and the Solution is thus made : Take the 40 Gallons at icj, and find how
much of any Simple of greater value than us . ( because this is greater than 10 j ) must
be mix’d with these 40 Gallons to bear 11 s. in Mixture : Which is done by the Method
of Article 2d, Obs. II. preceding.

Dddd 2
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Qu. ^th A Mixture being made thus j 14 tb. weight of Sugar at yd , p- eril ’, lolb . zt
9 d, and 3c tb. at 10 d. How much, and of wliar kind, may be added, that in every Ib.
of the Mixture there he 6 oz. of the Sugar at 10 d, without changing the quantity of
the other kinds in every Ib and
?
, What Rate will the Mixture bear ?
First, find how much of the 10 d. Sugar is in i Ib. of the Mixture, as it stands already;,
then ( 1) if tliat is more than 6 oz.as( in this cafe ’tis 8 oz.) subtract 6 oz. from it, and
m . hipjy the difference (2) by die total number of Ib’sSo
( ), the Product is '12204,
N 'W, if we.could take out 120 oq. of the 10 d. Sugar, and in its place put in 120 oq.
of any other kind than what is already in the Mixture, it's plain the Conditions of die
Question would be answer’d : Therefore , in the first place, we shall add 120 oz. of some
other kind, as if as much of the 10 d. Sugar were actually taken out ; but because it is
not Ib, we must add to it as much of all the other kinds ( including that new kind seppos’d to be already added ) as shall make each Ibof
( this sum) have as much £ each kind
as are in each Ib of the other 6o 2b ; which is done thus : Find how many times 6 0%.
are contain’d in 120, [ and if there were a Remainder , as here there is none, I add that
Remainder of the 10 d, Sugar to the Mixture, (i . e. to the 120) whereby there will be
no Remainder, ' and die Quote will be 1 more than it was with the Remainder ] this
Quote thews how many Ib. are to be added to the given total Mixfure ( 60 Ib.) that each
may have 6 oq. of lod. Sugar ; which are to be made up thus: First , there is die
120 0*. of the 10 d. Sugar suppos’d at first to be taken out ( for as much of a new kind
put in) and now as ’twcrc put back again, together with the Remainder last mention’d
(where there is any) then you must find how much of each of the other Simples [including
that new kind whereof there is suppos’d to be already added 120 oq. for as much of 10 d.
Sugar suppos’d to be taken out] there is in each of the preceding bo Ib. These Quan¬
tities mull be multiply’d by the Difference of 60 Ib. and the new total Quantity or Mix¬
ture ; the Products are what must be taken of each of these other Simples ( besides the
x 20 oz. already suppos’d to be added of the new kind ) and thus the Conditions of theQuestion are answer’d.
For the Rate of this New Mixture, its found by Cafe 1.
But, Secondly, if there is in the Mixture less than 16 oz. of icid. Sugar to every 2b.as(
suppose there be only 4 oz.) then the difference is 2 04. which multiply’d by 60, makes
120 oz. or 7 Ib : 8 op l ake double of this, with as much as is already in the Mixture
of 10 d. Sugar (vi\ . zplb .) the Sum is 45 2b. to be added of 10 d. Sugar. Then 1 con¬
sider how much of each of the other kinds is in the Mixture, and from the total of these
I take 120 oz. (or 7 tb : 8 oz.) in any manner, i. e. all out of one kind, if possible, or
part of one and part cf another, till the whole is subtracted, marking what hereby remains
in each kind ; then as much of each kind as these Remainders being also. added to the
Mixture, will bring the Total (which is now 120 04. more than double of what it was
before) to such a Mixture as shall have 6 oz. of 10 d. Sugar to every2b, and the fame quan¬
tities of each of the rest as were at first to every 2b.
Qu. 6th. There

is a Mixture made of Wheat 6 s, 7 s, and 8 s. the Bushel; the total
J. and the proportion, cf the particular. Quantities are thus ; Tor
every 2 Bush. of 6 s. there are 3. of 7 s and
;
for every 3 of 6 s. there are 4 of 8 J.
How much of each kind is in the Mixture ? and, What is the Rate of the Mixture ?
First, I reduce the Proportions of the Quantities to a Series of three Numbers, thus:
As 2 bush. (of 6 s.) to 3 bush. (of 6 s.) so is 3 bush. (of 7 s.) to a 4th,
6
which is 4-t bush. (of 7 s.) so that for every3 bush. of 6 s. there are
3
|b
Sb. 7
9
al of 7 j . aud 4 bush. of 8 s. And multiplying all by 2, to make ‘em
8
4 [8
Integers, the proportional Quantities of each are 6 . 9 . 8. Next I
find the Mixture Price from these Quantities ; and then , by that Rate,
Quantity is worth 100

I find
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will buy j and then I divide that Quantity into three parts

Qu. 71h. A Mixture is to he made of Wine at 18 s. per Gallon, at 16 s. and 9 s.
How much may be taken of each to make 48 Gallons that lhall be worth in all
28 / : 16 s ?
Find what 1 Gallon of the Mixture is worth, vi%. 12 s. then find what Quantities
may be taken of the several Simples, to make a Mixture at us. and the total
48 Gallons.
Observe : By this Method you can always have at least one Solution to all Questions of
this kind (viz. wherein the Rate of each Simple, the total Mixture, and total Value are
given ) provided the Question is possible; as ’tis not if the Mixture Rate found be not
betwixt tire highest and lowest of the Simples : and provided also that the Nature of the
Subject does not limit the Answer to Integral Numbers, as when the Numbers sought
are Animals, see
(
tire following Example) for then , tho' the Question be possible, and
hath several Solutions, yet none of them may be found by this Method, because of Fra¬
ctions brought by it into the Answers: And this Method will have the fame Defect in
any Subject, if we limit the Answer to Integers.
For Example Apply
;
the Numbers of the preceding Question to another Subject, thus:
48 Persons, Men, Women , and Children , pay all together at a Feast 28 1: 16 s. where¬
of every Man pays 18 s. every Woman 16 s and every Child 9 s. How
many were of
each ? By the preceding Method we shall find 9 Men, 9 Women , and go Children ;
which satisfie the Question: Tho ' it has also another Solution (which cannot be found
by this Method ) viz. 2 Men, 18 Women , and 28 Children.
Ex a. 2 d. 15 Birds cost in all 5 s. whereof there were Partridges at 7 a?. Quails at 5 d.
and Larks at 2 d. How many were of each ? lfwe try this by the preceding Rule , we
can find no Answer, because of Fractions ; and indeed it has but one Solution in Integers,
which is found to be g Partridges, 5 Quails, and 7 Larks,
Qu. 8th. A Mixture was made of 10 Gal. Wine , 4 Gal. Brandy, and 12 Gal. Water.
Out of the whole was drawn 8 Gal. and as much Water put in to fill it up : Then was
drawn out 10 Gal. after which was put in 6 Gal. of Wine : Again there was drawn out
5 Gal. and g Gal. of Brandy put in . How much Wine , Brandy, and Water is at last in
the Mixture ?
Find how much of each Species is in the 8 Gallons first drawn out, by which you’ll
know what remains of each : To which is added a Gallon of Water ; then find how
much of each is contain’d in the 10 Gall. next drawn out, whereby you’ll know what re¬
mains of each : To which is added 6 Gall. Wine ; then find how much of each is in
the -j Gall. drawn out, and you’ll know how much remains of each ; to which g Gall, of
Brandy is to be added.
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T HERedu

,
Coins

(
Money

whether
of
any Denominations
different
ion of
i. e.
to another,
or not ) from one
answering to orthem,
Coins
they have Real
finding how many of one Species or Denomination are equal in Value to a given
Number of another ; with other Questions relating to the fame Subject , is what 1 here
call Exchange.

Olserve I . If the Question is about the Reduction of such Species as are aliquot Parts
Multiplica¬
one of another, as Pounds, Shillings, and Pence, the Work is only si
; has been shewn in Book i , Ch. 7 , § 4 & 5 ; but , in all other Cases,
tion or Division as
there is a variety of Applications of the Rule of Three.

II. To reduce any number of one Species to another, there must always be known the
Proportion betwixt the two Species, either immediately, or by the immediate Proportions
betwixt each of them and one or more other Species.
III . When we know any two Numbers of different Species that are of equal Value,
these two Numbers express the Proportions, or Rate of Exchange, of these Species, whe¬
ther they belong both to one Country , or to different Countries , [ as, if we suppose
2 Guineas of Britain equal to 3/ : 3 s. or 5 s. Sterling equal to 5 Guilders Amfterdami\
But, in Common Acceptation, when we speak ot Exchange , it’s understood of the Spe¬
cies of different Countries ; and the Rate of Exchange is express’d by so much of the
one Place equal to an Unit of a certain Species of another : So, if 5 j . Sterling are
equal to 3 Guild. Amfierdam, tho ’ this does really express the Proportion , yet more com¬
monly we fay, The Bate of Exchange is at 1 1. Sterl. to 12 Guild. ( found by the given
Proportion ; thus, if 5 s. give 3 Guild, in what 20 si) or as 1 Gu. to 1 s 8: d. Sterling.
IV . The Values of the Coins and Monies of different Countries ; in what Specie’s
Denominations they exchange with one another, with the Limits of the Common Rotes
of Exchange , ( for they vary often ) are Matters of Fact which belong to another pro¬
vince : My Business here is , to teach the Calculation, or shew how the Rules of Aaithmetick are apply’d to this Useful Subject : And, to do this to the best advantage, I shall
give more suitable Numbers of Questions, and distinguish them under such Heads as
comprehend Things of roost ordinary Occurrence ; and then add a few other Questions,
that are less common, that from the Whole you may be Master of what can happen upon
this Subject, that depends upon Common Aritbmetick,
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§ I. Qu est ions relatingfimfly to

the Par of Exchange, or find¬
ing the Number of one Species equal to a Given Number of
another , the Proportion being given direst ly, or by the media¬
tion of other Species.

(i °) If the Proportion is given betwixt two Species directly, the Solution
is by one Operation of the Rule of Three,
Quest. 1 . A Merchant at Amsterdam paid 150 Guilders for 13/: 15 s. Sterling , receiv'd by his Correspondent as. London What
;
is the Rate of Exchange ? or , What is
1 GuiWer valued at in English Money ? Say, If 150Guild , give 13/: 13 §. what will
I Guilder ?

Answ .

22

d.

Or

, if it ’s ask’d what 1

1.

Sterling

is valued

at in

Dutch

Money, fay, If 13 I 15
:
s. give 150 Guild, what 1 Id
Qu. 2 d. A Merchant at London receiv’d 100 I. Sterling, for the value paid by his Cor¬
respondent at Paris at the rate of 3 s : 6 d. Sterl. per Crown ; How many Crowns were.
paid at Paris Say
?
, If 3 s : 6 d. give 1Cr . what 400 1 ?
(2 0)

When the Proportion is given between each of the two Species in
question, and a third Species, the Solution is by two Operations
of the Rule of Three.

Qu. 3 d. If
I would exchange 200 Ducats, worth js. a piece, for Dollars at 4 s : 8d.
a piece, how many Dollars ought I to have ? Say, If 1 Ducat give 7; . what 200 ?
Answ. 1400 s. Then , if 4 s 8
: d. give 1 Dollar, how many will 1400 s ?
Or thus : If 4 s 8: d. give x Dol. how many will 7 s ? Anfvo. 1
so that 1 Ducat is
worth 1’- Doll. Then fay, If 1 Due. give 1^ Dol. how many will 200 give ?
Observe : Had it only been requir’d to find the direct Proportion betwixt Crowns and
Dollars, then fay, If 7 x. give x Ducat, how many will 4 ^ : 8 ^ ? Answ. of*. a Ducat ..
Or fay, If 4 s 8: d. give x Dol. how many will 7 s ? Answ. I *_Doll.

Qu. yb. Exchange from London to Amsterdam being at 1 1. Sterling for 34 * Flen?.
and from Amsterdam to Paris at 5 s. Flemilhfor 1 Crown , what is the Exchange be¬
twixt London and Paris, according to that Course ? Answ.
Lond. Amfl.
Par .
6$ Crowns for 1/. Sterling, or 2 s: 11 f d. for
1 Crown ;
. _
found thus : If 5 s. give 1 Cr . what 34 s It?
is 6f- Cro:
1 . > d4 s' which
is the Value of 1/ . because 34 s. is equal to x/ . Or
5 s. =
1 Cr .
% , If 34 s. give 1 I. what 5 s It?
is 2 ?: 1 if r d.
Observe : If ’tis demanded to find the Value of 500 Cr . in English Money, according
to that Course of Exchange ; then, having found the Rate of Exchange, say, If 1 Cro.
give 2 s. 11 -f d. what 500 Crowns ? or, If 6-f Cr . give 1 1. what 500 Crowns ?
If a Sum English (as 100 I.) is given to find its Value in Crowns, ’tis only stating the
Terms otherwise, according to the Rule of Three , thus j If 1/. give 6-f Cr . how many
will 100 I. give ?
(3 0)

When the Proportion is given betwixt one Specie and another, be¬
twixt this other and a third , betwixt this third and a fourth, and
ib on as far as you please, to find the Exchange betwixt the first
and last Species ; the Solution is by one fewer Operations of the
Rule of Three than there are different Species, in the manner of
the following Question.

yb*
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Qu. sth. Exchange betwixt London and Amsterdam being at I I Sterling for 38 j.
Flemiln ; betwixt Amsterdam and Frankfort^ at 6 S. Flemilh for 65 Cruitzers ; betwixt
Frankfort
and Paris at 56
36 Cruitzers for 1 Crown ; what is the Exchange, according
according to
ikfort and
that Course, betwixt London, and Fans ? Anfw. 1 1. for 7i .it Crowns ; found thus:
tin
Set down the Given T erms as in the Mar¬
gin, and work from the left Hand to the
Lond. Amst.
Franks. Paris
right, thus; fay, If 6 s. give 06 Cm . what
1 1. =
38 swill 38 s ? The Answer is 418 Cruit . which
= 66 Cm.
is set under Franks. Then say, If 54 Cm.
I Cr.
^4 Cm.
give 1 Crown, what 418 Cm . ? The An¬
swer is 7i4 Cr . which is set under Paris.
38 ^. — 418 Cm . —jlyCr.
And thus the Exchange betwixt Londen and
Paris is found to be at 1 /.forj \ ° Crowns.
Observe, (i ° ) However many different Places are propos’d, you go thro’ them all in
the fame manner.
(20) The undermost Line shews not only the Exchange betwixt the first and last
Places, but also betwixt any two of them ; the Quantities in that Line being evidently all
equal in Value, from the Nature of the Operation.
( 30) If there are two different given Species for one Place, they must be reduced to
one Species : So, if the Exchange betwixt Amsterdam and Frankfort were expressd by
36 Stivers for 66 Cruitzers , then we must first reduce the 38 s. to Stivers, or the 36 Sti¬
vers to Shillings, by the known relation of Stivers and Shillings which
;
is 6 Stivers to
I Shilling. Or , if it were 36 Stivers for 1 Florin , then you mult also reduce the 1 Florin
ro Cruitzers , or the 34 Cruitzers to Florins . And if this Reduction cannot be done, i. e.
if the relation of thefe Species is not known, the Question cannot be solv’d.
(4° ) If there’s another Given Quantity of the first and last Place, to find a Quantity of
equal Value in the other, it’s a plain Application of the Rule of Three , from the Rate of
Exchange found ( as was observ’d upon the preceding Question).

Some Contra &ions of the preceding
R ’u l e exslahdd.
All these Operations of the Rule ofTheee may be reduced to one Division, thus ;
Multiply the Consequents of all the Proportions \_i . e. the Numbers upon the right hand,
or the first Number under every Place ] continually into one another ; also all the Antece¬
dents, except the first, [ i. e. the Numbers upon the left hand, or second Number under
every Place ] make the first Product Dividend, and the second Divisor, and the Quote is
the Number sought os the Species of the last Place, equal to the Number under the first
Place ; thus, in the preceding Example, 38 multiply’d by 66, produces 2508, (the num¬
ber of Crowns being 1, does not multiply) then 54 by 6, produces 324 ; and 2508 divi¬
ded by 324, produces 724.
Th z Reason of this will be manifest, by considering how the several Operations of the
Rule of Three are made ; for the Answer of the first Operation is the Quote of 38 mul-

tiply’d by 66, and the Product divided by 6 ; which we may express thus, ' ^ ^ then
for the second Operation it is, the last Answer multiply’d by x, ( which is still only
^ and the Product divided by 54, which is ^ according
;
rection now given : And how many Places soever there be, the Reason
fame.

to the Di¬
the

is manifestly
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Again If
;
any Divisor and Dividend can be divided by any Number without a Re¬
mainder , then if we take the two Quotes, and divide the one of them by the other, there
will arise the same Quote as from the given Dividend and Divisor - therefore this
Work may be much contracted,,t hus; If among the Numbers that produce the Divisor
there are any the same with what are among those that produce the Dividend , cast
them out of both ( i. e. do not use them in the Multiplication) : And if any two Num¬
bers, one belonging to the Divisor, and one to the Dividend, can each be divided with¬
out a Remainder by any the same Number ; Take these Quotes in place of those given
Numbers, in forming your Divisor and Dividend . So, suppose in the preceding Exam¬
ple it were 11. Englisli for 54 s. Flemish, then this 54 (which belong to the Numbets
that form the Dividend) and the 54 Cruitzers (which belong to the Numbers that form
the Divisor ) may both be cast out. And, as the Question is already put, tho’ there is
no Number the same, yet for 6 and 66 we may take 1 and 11, the Quotes of 6 and 66
divided by 6 also
;
for 48 and 54 we may take 19, 27 , the halfs of the former, and so
the Dividend is i <? X n = 2Cf, the Divisor is 27, and the Quote

§ II. Qu estions
to

wherein Gain and Loss, and the aAllowances
Factors , are considered.

Qu. 6th . A of London draws upon B of Amsterdam 500 Guilders at 22 d.fer Guild,
for which £ redraws upon A at 21 d. fer Guilder, - with Provision at I .per Cent. and
i-O Guilders of Brokerage ; How much will A pay ? and, Whether has he gain ’d or lost■
Ans. He pays 11018 ’ a', and loses i8 | : found thus ; As 1 Gull. to 22 d. so is 500 Guil.
to 1xooo d. receiv’d by A for the Draught ; then , as 100 to r. , so 500 to 2\ , the Provi¬
sion due to B which
;
, with 10 Guild. Brokerage, added to 500, makes $12^ , for which
he draws on A ; therefore fay, As 1 Guild, to 21-i d. so 512* to iioi8 34 d. which A pays
for the redraught ; so that he loses i8 | d.
Observe,i ( °) If A had remitted to B, with Orders to remit the Value back again;
then having found what B receives by A's Remittance , from that subtract B ’s Provision
and Brokerage, the Remainder is what he remits to A whose
;
Value being found, the
comparison of that and what A paid for the Remittance thews what he .gains or loses.
(2 0) If A draws upon B, and afterwards remits the Value to him, he must add the
Provision due to B, to the Sum which B paid, and remit the Total.
( 30) If B by Al s Order draw upon him , and afterwards remits him the Value , then
B deducts his Provision and double Brokerage from what he receiv’d by the Draught , and
remits the Remainder.
(4 0) In all the Cases where A draws or remits, you must
it may have cost him, in order to know his Gain or Loss.

also consider what

Brokerage

Qu. jth. If Exchange from London to Amsterdam is at 1 s : 10 d. for 1 Guilder, and
to Paris at 3 j : 8 d. for 1 Crown ; also from Amsterdam to Paris at 40 Stivers for
I Crown; whether is it most profitable that London remit directly to Paris, or by way
of Amsterdamz [ . e. remit to Amsterdam, to be remitted from that to Paris ] ? Find
what 1 1. Sterling is worth at Paris,• according to the Course with Amsterdam by( Que¬
stion 4th) and also according to the Exchange directly with Parts ; the Comparison of
these V alues of 1 /. gives the Answer.
E eee

Observe,
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deduced From the
i , what Allowance is due to the Factor at Amsterdam is to be
Remainder is
the
and
)
Guilders
in
Sterling
.
i/
of
value
Money he receives ( i. e. the
Paris.
What he remits to
Exchange is given betwixt
2. If there are more than 3 Places in the Question, and the
the first and last; to find
one and another in a series, as in Quest, ^th, and also betwixt
directly, or thro’ all
Place
last
the
to
first
the
from
which is most profitable, to Remit
first and last Place ac¬
the
betwixt
these Places ; then you must find what is the Exchange
with the given Ex¬
that
compare
and
,
cording to the Courses thro’ all the other Places
Place.
last
and
change betwixt the first
Observe,

the rate of 18 rf. Sterling
Qu. 8th. A Merchant at London remits to Amsterdam, at by Order to Bourdeaux,
fame
the
remits
Amfierdam
at
per Guilder : His Correspondent
: How much will be
at g Guilders per Crown, rebating -j per Cent. for his Provision 44 .JL Crowns , thus,
Anjw.
?
London
at
paid
Sterling
.
10/
receiv’d at Bourdeaux for
as 100 to ,*■, se is 132-' to -L-,
As 18 d, to 1 Guilder, so is 10I. to 133/ Guilders : Then ,
J . Then , as 3 Guild, to
132the Provision ; which taken from 1334 , there remain
l Crown so is 132.1 to 44^ .
were re’twere afk’d what was paid at London when 500 Crowns
;
Again Suppose
Guild,
1500
to
Cro.
500
so
ceiv d at Paris ? To find this fay, As 1 Cro. to 3 Guild, Then , { from 100, there
Paris:
to
Remittance
the
which were paid at Amfierdam for
the Guilders receiv'd at Am¬
remain 99\ ; and as 99j to 100, so is 1500 to 1505,3 -3,
to 18 d. so is 1505^*3
Guild,
x
As
,
fierdam by the Remittance [ram London. Lastly
to 100, so is 500 Cr . to
99/
As
thus,
Or
.
sought
Money
.
Engl
the
d.
%
Guild. to 27090/3
been deduced
Allowance
no
501 G the Crowns that would have been got at Paris had
, the Guild,
33
1505,to
501
so
Guild,
3
to
fay, As x Cro.
:
at AmsterdamTherefore
as before.
;
Money
Englilh
he
»
find
which
By
Amsterdam.
at
receiv'd
both known, as, 430 Cro.
Again , let us suppose the French and Englilh Money arethe Factor at Amsterdam has;
which
Cent.
per
Allowance
the
find
To
;
and 100 /, Sterling
was receiv' d at Amsterdam.
fay, As 18 d. to 1 Guild, so 100I. to 13337 Guild, which
; if the number were
Crown
per
Guild,
3
at
worth
is
this
Crowns
many
Then find bow
is 444J ; from which
it
, but
430 , then there was no Allowance deduced at Amsterdam
100 to the Allowance
is
so
143,
to
^
444
As
fay,
rake 430, the Remainder is 14Z- : Then
upon xoo,
further , That the Mer¬
Qu. 9th. Suppose all as in the preceding Question, with this
at 50 d , per Crown,
there
’d
receiv
Crowns
the
for
chant at London draws upon Bourdeaux
;
at Paris What
Correspondent
his
to
Cent.
per
paying 5 j . Brokerage ; allowing also \
st d- which is
4
:
1j
:
11
loses
He
Answ.
?
Negotiation
this
by
lose
does he gain or
the Al¬
at Paris) to
diseover’d thus ; As 100 to .2, so is 44/4 Crowns ( receiv’d
at
Paris
upon
drawn
being
lowance , which taken from 44A , leaves 44,; Hi which
from
d■
1°
7
:
s
3
1:
9
or
d.
‘yGd. per Crown , there is receiv’d at London for it 2203 : l \ °, d. which the Merchant
which subtract the Brokerage 5 s. the Remainder is 8 T. 18s
10 /. for the Remittance;
at London had clear for the Draught upon Paris: But he paid
therefore he has lost 1 1 : 01 s: 4/ ? </.
in his hands to Lon¬
Observe: If the Correspondent at Bourdeaux remits the Value
he deducts his Pro¬
Amsterdam,
don, then , from the Sum receiv’d by.the Remittance from
London.
to
vision and Brokerage, and remits the Remainder
Qu.

10th.
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Qu. 1 otb. A Rbc- dollar is worth at Amsterdam 30 Sols, and at Coningsberg po Gros ;
the Exchange betwixt Coningsberg and Amsterdam is at 232 Gros for 6 1 lorins (equal to
120 Sols) ; whether is it moii profitable that Amsterdam remit to Coningsberg in Specie,
or by Exchange >
Answer. "1 is best to remit by Exchange : Which is discover'st
thus ; As 50 s. to po Gros , so 12 os. to 216 Gros, which must be remitted i tl
Specie, (i . e. its Value in Rix -dollars) but by the Exchange there will be 230 Gros for
120 s. therefore ’ris best to remit by Exchange; the Difference is, 14 Gros will be had
more for every 6 Florins.
Observe : If Amsterdam is to remit to Coningsberg 1000 Gros, and you would know
which to chuse, and what is sav'd upon the whole; find what 1000 Gros will cost, both in
Specie and by Exchange, and then you’ll have the Difference, thus ,- As po Gros to 50 s.
so 1000 to 555 s- which must be paid in Specie. Again ; As 230 Gros to 120 j . so
iooo Gros to 52iyy j. to be paid by Exchange.
Qu. 11 th . Amsterdam draws upon Rouan 400 Crowns at 87 d. Flemish per Crown,
for which Rouan redraws upon Amsterdam at pod. with ^ per Cent. for Provision; what
has Amsterdam gain ’d or lost ? Say, As 1 Crown to 87 d. so 400 Crowns to 34800 d.
receiv’d by Draught. Again, adding 2 for Provision to 400 Crowns, fay, As 1 Crown
to po d. so 402 to 36180 paid for the Redraught ; so that Amsterdam has lost 1380 ^ .

Qu. 12th . Amsterdam remits to Paris 1000 Crowns at 78 d. w/ Crown, paying for
Brokerage 340 d. which Paris remits to Amsterdam at 80 d. per Crown , rebating
4 perCent. for Provision ; What is gain’d or lost ? Say, As 1 Crown to 78 d. so 1000
Ciowns to 78000 ; to which add <540, the Sum is 78340 d. given out. Again, subtract
5, the Provision, from 1000 Crowns, remains 995 ; then, As 1 Crown to 80 d. so 993 to
79600 d. receiv'd : So there is gain st 1060 d.
13 th. If Exchange betwixt Midleburg and London is at 35 Sols for 1 1. Sterling,
betwixt Midleburg and Amsterdam at 1'-perCent. of Advance for Midleburg , (i. e.
ioiJ s. at Amsterdam, worth 100 s. at Midleburg) at what Rate ought Amsterdam to
remit to London, to receive the Return by Midleburg at the 'foresaid Course, and gain
5 perCent . ? Find
the Course betwixt London and Amsterdam, after the manner of
Question 4 th, it is 11, for 33^- s. Then , to remit to London with 5per Cent. Gain , he
must pay lest than the Course, in proportion as 100 is less than 105 ; therefore fay, As 105
to 100, so 35-J > to 33^ 1, which is the Rate at which he ought to remit to London. Or.
you may findthis Answer at once, thus As
;
103 to 101^ , so 33 to 33-fI ; the Reason
of which you' ll find easily, by comparing the two former Proportions, vig. xoo : 121-7: :
: \35 : 35 ^H and 105 : 100 : : 33,V •* 33-+-’- ; where the two middle Terms of the one
being the two Extremes of the other, and the Products of Extremes and Means being
equal from the nature of Proportion , it follows that 101 - X Z5 — 105 X 3 z ' s •
Qu.

also

iOJ

3J - 334

Eeee

2
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RocheI orders B of Amsterdam to draw upon him at gj\ Sols for
I Crown , and to remit the fame to Hamburg at 34 Sols for
Hamb. I Dollar . B cannot draw , but at 97 Sols for 1 Crown ; How
ought he to remit to follow his Order? Anpm. At 33Ay Sols
Doll. for 1 Dollar : Found thus ,- As 974 to 97 , so 34 to 334^. •
for the Course being below the Order in the Draught to Roche!,
i
=

Qu. i ugh. A of
Rocb. Arnst,
Cr.
Sols.
97\
34

-

it ought to be so proportionally in the Remittance to Hamburg.
tor
;
Or, the Reason of the Work may be conceiv’d thus If
Amster¬
at
Sols
97
only
gets
he
Roche!
at
pays
A
which
1 Cro.
dam by the Course, instead of 97A7 which was his Order, then for 1 Dollar he receives
at Hamburg he ought to pay proportionally fewer Sols than 34, which was his Order.

— 97

ordersB of Paris to draw upon him at 99- Den. for
1 Crown, and to remit the fame to London at 49 1 d. Sterling
Loud. for 1 Crown. .Bean remit at <f,^ d. for 1 Crown ; How ought
he to draw to follow his Order? Anstw. At xoi Den. for
d.
of

Qu. lyb. A
Amst. Par.
Cr.
Den.
99f T—* J - il
1 -—

Amsterdam

I Cro .

;
Found thus As

494 to 504 , so is 99 -f to 101 ; far

A receiving more than his Order at London, for 1 Crown paid
at Paris, he ought to pay proportionally more than his Order at
Amsterdam, for 1 Crown receiv’d at Paris,

A of Con!
Fiemilh for 1Crown, and to draw the fame on him at 225 Gross
Rou. 1 for X/. Flemiih, B cannot draw under 230 Gross; How ought
Con. Amst.
he to remit to follow his Order? Anfso. At iolj d. Flern.
d.
Cro. ,
for 1 Cro. Found thus : As 230 to 225, so is 103s to 101^.
Gro.
For if A pays at Coningsberg more Gros than Order ( for 1/.
225 == 1 /.
receiv’d at Amsterdam) he ought:to receive proportionally more
1037 d. paid at Amsterdam)
(
than Order at Rouanfor
2',0 = 1 I. Crowns
, which is the fame thing, he ought to pay proportionally
1 or
less than Order at Amsterdam, for 1 Crown receivd at Rouan.
Qu. 16th.

—i

i

A oiCologn ordersB of Amsterdam to remit to Dantzick at 1 1. Fiemilh
for 230 Gros, and to draw upon him at 100 for 1027 to be
Col Amft.
paid at Cologn;but B remits at 1 1, for 228 Gros, and draws
Dant.
at 100 for 102 ; Has he follow’d his Order? and, if not, is A
gr. Gainer or Loser? Answ. He has not follow’d his Order,
=
1 1.230
r IOO
102 230 Gross to
;
and A is Loser: Which is diseover’d thus As
to be
Number
the
is
which
,
i
228 gr. 228, so is 102-j- to ioii
j
paid.at Cologn for 100 receiv’d at Amsterdam, to make the
102 — 100
Course and Order proportional in Drawing and Remitting ; For if A gets less than Order
at Dantzick, he ought to pay less than Order at Cologn, but by the Course he pays i 02,
therefore is a Loser.
Qu, 17th.

Qu.iSth
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A of Amsterdam orders B of London to draw upon Rouan at 2^d. Sterling
per Crown , and to remit the fame to him at 1 1 Sterling for
Rou,.
25 Sols. But B draws at 34s d. per Crown, and remits the
Loud.
Amst.
feme at 1 1, for 36f Sols : Has he follow’d the Order ? and,
35 ^- : I Cr.
if not, is A Gainer or Loser ? Answ. He has not follow’d
11.
J<5 Sols :
his Order , and A is Gainer : Which is discover’d thus ; As
34t d. = zi Cr. 36s Sols to 35, so is 35 d. to 33 -ir > tke Number to be re¬
x /.
ceiv’d at London for 1 Crown paid at Rouan, to make the
Course and Order proportional tn Drawing and Remitting ;
for it ’s plain, that if A receives at Amsterdam more Sols than Order, for 1 1, paid at
London, he ought to pay at Rouan proportionally more Crowns than Order ( for 35 ^ .
receiv’d at LondonJ ■or , which is the same thing, to receive proportionally less at Lon¬
don, for I Crown paid at Rouan ; but he receives 34fd. and therefore is Gainer.
Qu. 18

th.

Qu. \ ytb.

A of Rouan orders B of Amsterdam to draw upon him at 97 Den . for
Lond.

I Crown , or upon

London at 35 Skilings

for

1 1. Sterling.

According to the Course, B can draw upon Rouan at 98 Den.
for 1 Crown ; and upon London at zH2. Sk. for 1 1. Sterling:
I Cro . = 97 d.
Which of them ought B to chuse to serve his Employer best?
35 Sk. — it. Answ. He ought to draw upon London : Which is thus dis¬
I Cro. = c8 d.
cover’d ; If 4 is willing to pay 1 Crown at Rouan for 97 d.
35f sk- — l I. receiv’d at Amsterdam, or to pay 1 I. at London for 35 Sk.
receiv’d at Amsterdam; then ’tis plain, that to follow his Order, if B receives 98 d. instead of 97 (for 1 Crown) he ought to receive proportio( , As 97
>'for
nally more than 35 Sk. ( for 1 1.) And that proportional Number is 33^ ■
the Course
that
so
Course,
the
by
receiv’d
35^
than
less
is
)
which
3514
to
to 98, so is 35
from Amsterdam to London exceeds the Order more in proportion than from Amsterdam
A will have more Money in proportion lying at Amsterdam, for the fame
;
to Rouan and
Sum paid at London, than if the Draught were upon Rouan.
Amji.

Rpu.

cth . A of Dantzick Orders B of Amsterdam to remit to him, at 1 1. Flemish
for 220 Gros ; or to Hamburg at 33 J Skilings for 1 Dol¬
; but the Course is at 11. For 2x8 Gros at Dantzick,
lar
Ham.
Amst.
.
Dantz
ought
;
34 Skilings for 1 Dollar at Dantzick Which
and
220 gr. — \ I.
B to chuse to serve his Employer best ? Answ. He ought
33fSk . — idol. to remit to Dantzick : Which is discoverd thus; Since
A is willing to pay 1 1, at Amsterdam for 220 Gros at
218 gr. = 1 1.
Dantzick, or to pay 33-^ 8k. at Amsterdam for 1 Dollar
34 Sk. =r 1 dol.
if he can get only 218 Gros for
;
at Hamburgh therefore
1 1. he ought to have proportionally more than 1 Dollar at Hamburgh for 34 Skil. at
Amsterdam; or, which is the fame thing, he ought to pay less than 34 Sk. for 1 Dollar:
Therefore fay, As 220 Gros to 218, so is 33-j-Sh. ro 33AA , which would be paid at
Amsterdam fox 1Dollar at Hamburgh, if the Course and Order were proportional to both
Places ; but by the Course A must pay 34 Sk. which is more than he would pay in pro¬
portion of the Order and Course to Dantzick ; Therefore it’s best that B remit to
L .mtzick.
Qu.

2
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Observation relating to the last 7 Questions.
There ’s one General Method may be taken with all these Questions, which is this :
P, educe all the Given Proportions to such Numbers, as that those under the middle Place
you may also chuse that Number what
);
he the fame in all (as tis in Quest, i ^th and
first and last Place, you will easily find
the
under
Numbers
the
from
then,
and
you please ;
she Answer. Thus, in Quest. \ a!ih say, As 97-^ is to 1, so is 34 to -(JA. So that the
Exchange betwixt Rochet and Amsterdam is reduced to 34 Sols sot -fd.1 Crowns. Again
fay, As 97 to 1, so is 34 to -jct ; the Question will stand as in
so 1 Dol. to 2—hLlamb.
Amst.
Roch.
the Margin. Then fay, As i-5}f T to
ought to be ac
Hamburgh
to
Dollars : So the Remittance
136- nCr . — 34 j.
~
is the same Proportion as
which
;
sollars
-j-d-r
i
for
Sols
34
^
391
found the other Way, only in different Numbers. The
vol.
x
34 =
Reason of the Work will be in some Cases clearer by this
Method ; but the Work often more tedious.
24 = 34
97

§ IV . Containing a few Questions of another kind than any of
the preceding , for a farther Exercise upon this Subject.
Qu. 21st. A Merchant would exchange 2C07. Sterling for Dollars or Crowns : He
is offer’d Dollars at 4 a : 6 d. which are worth but 4 j 3: rf or Crowns at S s. worth but
4 j ; %d. Which of them shall he take to lose least ? and, How many will he receive ?
Find how many Dollars ac 4 s : 6 d. and Crowns at 5 j . he would get for 2C0 1. then
find the Value of that number of Dollars at 4 s : 3 d. and that number of Crowns at
4 s : 8 d. the Comparison of these Values will ihew which is of greatest Value ; and the
Value of that which is the greatest, compar’d with 200 /, shews what he loses.
A Merchant at Amsterdam drew Bill upon London for 300 1. Sterling,
Qu. 22d.
in Crowns at 4 s : 6 d. and Dollars at 4 s. and got an equal num¬
Value
receiving the
ber of each ; What is that number ? Add 4 s : 6 d. to 4 j . and fay, Jf the Sum 8 s : 6 d,
buy 1 of each Species, how many times 1 of each Species will 300 /. buy ? The An.
remains)
finer is , 705 *0 }( for, dividing 300/ . by 8 s : 6d . the whole is 705, and 90
And
so he receiv’d 705 Dollars, and as many Crowns, with Tt ?_ parts of 1 of each.
can¬
Exchange
the
that
Hews
this
because there is a Remainder in the Division, therefore
re¬
d.
90
that
so
;
Dollars
and
Crowns
of
number
certain
not be made exactly, by a
Crowns:
705
and
Dollars,
705
of
Sum
the
than
better
d.
90
is
.
1
320
maining, the
Wherefore he who receives only 705 Dollars and 705 Crowns, must give 90 d. less than
300/.

Again ; If the Proportion of the number of Crowns and Dollars is fuppos’d to be
any other than Equality ( for example, 2 Dollars for every 3 Crowns) then add the Value
of 2 Dollars and 3 Crowns, and divide by that Sum : The Quote shews' how many times
2 Dollars and 3 Crowns are to be receiv’d ; and if there is a Remainder , ’tis to be consider'd as so many Units of the Denominator of the Divisor ; and so much the Dividend
is of wore Value than the number of Crowns and Dollars found.
If
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If there are more than two different Species, as, Crowns, Dollars, Ducats, Pistoles,
the manner of working is the fame ; for, if an equal number of each is suppos’d, then
add the value of an Unit of each, and by that Sum divide : If their numbers are not
equal, then either (I ° ) the correspondent Numbers of each that are equal Numbers of
Times taken is given, as, for every 2 Dollars 3 Ducats, <5 Crowns, and 1 Pistole; And
here we add the valueof 2 Dollars, 3 Ducats, 5 Crowns, and 1 Pistole, and by that Sum
divide. ( 20) If the Proportion of the Numbers are given, but not in one Series, as,
suppose for 3 Dollars 2 Ducats, for 3 Ducats 4 Crowns, and for 7 Crowns 1 Pistole ;
then we must reduce these Proportions to one Series of correspondent Numbers of each,
thus Keep
;
the first two Numbers, vi\ . 3 Dollars 2Ducats, then find how many Crowns
for 2 Ducajs (at 3 Ducats for 4 Crowns) and how many Pistoles for that number of
Crowns last found ( at the rate of 1 Pistole to 7 Crowns), then proceed as before, by ad¬
ding the Values of these correspondent Numbers of the different Species; and, to go
thro' the reduction of the Proportions more orderly, set the Species and their proportio¬
nal Numbers down as here :
Doll. : Due. : Crowns : Pistoles.
3

:

2

3

•'

4
7

:

1

Qu. 23 d. If
I receive 11 Crowns and 7 Dollars for 4 / : 10 s 10
: d. or 4 Crowns
and 3 Dollars for 1 1 15
:
s. the Value of 1 Crown and 1 Dollar being the lame in both,
What is that Value ?
This Question may be solv’d two Ways ; ( i °) Reduce the Money all to Pence ; then,
to make the fame number of DolJars in both Cafes, multiply the 1090 d. and its equiva¬
lent number of Crowns and Dollars by 3,
Cr . Dol. also the 420 d. and its equivalent number of
Crowns and Dollars by 7, the Products must
4 1: 10 s 10
:
d. or 1090 d. — 114 - 7
still be of equal value : And if the one
1 /: 15 j .
or 420 d. 4—
f 3
Line of Products be taken from the other,
3270 ^ = 33 4- 21
it's manifest that the Remainders will also be
2940 d." 28 + 21
equal ; and, because the Dollars are equal in
both, therefore there are none in the Re¬
330 ^. = 5 Cro.
mainders ; and so we have found that
5 Crowns are equal to 330 d. consequently
1 Crown is 5 j : 6 d. Then , to find the Value of 1 Dollar, multiply 5 s : 6 d. by 4, the
Product is 22 j . the Value of 4 Crowns ; which taken from 35 s. the Value of 4Crowns
and 3 Dollars, there remains 13 s. the Value of 3 Dollars ; wherefore 4 s : isd. is the
.Value of 1 Dollar.

(2 ° ) We may

also solve

it tbus\ say, If 1290 d. buy 18 Pieces (i+ \Ti Crowns and

7 Dollars) how many will 420 d. buy ? The Answer is, 6^— : Then I divide this Num¬
ber Into Crowns and Dollars, in the fame proportion as 18 is to 11 Crowns and 7 Dol¬
lars, thus ; As 18 to i x Crowns , so 6^ 2 to 4-^ Crowns : And this taken from 6^ 2
~6 10
9 109 ^
109
there remains 2-~ Dollars. And, because the same 420 d. buy 4 Crowns and 3 Dollars,
therefore.
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therefore 4-^ - Crowns and 2-^ - DollarS
^iop 109
are of equal Value with 4 Crowns and
3 Dollars : And if we cast equal numbers
of the fame Species out of both sides, the
Remainders wist still be equal : So cast out

equal to 3fL Dollars ;
4 Crowns and 2“ Dollars, the Remainders areCrowns,
Dollars are worth
and consequently 26 Crowns equal to 33 Dostars. Then fay, If 33
then , Consequently,
26 Crowns , how many Crowns are 3 Dostars worth ? It is 2± ^ ;
^ . because
4 Crowns and 2± ^ Crowns ( which are worth 3 Dostars ) are worth 420
420 d,
4 Crowns and 3 Dollars are worth 420 d. Lastly , If 6-jy Crowns are worth
as be¬
Dollar;
the
of
Value
the
1 Crown is worth 66 d. or 5 s : 6 d. By which find

fore.

Of the

Reduction of Weights and Measures.

the fame
The ReduSlion of Weights and Measures of different Places is done after
ox
immediately
either
known
being
Proportions
The
Coins.
and
Money
as
manner
Examples.
two
only
give
ihast
I
mediately, thro’ several different Places, therefore
of Am¬
Qu. ift. If 1 Eln of Amsterdam is equal to 14 of London, how many Elns
It is
?
1000
will
what
1,
give
-ji
If
Say,
?
Elns
sterdam are in 1000 EngHJh

'8357.
to 2 Ib
Qu. id. If 3 Ib weight at A arc equal to 2 Ib at B, and Ib at B equal
?
andD
A
betwixt
Proportion
at C, and 7 Ib atC equal to 8 Ib at D ; What is the
Set down the Names and Numbers given, as in the Margin•
and work as directed in Qu. sth, whereby you will find not
A : B : C : D
Pla¬
only the Proportion of the first and last Places, but of all the
B,
at
Ib
2
to
equal
is
A
at
3= 2
Ib
ces to one another : so here 3

5= 2
7= 8

± at C, and 35 at D.
5

=± - 32

5

35
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Of Interest.

De fin . 1. TNTEREST
is the Præmium or Money paid for the Losn or Use
I of Money ; and is distinguifh’d into two Kinds, Simple and Compound.
JL
2. Simple Interejl is that which is paid for the Principal, Or Sum lent,
at a certain Rate or Allowance made by Law, (or Agreement of Parties) whereby ib much
as 5 I. or 6 I. or any other Sum, is paid for 1001, lent out for one Tear j and more or less
proportionally for greater or lesser Sums; and for more or less time. For Example: If , 's

61. to 100 for one Year , it’s 3/ . for half a Year , and 12 / for two Years
Ado * nl. for
one Year of 200 /. and 61. for half a Year ; ayd so on for other Sums and Times
3. Compound Interejl is that which is paid for any principal Sum, and the simple Interest
due upon it for any time, accumulated into one principal Sum Example: It 100/ is
lent out for one Year at 61, and if at the End of that Year the 61. due of Interest be ad¬
ded to the Principal ; and the Sum 106/ . consider’d as a new Principal bearing Interest tor
the next Year, (or whatever less time it remains unpaid) this is called Compound Interejl,

because there is Interest upon Interest , which may go on, by adding this second Year’s
Interest of 106/ . to the Principal 106/ . and making the Whole a Principal for the next
Year.

Scholium.
Our Law allows only Simple Interejl : But abstracting from the Reason
of the Law, [which may be the encouraging of Trade , by employing Money that way
rather than upon Interest] if taking Interest be at all just, Compound Interejl cannot be un¬
reasonable. For if I can demand my Interest when it is due, I may take that Interest
Money, and lend it out again upon Interest to any other Person; why then may I not lend
it out also to the Person who has my principal Sum? And , in point of Right and Justice,
it is the same thing if I continue or leave that Interest in his Hands : there is the seme Rea¬
son that it should bear Interest after it becomes due, as that the original Sum should do so.

Parti

. Of Simple Interest.

We have already seen in the Rule of Five, how, from any supposed principal Sum,
with the supposed Interest of it for any. supposed time, we can find at that rate, or upon
that Supposition, the Interest os any other principal Sum for any time ; or the Principal
corresponding to any Sum of Interest and Time ; or lastly, the Time in which any Prin¬
cipal gives any Interest.
We (hall now consider the Application of that Rule more particularly; by limiting the
Questions to the more common Circumstances of Business. Thus : As the Law, or Agreement of Parties, sixesa certain Ratio, or, as we call it, Rate of Interest, which is so
mu'ch on the 100/. for one Year ; from this we can easily find the proportional Interest op
1/. for one Year, being plainly the t~ Part of the Interest of ico /. ; so if this is 5/. that
is .cy /. ; it this is 61. that is .06/ . , and if this is y/ . 10s. or y.s I. that is ,oys I. WhereFfff
fore
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fore if we understand the Rats of Interest to be the Interest of 11, for one Year, the more
common Questions about simple Interest will relate to these four things, viz. any princi¬
pal Sum, its Interest, the Time in which it gives that Interest, and the Rate (or Interest
of 1 1, for one Year) according to which that Principal, Interest and Time are adjusted to
one another.
From which we have four Problems: In the Rules whereof, I suppose the Principal and
Interest expressed in the Denomination of Pounds, by reducing what is less than i /. to a
Decimal of i /. and the Time to be expressed in Years, and decimal Parts of one Year.
Problem
i . Having any principal Sum, and Time , with the Rate of Interest gi¬
ven, to find the Interest of that Sum for that Time and Rate.
Rule. Multiply the Principal, Rate, and Time continually into one another, the Product:
is the Interest sought.
Observe; If we express the Principal by p, the Interest by n, the Time by t, and the
Rate by r ; then this Rule is thus represented, n — ptr.
Example. The Rate of Interest being .05 I. what is the Interest of 85 I. for 4 Years
and 3 quarters, or 4.75 Years? Answer, 20/ . 3 s. 9 -/. = 20.1875£ = 85 X4.7yx .05.
D E m o n s T R. If we state this Question by the Rule of Five, it stands thus: If 1 1, in
1 f gives.05 /. what 85 I. in 4.75yr, and the two first Terms are the Divisors in the two simple
Proportions ; but these being both Units, . the Answer is the Product of the other three.
The Reason is the fame in all Cases, by putting r, p, and t in place of these particular
Numbers . Or we shall repeat the Reasoning thus : If il. give r, p will give pr in the
fame time. Again ; if p in one Year give rp, in t Years it must give txrp or trp.
PROB. 2 . Having the Rate , Principal and Interest to find the Time.
Rule. Divide the Interest by the Product of the Rate and Principal, the Quote is the
Time ; thus, #= “ •

Jtp

Example. The Rate .05/ . Principal 85/. Interest 20/ . 3 s. 9 f. or 20.1875/. The
Time is 4.75 Years, or 4 Years and | . Thus ; 4.75= g° ' *^ or 22_i£Z5.
T
4 85
x .05
4.25.
Demokstr
. This Rule is deduced from the former ; thus, Since n — trp ,' then
dividing both Sides by rp, it is ^ ~ t.
as the former.
Prob
Rule.

Or it may be deduced from the Rule of Five,

. 3. Having the Principal, Interest, and Time , to find the Rate.
Divide the Interest by the Product of Principal and Time , the Quote

is the

Rate.'

Thus 77
tp, — I"Example. 20--=
Demonstr
Prob
Rule.

.1875/. / = 4.75yr. £ — 85 /• then isr 05
= .
. Since n ~ trp , divide both by tp ,- it is

/. =

or

»

= r.

. 4. Having the Rate, Time and Interest, to find the Principal.
Divide the Interest by the Product of Rate and Time , the Quote is the Princi¬

pal ; thus, A -- -- Exam.
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Exam. »= 20.x875i- t ~ 4-75 f - —5-® 1 i then I5p = 8? /. —
Demonstr.

or

Since n — trp, divide both by tr, the Quotes are

— p.

Scholium.
If the Interest of any Sum for any time is added to the Principal, this
Total or Sum is called the Amount, {vis,, of the Principal and its Interest for that time .)
And then from these four things, vis. the Amount, (which we ihall call a) the Principal,
the Time and Rate , arise other four Problems; for each of these may be found from the
other three. Thus:
Pro

b . ?.

Having the Principal, Time and Rate , to find the Amount.

Pule. Find the Interest by Prob. 1. Add it to the Principal, the Sum

is

the Amount.

Thus , by Prob. 1. the Interest is r #p ; therefore the Amount is a — rtp -j - p. The Rea¬
son is evident.
And observe, Because rtp — rtxp, and
therefore rtp ~\~p — rr - f- 1 xp~
a. And
so the Rule may be expressed thus: To the Product of the Rate and Time add
Unity.; and multiply the Sum by the Principal, the Product is the Amount.

Example. What is the Amount of 246 1. Principal in 2 Years and 4- or 2.? yr, the
Rate of Interest being .0? /. ? Answer, 246 /. -~j~ 30 .7? /. — 276 1. i ? r. for the Interest
is — 246 x .0 ? X 2 .? — 30 7? /• Or thus ; .0 ? X 2 ? = . 12? I. to which add 1, it is 1 -f>
.12 ? /. which multiplied by 246 , produces 276 .7? I.
Prob.

6.

Given the Principal, Amount and Time , to find the Rate.

Pule. Take the Difference betwixt the Principal anti Amount, and divide it by the
a—
—p
Product of the Time and Principal, the Quote is the Rate . Thus , r =
~*T'
Exam.
3°-7?

Suppose a — 276.75 I. p~ 246, t — 2.? yr ; then is*r — .05 I.

_

2 76 . 7 ? — 246

2 ? X 246

615
Demonstr.

=strpy

Since

by

Prob.

5 . a — rrp +

PJ

take p from both Sides, it is a >—p

then divide both by tp, it is~ ~ = :r.
tp

Or we may deduce it thus ; a — p is the Interest of p for the Time t, and Rate r;
then by the Rule of Five , find what is the Interest of it for one Year, when the Principal

p gives a —p in t Years; the State of which is thus, p . t . a —p, .1 . 1. By that Rule it
is —fjf ■
>f° r the 4th and yth Terms are Units , and the middle Term is to be multiplied
into theso two, whose Product is nothing but a — p.
Prob.

7 .

Given the Amount , Principal and Rate , to find the Time.

Pule. Take the Difference of the Amount

and

the Principal and Rate , the Quote is the Time ,

Principal, and divide it by the Product of
Thus , t = a - A

Exam. Suppose 4 = 276.75 I. p = 246. r = .o? ; then is t = 2 5 yr. = ;
307?
123'
F ff f 2

24 .0 X .05.

Demo

N-
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the last
last we
we saw
saw aa —
• p = trp.
InIn the

Demonstr.

t. Or

of Five. thus. If x I. give rini yr.

by the Rule

ing the common Rule . the Time sought is ~~
Prob.

8.
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Divide both by rp, it is

in what

_
Time willp give a —

=

p,

rp
follow¬

as before.

Given the Amount , Rate and Time , to find the Principal.

Rule. Add i to the Product of the Rate and Time , and by that Sum divide the Amounr, the Quote is the Principals thus, p = ~fp ~ .
Exam. r
_

= .oy/ .

Demonstr

. By

_
Prob.

y . ; then is p — 24.6 —
=
_

2 .y X .05 - (- 1

5 . it is a = rtf ~i x/ >; divide both by r t -j-

1. iay
j,

it

is

r tj_ _/j - -p- Or

from the Rules of Proportionj thus, Find the Interest of 1 /. for the
Time given, at the given Rate, it is rt for 1 y . \rwt \ rt ,- then find a Principal so pro¬
portioned to a, as 11, is to 1 + r #; thus, i -j - rt : i : : a:

Scholium

.

Concerning the Rebate or Difcompt to he allowed for paying of
Money before it falls due.

In the last Problem, we have tSe Foundation of the Rule for Difcompt, or the Allow¬
ance to be made for the paying of Money before it falls due ; and which is supposed to
bear no Interest till after it is due : for in that Cafe there is no Reason for Difcompt , as
there is in the other ; which «is this, That the Debtor can employ his Money upon Interest,
(or as he pleases) till the time of Payment comes ; and to pay it before it is due, is to
communicate that Benefit to the Creditor, who ought therefore to pay for it; and the
Question is, What Difcompt or Allowance is to be made ? The Debtor will be apt to ar¬
gue in this manner : By paying the Debt before it falls due, I lose the Interest I could make
of it till then, and therefore all that Interest must be disoompted. But this Argument is
false: For tho’ it be true, that from this time to the time the Debt falls due, he would
make so much Interest ; yet it is not true, that by paying the whole Debt without Dif¬
compt , he loses so much at this time as that Interest ; because he can’t be said to have lost
it, till the time come at which he should receive it ; therefore he can be said to lose no
more at this time than such a Sum, as being laid out upon Interest from this time, till the
time of Payment of the Debt would amount to the Interest of the Debt for the fame time;
therefore such a Sum being found by Prob. 8 . is the Difcompt . In order to which, find
the Amount of 1 1, for the given time ; then fay, If that Amount give x I. what will the
Interest of the Debt for the time give.
This I shall also confirm by another Rule for finding the Difcompt ; which is this: Find
by Prob. 8 . a Principal, which being laid out at a certain Rate of Interest, for so long as a
Debt is paid before it was really due, will then amount to that Debt ; that Sum is the thing
which truly satisfies or clears the Debt , and so is called the present Worth of it ; the Diffe¬
rence betwixt this and the Debt being the true Difcompt. The Reason is this; If the Mo¬
ney paid is such, that be ng laid out ac Interest from the time it is paid to the time the Debt
falls due, would amount to the Debt , then neither Party is wronged ; for if he who re¬
ceives it, or he who pays it, lays it but upon Interest so long, he will have then as much
to receive as the Debt . For Example -. If Interest is at 5 per Cent, 100/ , laid out for one
Yeat

*
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Year is worth 105 I. at the Year’s End ; therefore 105 /. due at a Year’s End is worth only
100/ . presently paid, and the Discompt is 5 I, which is one Year’s Interest of too I. not of
105 /.
Now I shall demonstrate, that both the Rules given for finding of Discompt arc in effect
the fame. Thus : The Interest of 1 1, for the time t (viz. the time of the DiscomptJ ac
the Rate r is r t, therefore the Amount of il. for that time is i -f- rr ; and the Princi¬
pal corresponding to rpt the
(
Interest of p for the same time) in the same Proportion as
rpt
rpt
1 to 1 -J- r t is s _s rt for i -srt -. i -. -. rpt -. -ssZst ' which the Discompt of the Debt
by the first Rule. Again ; the Principal corresponding to pthe
(
Debt ) inr the same Prop

portion as 1-f r t to 1, is

p

for 1 + r t : 1 : \p : {Zssrs which

is

the true Payment

to be made; which subtracted from

p, the Remainder is p — —j — = - r
, -t -, the Dit
•
i -j- rr
i -J- rr
compt by the former Rule.
To sum up this, let p be any Debt payable after the time t, and / the Rate of Interest;
then
The Rules
for Present Worth and Discompt are

1. Present-Worth— - -j? ^f
Divide the Debt by the Sum of
1, and the Product of the Rate and
Time.

Le.

Observe,

The

Discompt =

i. e. Divide the continual Product of
the Debt , Rate and Time , by the
Sum of 1, and the Product of Rate
and Time.

Discompt upon any Debt for one Year being found, (which will be

for t being here one, has no Effect) . Dr . Harris teaches to find the Discompt of
the same Debt for any Part of one Year, in proportion to the Time ; so the Discompt
for f a Year is 7 of the Disoompt for one Year. But the Error of this Rule will appear
by comparing it with the preceding general one, thus; One Year’s Disoompt is ~~ ~ t
Let t be any Time less than 1 Year, expressed fractionally, then the Doctor ’s Rnle
is 1 :
ted, it is

: : t: the

—

Discompt sought: Whereas by the Rule above demonstra¬

Which will be greater than the other if r is a Fraction ; because then

1- \ - rt is less than 1-f- r ; but if t is a whole or mixt Number , i -\- rt is greater than
i + r ; whence
^ is less than — r—•
r '
i + rt
i -fr

Part

II .

Of

Compound Interest.

The Calculation of Compound Intercfi supposes a certain stated Time for which Inte¬
rest is at a certain determinate Rate ; alter which that Interest becomes a Principal bear¬
ing In crest. F"r Example-. If Simple Interest is payable yearly, so is the Compound and if Simple Interest is payable Quarterly and Monthly, so is the Compound : But then
for the Interest of any Time less than that to which the Rate is determined, there are
different Opinions about the Way of calculating it, which I stall explain in the following
Problem; where I shall first comider the Rate of Interest as determined to one Year, and
the
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the Time of the Question limited to whole Years, and afterwards consider other Supposi¬
tions about the Rate and rime.
^b serve, again3 That the finding of the whole Improvement of Compound Interest de¬
pends upon the Rule for finding the Amount ; therefore the Questions in which the Amount is concerned must be explained before these in which the Interest alone is con¬
cerned, contrary to what we did in Simple Interest.
In the following Problems, by the Pate is understood the Amount of 1 1, and i Year’s
Simple Interest. So Interest being at 5 per Cent. the Rate or Amount of it is 1. 05 1.
which I shall mark R , the Time t being whole Years.
Probl.
1 . Given the Principal, Rate , and Time , to find the Amount.
Pule. Find
such a Power of the Rate whose Index is the Time (i . e. multiply the Rate
by it self, and this Product by the Rate, and so on, multiplying the last Product by the
Rate, till the Number of Multiplications be equal to the Time less i ; so for 2 Years multi¬
ply once ; for 3 Years multiply twice, fe .)This
Power of the Rate is the Amount of
1 1, for the Time and Rate given3 which, multiplied by the given Principal, the Product
is the Amount sought.
Universally3 A = p x R‘ : And observe, that the Logarithms will be convenient for find¬
ing R ', if t is a great Number.
Example: What is the Amount of 160 1, at ' Compound Interest for 4 Years, the Rate
being 1. 06/ . {i.e. 6 per Cent.)} Answer: 201 . 9963136/3 which is 201/ . : Kyjh. xid. and
a Fraction less than 1 Farthing. Found thus:
R = 1. 06. and R ' = 1. 06 , or 1. 06 x 1. 06x1 . 06x1 . 06 = 1. 26247696, then p
X RI —

160x1

. 26247696

— z 01 . 9963136.

Demonstr.
If 1/ . amount in 1 Year to R , then all this forborn another Year,
the Amount is R XR or R 13 for all principal Sums have necessarily the fame Proportion
to their Amounts for the fame Time and Rate, and 1 : R : : R : R1, which is therefore the
Amount of R for 1 Year 3 R being the Amount of 1. For the fame Reason R - forborn
another Year will amount to RxRxR,
or R ?3 for i: R : : R? : Rs, and "so on, to any
Number of Years, which being called t, the Amount of 1/. for t Years , is R ' : conse¬
quently the Amount of any other Principal R for t Years, is p x R ' ; for 1 : R ' : :p :p x R ‘.
Or thus: R being the Amount of 1 1, for 1 Year, y>R is that of p. for 1 : R : \p \p R.
Again3 i : R: / : >R :»R?, the Amount of7 * for 2 Years, and so on3 i. e. Universally it is

fRl.

SCHOLIUMS.
1. The successive Amounts of any Principal for 1, 2, 3, se. Years , make a Geo¬
metrical Progression, whose Ratio is the Amount of 1 I. for 1 Year. Thus : The
Series of the Amounts of il. is R : R 1: R ?: R+ : esc. and of any other Principal p, it
isyR :/>R? :/ >RrR 4, sc. And if we make the Principal the ist Term , the whole is
a Geometrical Progression, viz,, x : R :R J : R -, st. or p \pK :p R1 :p R -, sc.
2. If the Rate of Interest is determined to any other Time than a Year, as T or ^ 'of a
Year, the Rule is the fame 3 and then t represents that stated Time.
But whatever the stated Time is, it remains to be explained, how the Interest or Amount of any Sum is to be calculated for a lefler time ; I shall suppose 1 Year the stated
Time , because it is so in Law ; and whatever the Rules are for the Parts of a Year, they
are equally applicable to the Parts of any other Time , to which the Rate of Interest may
be supposed to be determined.
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Compound Interest or Amount of any Sam for the Parts of a
the Rate of Interest being determined to i Year.

Method i.

Year

;

Some will have it .done in Simple Proportion to the Time , or , as simple In¬

terest; because, say they, Compound Interest must supposea certain Time for which In-,
terest is as a simple stated Rate, and after that becomes a Principal bearing Interest ; so
that this Time being i Year, there can be no such thing as Compound Interest for any
Part of a Year.
Wherefore, following this Rule, If the Time of a Question is lest than i Year, the Amount is found by the Rule of Simple Interest ; and if there are whole Years, and part
of a Year, then, having found the Amount for the whole Years (which is only Simple In¬
terest if there is but i Year), take that Amount, and find what it amounts to at Simple
Interest for the remaining Time less than i Year.
Method 2.

Others proceed upon this Principle , viz. That since the Rate of Interest is

determined to i Year, this, fay they, supposes that all the Improvement that can be made
of any Sum by Interest in i Year, is the stated Rate of y or 6, &c. per Cent. But if Mo¬
ney is Lent for any Time less than i Year, and Interest received for it in simple Propor¬
tion to the Time , then, by lending out the Whole again, more will be made by it than
5 or 6 per Cent. in I Year .

Therefore

they would have the Amount

for any Part of a

Year calculated so, that if this is again considered as a Principal bearing Interest, it shall,
after so much Time as the former wants of i Year, amount, at the fame Rate, only to
the Sum of the Principal and its Simple Interest for i Year. For 'Example: The Amount
for f of a Year is such, that being put out to Interest for the remaining and supposed to
bear Compound Interest from Quarter to Quarter, at the Rate of Simple Interest allowed
only be the Sum of the Prin¬
(
for the ist Quarter, the Amount at the End of the dhall
cipal and i Year’s Simple Interest, at the allowed Rate of y or 6, &c. per Cent.
How this may be done, I (hall presently explain, after this general Reflection, viz. That
as the Law determines the Interest of Money lying in the hands of the fame Person to be
at Simple Interest, so any Person who puts out Money at Interest, and calling it in as oft as
possible, puts out the Whole again, improves the Money by Compound Interest with¬
out Breach of Law : Therefore the seme Reason that justifies Compound Interest from
Year to Year, seems equally to justify it from Quarter to Quarter, or from Day to Day;
And since the Law allows Interest for Parts of a Year in Proportion to the time, it would
seem also by this that the stated Interest for i Quarter or x Day, ought to be the propor¬
tional Part of one Year’s Interest, and then the Compound Interest to be calculated ac¬
cordingly from Day to Day. The only Objection to this is, that it is impossible for one
to lend Money, and be paid from Day to Day, or even by Months or Quarters ; and there¬
fore that Foundation is unreasonable, and consequently one of the other two Methods
must be taken ; but which of them is to be chosen for the Parts of a Year, let every one
determine for themselves; [ for it seems to me to depend all upon a Supposition] this only
I shall further observe, that as the Simple Interest for the Parts of i Year is greater than
that found by the ad Method, it seems reasonable that he who receives only Simple Inte¬
rest for whole Years, should have the Advantage of the proportional Part for a lesser
Time ; and he who has compound Interest for whole Years should have Interest for the
Parts of a Year at a lesser Rate, by the 2d Method.
Now if Interest for the Parts of a Year is taken by the ist Method, the Rule is already
given ; but if it’s taken upon the other Foundation, then to make the Rule more clear, I
shall first suppose1 1. Principal, and then apply it to other Cases, Also, we must distinguish
according as the Time is or is not an aliquot Part of a Year,
Rule
_
x
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Rule i . If the Time is an aliquot Part of a Year, as
f , or, universally, - Part, take
the Amount of 11, for i Year, and from it extract the » rh Root (i. e. the Square Root if
it’s f a Year, the Cube Root if it’s f, the Biquadrate, or 4th Root if it’s ; that Root is
the Amount sought.
Example. At 5 per Cent. the Amount of 1 1, for 4 a Year, is 1. 02469, &c, this being
nearly the Square Root of 1. 05.

Demonstr.

1

: 1. 05 11:
1:

. 05* : 1. 05, therefore x 05^ for 1.02469 ) put out

at Interest for I a Year amounts to 1. 05, according to the Rate allowed for the ist Half
Year, which is 1.02469, the Principal for the 2d Half Year.
If the Time is f of a Year, then, if we suppose two Geometrical Mean Proportionals
betwixt 1 and R, thus, 1 :a : b : R, then must a be the Cube Root of R, from
the Nature
of Geometrical Progressions; for whatever a is b is equal to <*4, for 1 \a -. \ a \ a% but it
is supposed that 1 : a : \ a \ b, therefore a1— b. Again ; R is — ai, for 1 : a : : b: R , that is

1 \a : : a1 6( = ) : R , but also 1 : a : : a> \ a^-Ka - ai, consequently , R = æs, and hence
a = Rs . The lame Reason is good in all Cases, that is, however many, as n, Terms there
be in a Geometrical Progression from 1 to R , as 1 -. a -. b -. c,c& . : R , or 1 \a \ a~\ ai, c.&
: R , the first of them, a, is such a Root of R whose Denominator is the Number of
Terms , as R“ . Again ; According to the supposed Foundation, a, f or R “) is a Princi¬
pal, which bearing Compound Interest, at the Rate of a —1 Interest for the » th Part of
I Year, will amount to R at the Year’s End.
2. If the Time is not an aliquot Part of a Year, reduce it to Days, and the 365th Root
of R is the Amount for one Day ; which Amount raise to that Power whose Index is the
Number of Days in the Question, and it is the Athount sought. The Reason is plain from
the preceding Case; but the Practice difficult, because of the Difficulty of finding the Root
required.
Now for all other principal Sums, their Amount is found from that of il. thus ; As
I I to its Amount , so is any other Principal to its Amount ; which will be the Product of
its Principal, and the Amount of 1 /.
Before I leave this Subject, I must observe, That the Extraction required for any ali¬
quot Part of a Year more than f or f will be tedious by the common Rules, and next to
impossible for one Day, which requires the 365th Root . The Algebraic Art furnishes ea¬
sier Rules for these Extractions; but they go beyond my Limits. The Method of Loga¬
rithms will be tolerable exact, which is this, viz. Take the Logarithm of the Rate R , di¬
vide it By the Denominator of the given aliquot Part of a Year, the Quote is the Loga¬
rithm of the Root sought; which therefore is found in the Table against that Logarithm.
I fir all only add, That if the Time is 4 - it may be done at two Extractions of the Square
Root , viz. Take the Square Root of R , and then the Square Root of the former Root;
because the Square Root of the Square Root is the 4th Root, since 2X2 = 4. Again,
from the 4th Root extract the Square Root, it is the 8th Root , and is the Amount for 4 of
a Year, and going so on, we may find by the Square Root the Amount for -V>or j -?,
or
&c. Part of a Year : But yet these will be tedious above two Extractions. Again,
for Part, or one Month, extract the Cube Root of R , then of this the Square Root,
and of this again the Square Root, and this last is the 12th Root , or the Amount for one
Month , because 3X2X2 = 12.
And this I presume will be going near enough for Compound Interest ; so that what
Time there is less than one Month, or over any Number of Months, take the Interest of
the last Amount for that Time at Simple Interest, the Difference will be inconsiderable
in any Case that can occur in common Affairs. But, lastly, I must observe, That the great
and
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and allowed Use of Compound Intereft being in the Purchase of Annuities* which seldom*
if ever* go lower than Quarters : It is enough that we have a Rule easy enough for that*
viz. by two Extractions of the Square Root.

Probl

. 2. Having the Amount, Rate, and Time, to find the Principal.

Rah. Divide the given Amount by the Amount of 1 1, for the given Time and Rate*
i. e. by such a Power of the Rate whose Index is the Number of Years ; the Quote is the

Principal sought.
Unive fall/, j^ = A
'Example. What
principal Sum will amount to 201. 9963136/ . ( or201 /. 19./ &. ii <af.
nearly ) in 4 Years, at the Rate of 6 per Cent. Compound Interest ? Answer : 160 1. Thus;
The Rate is 1. 06, and i .' o6 1—
1
. 26247696 ; then
Demonstr.

By

2,6247696
” ~ 1^°
•

Probl.1. A ~ p XRl, hence, dividing both by R' it is

Or thus, by Proportion ; R ' : 1 : : A : ^ — />, because of the Proportion of Principals
and their Amounts.
SCHOLIUMS.
x. This Problem is the lame thing as finding the present Worth of a Debt due at the
End of a certain Number of Years, discompting Compound Interest : For that present
Worth must be a Sum, which, considered as a Principal, will, at the End of the given
Number of Years, amount to the Debt ; therefore the Difference of the Principal and
Amount is the Discompt.
2. To divide by R f, is the fame thing in effect as to divide first by R , and this Quote
again by R , and so on, still dividing by R , till the Number of Divisions be equal to j;
and from this, (or also from the Nature of Compound Interest, which is again a Proof of
this) it follows, that any Debt or Sum due after a certain Number of Years, wsth the
present Worths of it for 1, 2, 3, <
& c. Yearts before it falls due, make a Goometrical
Progression decreasing from the given Sum in the Ratio of R to 1. Thus , in the Series
A A A
.
.
. A
A :
;
: gj , &c. if A is a Debt payable after 1, or 2, <& c. Years , then is ^ the
present Worth of it, discompting for x Year, ^ the present Worth , discompting for z
Years, and so on ; and this-is also another Demonstration of the Rule.
3. If the Time given is less than 1 Year, the present Worth is to be found either by
the Rule of Simple Interest ; or (if it’s so agreed upon, or thought more reasonable) upon the
same Principle with the other Method of finding the Amount for Tims . less than 1 Year,
thus ; Find the Amount of x I. for the given Time ; then as that Amount is to 1 /. so is
the given Amount to the present Worth sought; which is plainly the Quote of the given
Sum by the Amount of 1 1.

Probl.

3 . Having the Principal, Amount , and Rate, to find the Time.

Rule. Divide the Amount by the Principal , then multiply the Rate by itself continually
till the Product is equal to the preceding Quote ; the Index of that Power of the Rate thus
produced, or the Number of Multiplications more 1, is the Time.
Example : At 5 per Cent. Compound Interest , in what Time will 50 /. amount to 60 /. '

15Aor

60. 7753125 /. ? Answer: 4 Years : For

i . oy or i . oyx 1. 05 x 1.05 x 1. 05.
Gggg

775

—

It

21550625 —
Demon.
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By Trobl. i . A= px R r ■ divide both by p, and it is ^ = R (-whence
Demonstr.
.
the rest of the Rule is manifest.
If none of the Powers of R is found exactly equal to — , this shews
Scholium.
tha: the given Principal cannot make the given Amount in any whole Number of Years;
but that besides the Number of Years expressed by the Index of that Power of R , which
there must be allowed moreover some Part of a Year ; and to find
is next less than
what that is, multiply that Power of R , supposeR ', by the Principal p, the Product p R(
is the Amount of p for t Years (by Trobl. i .) ; wherefore take the Difference of p R', and
the given Amount A , viz. A— p R? ; find in what Time p R* will amount to A, reckon¬
ing by Simple Interest, i. e. in what Time it will give A >— />R ‘ of Interest at the given
Rate, and that is the additional Time sought. Or if you chuse the other Method, then, to
do it to the greatest Exactness, we must know the 365th Root of R ; and having found a
4th Proportional to these, viz. pR *: A : : i» which is - ^ 7 ; take the 365th Root of R,
and multiply it by it self continually till the Product is equal to — or next less, the Num¬
ber of Multiplications more 1 is the Number of Days sought. But we may mere easily
do it within 10 or 11 Days by two Extractions of the Square Root , and two of the Cube
Root , thus ; Take the Squarfc Root of the Square Root of R ; then of this take the Cube
Root of the Cube Root , and you have the 36th Root , (for 2X2X3X3 = 36) ; multiply
the Number of
this by it self continually till the Product is equal to or next less than
Multiplications more 1, Ihew nearly how many times 10 Days are contained in the
Time sought, because 36 X 10 = 360, which is nearly a Year. Or I shall propose another
Method : Find the 8th Root of R , ( i. e. the Square Root of the Square Root of the

Square Root ) ; involve it till it be equal to ^~gj> or next less: If you find a Product
ecjual, then the Number of Multiplications, which cannot exceed 7, shew how many
§• Days is in the Time sought ( for 365 -4- 8 = 45 -f. ) : But if there is none of the
times 45 ■
take the next less, and let us represent it by RT ( it is the AProducts cq. al to
mount of 11, for lo many times 45 -f Days as the Number of Multiplications) ; take the
Difference of this Product and

pR

VtZ.

RT; theft find by Simple Interest in

what Time RT will amount to - g t- , that is, in what Time it will yield a Sum of Intorest equal to - gy — RT. The Answer of this will give a Number of Days, which,
added to the Number of Days in as many Times 45 -J- as the Number of Multiplications
1 ) gives the whole Number of Days nearly; for tho*
that produced R (which are n —
the last Part of the Work is by simple Interest, yet being within 45 Days it can make no
considerable Difference unless the Principal were very large. Or, to add no more. If we
find the 12th Root, and use it as above directed for the 8th, we shall find the Time by
Compound Interest within 30 —-Days, and then find the rest by Simple Interest.
In all these Methods the Logarithms will be very convenient for the Extractions of the
Roots of R , and again involving this Root into it self, as the Rules prescribe.
Probl.

4 . Having the Principal, Amount, and Time , to find the Rate.

Ruse.
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, *nd extract a Root of
Rule. Take the Quote of the Amount divided by the Principal
it whose Denominator is the Number of Years ; that is the Rate.
At what Rate of Compound

Example:

Interest will 50/ . amount to 60 . 7753125/ . in

= . 21750625, whose 4th Root is 1. 05,
4 Years ?, Answer: 5 per Cent. for ^° ' 1
the Rate or Amount of 1/. for 1 Year.
A
. Since —— R c by the last, and the t Root of R ' is R , therefore the
Demomstx
P•
A
fame Root of — is R.

p
Observe, As the first two Problems are the most useful, so their Answers are more easily
found, and also more determinate.

As the Amount of any Principal is the Sum of the Principal and InScholium.
teaest, so if in any of the preceding Problems the Interest is sought or given instead of the
Amount, the Answer is easily found from the preceding ; which I ihall briefly explain,
thus:
Probl
Rule.

terest.

Probl.
Rule.

. 5. Having the Principal, Rate, and Time , to find the Interest.
Find the Amount by Probl. 1. the Difference of this and the Principal is the In¬

6 . Having the Interest, Time , and Rate, to find the Principal.
Find the Amount of 1 1, for the given Time and Rate , then the Difference of

1 1, and that Amount being the Interest of il. fay
Interest to its Principal sought.
Probl.

as

that Interest is to

il.

so is the given

7 . Having the Principal, Interest, and Rate, to find the Time.

The Sum of Principal and Interest is the Amount ; by which , with the Rate and
Principal, find the Time by Probl. 3.
Rule.

Probl.
Rule.

8 . Having the Principal, Interest, and Time , to find the Rate.
Find the Amount , as in the last, and then apply Probl. 4.

§.

L .

Of Annuities.

AN Annuity is a Sum of Money payable every Year for a certain Number of Years, or for ever. And tho’ it be divided into half Years or
quarters Payments, it still goes under the general Name of Annuity, because the whole
Payments make so much in a Year.
I shall first consider the Supposition of yearly Payments, and then other Cases; and also
first consider Annuities to continue for a certain determined Number of Years.
D e f 1n . 1.

2. An Annuity is said to be in Arrears , when the Debtor keeps it in his hands for a cer¬
tain Number of Years, paying the whole at last with Interest for every Year after it falls
due ; and the Total of the several Years with the Interest due upon each, is called the Amount of the Annuity forborn for that time .

Again ; If an Annuity is to be bought off,

or paid all at once, at the very Beginning of the first Year, the Price which ought to be
paid for it, discompting for the Advancement, is called the present Worth of it for so many
Years.

Oggg 2

.

But
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But then. as either Simple or Compound Interest may be made a supposedoConditian in
the Question, we must accordingly distinguish; tho’ Simple Interest, especially in the pur¬
chasing of Annuities, is very unjust, as ihali be fully demonstrated.

Part.

I .

Of Annuities at Simple Interest.

1 . Of Annuities in Arrears

at Simple Interefi.

P r o b. i . Having the Annuity, Time , and Rate of Interest ( i. e. the Interest of 1 1.
for one Year) to find the Amount.
Rule. Take thr natural Series of Numbers x, 2- 3, &c. to the Number of Years less 1.

Multiply the Sum of this Series by one Year’s Interest of the Annuity, (which is the Rate,
if the Annuity st 1/. ; but it is the Product of the Rate and Annuity, if the Annuity is
not 1/.) this Product is the whole Interest due upon the Annuity. To which add the whole
Annuities, (i e. the Product of the Annuity and Time ) the Sum is the Amount fought.
And observe, That as the Series 1, 2, 3, &c. is an Arithmetical Progression, if you find its
Sum by the Rule of Prob. 5. Chap.2. Book IV. (which is this, multiply the Sum of the
Ex rremes by the Number of Terms , the half of the Product is the Sum) the Work is
thereby easier.
Example.

What is the Amount of 50/ . Annuity for 7 Years, allowing Simple Inte¬

rest at 5/ . percent for every Year after it falls due? Answer, 402/ . 10 s. Found thus:
1—
f- 2 -4- 3 -f- 4 —
|- 5— 6 = 2.13 then .05 X 50 = 2.5, and 2.5 x 21 — 52.5. Again, 50X 7
— 350, and 350 -^- 52.5 — 402.5, or 402/ . iox . the Amount sought.

Demonstr
. Whatever the Time is, there is due upon the first Year ’s Annuity as
many Years Interest as the whole Number of Years less x; and gradually 1 lest upon every
succeeding Year, to the last but one ; upon which there is due one Year’s Interest, and none
upon the last; wherefore in whole there is due as many Years Interest of the Annuity, as

the Sum of the Series 1, 2, 3, <
£rc. to the Number of Years lest 1. Consequently one
Year’s Interest multiplied by this Sum must be the whole Interest due. To which the
whole Annuities added, the Sum is plainly the Amount.
Schol

.

This Problem may be solved also in this manner , wz . Take an Year ’s Interest

of the Annuity for the least Term , and also the common Difference of an Arithmetical Pro¬
gression carried to as many Terms as the Number of Years less1, {i.e. take one Year’sInte¬
rest of the Annuity, then double it; then take it three times, and so on, till you take it as
oft as the Number of Years lest 1) its Sum is the whole Interest due, as is plain by what’s
already (hewn ; or appears by this, that it is the fame thing to multiply by the Sum of the
Series 1, 2, 3, &c. as in the ist Method, or by each of the Terms separately; and then add
the Products, which is the other Method. Again ; It will come to the fame thing, if we
take an Arithmetical Progression, whose least Term , and also the common Difference, is
the Rate , and carry it to the fame Number of Terms as before; the Sum of this Series is
the whole Interest due upon 11. Annuity, ( as appears by the last Method) ; wherefore if we
multiply this Sum by any other given Annuity, the Product is the whole Interest due upon
this other Annuity. Or take the Reason of it thus : Sir.ce one Year’s Interest of the An¬
nuity is the Product of the Rate and Annuity, (as st plain by the common Rules) it st the
fame thing to multiply each Term of the Series 1, 2, 3, drc. by that Product ; and then
add all (he Products, which is the zd Methods or to multiply them first by the Rate, and
then each of these Products, or their Sum, by the Annuity ; which is the last Method.
2. Bat I shall again more briefly ssiew the Coincidence of all these three Methods by the
universal Method of Expression, ( which is necessary for the sake of the following Pro¬
blems) and also bring them all into one general Rule . Thus

Let
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Let r be the Rate, w the Annuity, t the Time, -and A the Amount; then is rn one
i :r : :n : rn) and so the ist Rule may be expressed
(
Year’s In erest of the An nuity,for
-\}—a ~4—^»e§-r -4- t — i x rn t n= A. Again; The ad Rule is r» -f- 2r w-jthus: i —
x r nj- - tn — A, which coincides with the first, because rw- |- 2r»
t
3 rn , . . -s- 1—
x r n — i -s- 2 - s- 3, eZ-r. -j-t —1 X r n.) Lastly , the 3d Rule is>
i
-f - 3 r n, <& c.f - -1 —
x « -j- r w = A, ( which coincides with the ad, be¬
ixr
;ti &c. - hi —
& c- -j~ f — 1 Xr n— r -\ - 2r -\- ?,r, & c.f - - *— iXf Xa .)
cause
In the last place, to bring all these into one general Rule. 1. The Sum of the Series
i -j- 2 -s- 3- &c. + *— 1, is by the Rules of Progressiont — i -j- i (— t) x ——1 ~
- ; and this multiplied by rn, is tL n — - - the Sum of the Interest due. 2 . In
is r — x x r »
1— 1 X
the ad Rule , the Sum of the Series rn -\ - 2rn -\ - 't) rn , & c.

--

-^. r n ( = ztrn)

x

= t -LL— tJLL the Sum of the Interest as before .

3. In the 3d

Rule , the Sum of the Series r -|- 2r - j- 3 r, <& c.f - , r — xxr is i — iXr + r (= fr) X
— trn
tz rn ■
,
.
t%r — tr
t— 1
the whole Interest as
produces
»
by
multiplied
which
;
a
1
'
*
'
2
2
before . If now to this Sum of . the Interest .we add the whole Annuities, the Sum is
--1f Y 71
jfl y ^ - -1

-

A
[- 1 n =

; which is the universal Rule .

In Words thus:

Multiply the Time , Rate and Annuity continually. Then multiply this Product by the
Time ; subtract the first Product from the ad, and take the half of the Difference ; to
which add the Product of the Time and Annuity , the Sum is the Amount.
Having the Amount , Rate and Time , to find the Annuity.
any Annuity at pleasure, and, by Frob. 1 . find its Amount ; then, by the
"Rule. Take
Rule of 3, as this Amount is to its Annuity , so is the given Amount to its Annuity. So
that if you take 1 /. Annuity , by its Amount divide the .given Amount , the Quote is the
Annuity sought.
Annuity will in 7 Years amount to 402/ . 10 s. allowing 5 per Cen^
Example. What
Simple Interest ? Answer, 70 1. Found thus: The Amount of ll. Annuity is 8.05/ . for
= 21 , and 21 x .05 = 1.05 ; then 1.0 ; - s- 7 - -- 8lo; >
by Frob. 1 . 1 - f- 2 ~f- 3 + 4 + 5 6+
P r o b 2.

402 -5 ,

:50 the Annuity sought.
Lastly, As 8.05 : 1 : : 402 .5 : 8.05
. The Reason of this Rule is plain, since to every Part of an Annuity
Demonstr
there must necessarily correspond a proportional Part of the Amount.

the Amount of 1 1. Annuity .

Problem may be also solved thus : Take the Sum of the Series x,
The
Scholium.
2, 3, &c. to the Number of Years less 1 ; this Sum multiply by the Rate , and to the Pro¬
duct add the Years ; and by this Sum divide the Amount , the Quote is the Annuity,
is —
»;
For, by Problem 1 . A — i -j- 2 4 - 3, &c. f - - t •—• 1 X r n 4 - t which

i -f -2 + 3. & c- * — ixr -ffx
A

* ; and dividing both by 1 + 2 + 3, &c. +r — ixr -4- /,
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Again ; Because i -j- 2 -j- Z- &c. f-- 1— i — - ^ *; this multiplied by r is
to which add

t,

the Sum is — —

if j which

2 By

VI.
■tT j

which dividing A , the Quote

is

is another 2?#/?; and this may also be immediately deduced from

the general Rule of Prob. i . viz. from this Equation A ~ t-^ ~~ rn -\ +tw,OT *~ TH t~ ^ ' 2tn.
For multiplying both by 2, it is 2 A —
— rr » - j- 2 #w; and dividing by tzr —
ic

is t2r — tr -j- 2t ~ n'
P Ro B. 3. Having the Annuity
, Amount
, and Time, to

find the

Rate.

Take the Difference betwixrthe Amount, and the Product of the Annuity and
Time ; the Difference divide by the Product of the Annuity multiplied into the Sum of this
Series t,2 , 3, &c. to the Number of Years less 1, the Quote is the Rate.
Example. At what Rate of Interest will an Annuity of 50 1, amount to 402/ . ior . in
7 Years? Answer, 5 per Cent. or .05 to x I. Thus , 50X7 = 350, then 402.5 — 350 =
52.5. Again, i + J + 3 + 4 ^ “ 5 6+
= 21, and 21 X 50 = 1050. Then , lastly,
<2.5
= .05.
1050
>
Demon. By Prob. 1 . A = 1 -s- 2 -s- 3, &c . - t —xx ra -f -tn. Take
from
both, and it is A—f»==t-{-2-f-3,e ^ t .-f-x—i Xr». Divide both by i -j-24 -3, & cRule.

and it is t 7PH
Scholium

,1
,

—
i
x » = r» which is the Rulc-

i -f -2 + 3, &c. -{- r — 1= -- #;
2

By which divide A — tn, the Quote is 2

and this multiplied

by » is —_2 —.

== r’ w^‘c^ ’s another Rule; and this
maybe deduced from the general Rule of Prob. x. thus, A = - - - - f~ t n. Hence
t 2rn — trn
2 A — ztn
A — t n and
= ,
2 A — ztn — t2rn — tr »i1and lastly,
2-1 t —xn — tr ~n —r. .
Prob. 4 . Having the Annuity, Amount and Rate, to find the Time.
Rule. Take
the Product of the Annuity and Rate, as the first Term of a Progression,
whereof the fame Product is the common Difference; at every Step from the very first
Term , take the Sum of the Series, and to it add the Product of the Annuity multiplied
into a Number more by 1 than the Number of Terms summed. Go on in this manner
till you find a Sum equal to the given Amount , and the Number multiplied into the An¬
nuity in that last.Step is the time sought.
Example. In what time will 50/ . Annuity amount to 402/ . lor . at 5 per Cent. ? An¬
swer, 7 Years. Found thus:
50 x .05 = 2.5 : then for the rest of the. Operation, fee it in the Margin.
rn2
rn yn 4 rn 5 rn 6rn.
D e m o n s t r . By Prob. 1.
2.5 -f 5 4 - 7.5-j- i o-f 12.54 -15. _
we have A ~ rn -j ~2rn -j~^ rn t
“Sums ,
7.5 15 25 37.5 52.5.
&c . -\- t — \ y-rn ~\ - tn\ and if
Products0150, 150 200 250 300 350 (= 50x7.j
the Time is but 1 Year, then is
ad Sums, 157.5 215 275 337.5 402.5.
A = ». If it is 2 Years, then is
A = r » -f . 2w; if 3Years, then is
A = r » - J- 2r » -)- 3 ®> and so on ; which makes the duie niani.ett.
SCHO-
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i . If you never find a Sum equal to the Amount , then the Problem is impossible in whole
Years.
a . The preceding Problem will be tedious if there are many Years.
There is another Rule easier in Practice , tho’ not so simple in its Demonstration . It is
rnt z -f - 2 tn — trn
deduced from Problem i. thus, A
whence z A = rnt 1-^ zt»
.trn

— mt 1 zn1

2 n — rn %

rn
d

— rnxtt

’ divide by' r n, and

.. .. 2 A

it is -

rn

-4—1
rn

d, then it is 2 A . -. P -\ ~dt, and by Probl . 6. Ch. z . Book III . /
rn '

r»

Xt: Call
£

rn'

2 . Of the Purchase of Annuities at Simple Interef.
In the following Problems, the Things concerned are the Annuity, it’s present Worth,
the Time of Continuance , and Rate of Interest allowed to the Purchaser for the Ad¬
vancement of his Money.
As before, we shall express the Annuity by n, the Time t, Rate r, and the present
Worth p.
Prosl.

y.

Having the Annuity, Rate , and Time , to find the present Worth.

For the Solution of this Problem, there are two different Rules given by different Au¬
thors j but as they give diflfrenc Answers, they cannot be both right. I shall first lay'
down the Rules, and then examine which is the right one.
Rule i . Find the present Worth of each Year by it self, discompting from the Time
it falls due (by Probl 8 Part i .§. i .) ; the Sum of all these is the present Worth sought.
Example: What is the present Worth of an Annuity of ioo/ . to continue 5 Years , dis¬
compting at the Rate of 6 per Cent. or .06 to 1 l. l Answer: 425/ . 18 s. yd . zf near¬
est ; in Decimals 425 . 93932 , drc. Found thus:
as
to
so is
to
The Amount of ll. for 1 Year, 1 . 06: 1 :: 100 : 94 . 339 (52
2 Years, 1 . 12 : 1 : : 100 : 89 . 28571
3 Years, 1 . 18 1:
.: 100
: 84 . 74576
4 Years, 1 . 24 1:
:: 100
: 80 . 64516
5 Years, 1 . 3 : 1 : : xoo : 76 . 92307
425 . 93932
Observe, The Work will be a little easier, if you find the present Worth of 1 1. Annu¬
ity for the given Time , and then multiply that by the given Annuity, the Product is the
present W orch of it, because .of the Proportionality of Annuities and their present W orths.
Rule 2 . Find what each Year ’s Annuity would amount to , being forborn to the End
of the last Year, allowing Simple Interest from the time it falls due ; that is, find the Amountof the Annuity as forborn the whole Time { by Probl 1. of this §.J then find the pre¬
sent “Worth of that Amount as a Sum due at the End of the given Time.
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In the preceding Example the Amount of ioo /. Annuity for y Years at 6 per Cent. is
560/ . viz. the 5 Years Annuities 500 I. and 60 1, which is 10 Years Interest of 100/.
Then the Amount of 1/. forborn 5 Years is 1. 3 ^ and as 1. 3 is to 1, so is ; 6o to
430. 76923, &c. or 430/ . iy/Z\ 4 ^. zf. nearest the present Worth by this Rule.
The first Rule is Mr . Kersey’s in his Appendix to Wingate’r Arithmetick :
Scholium.
The Second has for its Author or Defender Sir Samuel Moreland, in his Doffrine of Inte¬
rest, who wonders how such gross Mistakes, as he calls Kersey’s Rule . could past thro’ the

Hands of so many learned and ingenious Artists. Aster him. others have taken the same
Method, and particularly Mr. Ward, who makes this Remark, That Sir Samuel Moreland
has detecled several material Errors in Kersey and others in the Business of Interest: But to

my Apprehension the Error lies all upon Sir Samuel’s Side.
Before £ enter upon the Examination of the Reasons of these Rules, I must first observe,
That by laying. Kersey’s Rule gives the true Price of the Annuity, I mean only, That it
is true in consistence with the supposed Condition or Agreement of allowing Simple Inte¬
rest, and not absolutely so: For if we enquire what, in strict Equity and Justice, ought
to be paid for the Annuity, then neither of these Rules shew it ; for they both give too
much, and the true Price must be found by discompting Compound Interest fas Moreland
acknowledges), and then both the Methods give the same Answer. Nor is this contrary to
Law : For tho’ when an Annuity is in Arrears the Law forbids taking Compound Interest,
yet in the Purchase of an Annuity, if the Buyer offers such a Price as allows him Com¬
pound Interest for the Advancement of his Money, he does nothing contrary to Law;
because in Buying one may offer what Price he thinks fit: And be has this good Reason
for it, that by putting out his Money, and lifting it at every Year’s End, he can improve
it by Compound Interest.
But to (hew further how unjust Simple Interest is in the Purchase of Annuities, take this
Example: An Annuity of 50/ . is to be bought for 40 Years, discompting Simple Intel est

at 5 per Cent: The Price according to Mor elands Rule is 1316 /. x^sto.4 -s. a Sum of which
one Year’s Interest exceeds the Annuity: Would not then one think he had made a pretty
Bargain, to give for an Annuity to continue only 40 Years, a Sum which wo&ld yield him
a greater Yearly Interest for ever ? If it’s also calculated by the other Rule, the same will
happen, as I have actually sound; tho’ it is much less than the other, for it does not ex¬
ceed 1100/.
This Example may, I think, be sufficient to shew the Absurdity of discompting for An¬
nuities at Simple Interest, and consequently to put that Practice quite out. And this too
might perhaps be a good enough Reason for not troubling you any further with the Com¬
parison of the preceding Rules, and so to pass on to Compound Interest. But as it is a
Question that belongs to Arithmetick, to find the Price of an Annuity upon the Supposi¬
tion of Simple Interest, which is to be found in every Book upon this Subject, and since
these two Rules are become Matter of Dispute among Authors, I thought I could not rea¬
sonably omit the Examination of these, and shewing why I prefer Kersey’s.
The Reasons of the preceding Rules examined.
Mr . Kersey takes the Reason of his Rule for a thing of it self manifest from the Nature
and Rules of Discompt ; for if that is right, he considers every Year by it self, as so many
single and independent Debts, due after 1, 2, 3, &c. Years , so that the present Worth of

each being found, the Sum of these must be the present Worth of the Whole j which
seems to be the plain state of the Question.
Sir Samuel Moreland says this Rule is grosly wrong, because there is no Consideration
had of the Forbearance of Interest, (i. e. of the Annuity) ; and therefore he proposes the
considering what the Annuity will amount to, being forborn for the whole Time of the
Question ; and then he supposes that all must agree, That whatever be tho present Worth
of the Annuity, it must be such a Sum, as, put out to Interest for the Number of Years
the
3
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the Annuity continues, will amount to the fame Sum the Annuity does; because the Seller
ought to have a Price by which he can make as much at Simple Interest during the Con¬
tinuance of the Annuity, as he could have made by lifting every Year of his Annuity as
it falls due, and putting it out to Interest for the remaining Years of the Question.
This is the first and chief Argument which Sir Samuel uses ; he adds something further
concerning the present Worth of the several Years, which I shall consider afterwards: But
as to this first Argument, I am so far from agreeing to his Supposition, that I think the
very contrary of what he objects to Kersey’s Rule is a just Objection to his own ; because
I think the Consideration of the Forbearance of the Annuity is a thing altogether out of
the Question : For in purchasing an Annuity, does the Purchaser any other thing than buy
several Sums of Money to be paid to him at several Times, for which he advances ready
Money all at once ? And this being plainly the Case, what has he to do with the Conside¬
ration of the Forbearance of the Annuity ? Does he not fairly pay for the Whole when he
pays for each Sum separately, discompting from the Time it falls due, or payable to him?
For thus he pays for each Year such a Sum as will amount to that Year when it falls due:
And each Year’s Price being considered as a Principal Sum bearing Interest in the Seller’s
Hands, will make him as much Debtor to the Buyer at each Year’s End, as the Annuity
then due and received by the Buyer makes him in the Seller’s Debt ; and consequently
the Buyer is never in Arrears with the Seller, and so has no Business with the Consideration
of Forbearance or Amount of the Annuity : The Seller being thus cleared at every Year’s
End, let him make the best he can of it.
Again; The Argument from the Amount of the Annuity would be just as good if you
extend it to 7 or any Number of Years after the last Year in the Question : For the
Whole being in Arrears 7 Years longer, would have a greater Amount ; and this conside¬
red as a Debt payable after so many Years, will have a greater present Worth : And since
the Annuity in the Question will make such an Amount , being forborn so long after the
Time of the Annuity, why (hould not the Seller iniist upon a Price that will Amount to
the same Sum in the same Time ? But if this would be ridiculous, the other is equally so;
-for I have no more to do with the Consideration of any Year being in Arrears after it is
payable (and indeed actually paid; to the End of the last Year, than with that Year, or all
the Years being forborn after the last Year in the Question.
I shall in the next place shew the Fallacy of Moreland’s Argument from his own Con¬
cessions. He owns that the Present Worth of a single 100/ . due at one Year’s End, of
•another single 100/ . due after 2 Years, and another 100/ . due after 3 Years, and so on,
are all justly sound according to Kersey’s Rule : And if so, pray where is the Difference
betwixt an Annuity of 1001. and so many single 100 l.’s due after x, 2, 3, fye. Years ? It is
beyond Question, the Cases are the fame if these several Debts are all owing by one Per¬
son. But perhaps it will be said, that the Concession is made only upon Supposition that
these several xoo/ .'s are due by different Persons; which seems to be Moreland’s Meaning
by calling it a single 100/. (i. e. asI now take it, 100 1, in one Man’sHands, and another 100 1.
in another Man’s Hands, fye.) Now to shew that this can make no Alteration of the
Case: Suppose 5 Men owe you each 100/. payable one at 1 Year’s End, another at 2
Years End, fye. the Present Worths to be paid by the several Debtors for their several
Debts, are, it is own’d, according to Kersey’s Rule : Suppose next, that I would buy the
Right of these Debts, paying them per Advance, can there be any more justly asked of
me than of the several Debtors ? And is there any manner of Difference, either as to the
Buyer or Seller, betwixt this Case, and an Annuity of 100 1. For
?
in either Case I buy
100/ . to be paid me afte%i Year, another 100/ . to be paid after 2 Years, and so on.
And on the other hand, the Seller has the fame Argument with me from the Amount of
these Debts forborn till the Time the last is payable, as from the Amount of an Annuity
payable by one Debtor ; and yet it is destroyed in this Case, by acknowledging that the se¬
veral Debtors ought to pay by Kersey’s Rule . Again; Take this other Example: Suppose
H hhh
I owe
I
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Xowe to each of 5 different Persons tool. payable at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Years End ; if I were
to pay off these Debts per Advance, the Present Worths arc acknowledged to be accord¬
ing to Kersefs Rule : Now if one Person gets a Right to all these Debts, it is plain I be¬
come Debtor to him in an Annuity of iso I. to continue 5 Years; and if I propose to
pay them off at once, by what Reason ought I to pay him more than would have justly
satisfied his Constituents?
It remains that I consider Morelanis Argument from the Present Worths of the several
Years, from whence he thought the Demonstration perfected ; tho’ his way of calculating
these Present Worths, affords, I think, another strong Argument against the Truth of his
Rule.
He supposes an Annuity of 100/ . The Present Worth of the ist Year he allows to be
according to Kersey’s Rule : For the ad Year he takes the Amount of the first 2 Years,
finds the Present Worth of 20 61. due after 2
■viz. 20 61. ( supposing6 per Cent.)then
Years, which he considers as the Present Worth of the first 2 Years together ; from that
he takes the Present Worth of the first Year, and calls the Difference the Present Worth
of the ad Year ; because the present Worth of the ist Year taken from the Present Worth
of the first two Years, must leave the Present Worth of the ad Year alone. Then for
the 3d Year, he takes the Amount of the first 3 Years, viz. 318/ . and finding its Present
Worth as a Debt due after 3 Years, from this he takes the Present Worth of the first 2
Years, for of 206/ . due after 2 Years) and the Difference he calls the Present Worth of
the 3d Year alone; and in this Manner he goes on ; then concludes, that because what
he calls the Present Worths of the several Years make up his total present Worth , there¬
fore his general Rule is right.
For Answer to this, I do acknowledge that the Present Worth of all the Years together,
is exactly equal to the Sum of the Present Worths of the several Years considered sepa¬
rately: But then to shew that his Present Worth of the Whole is right, he ought first to
have proved, that his Present Worths of the several Years are right ; which I deny, and
shall prove to be false.
In order to which, Observe, That by these Present Worths his Argument requires that
he mean the Prices the several Purchasers of the several Years ought to pay for them : For
you give the Buyer of the Whole no Reason why he ought to pay the Sum of all these
Present Worths , unless you shew him that these are the Prices to be paid by several Pur¬
chasers of the several Years; and as he must be satisfied that he ought to pay no left, so
there is no manner of Reason why he should pay more. Let us then examine the Justice
of these several Present Worths.
The first Year is the fame as by Kersefs Rule . But he who buys the ad Year pays the
Difference betwixt the Price of the first Year and the Present Worth of 20 61. due after
2 Years; and this 61. is one Year’s Interest of the ist Year’s Annuity, considered as forborn 1 Year ; so that the Purchaser of the ad Year pays most unreasonably for the Con¬
sideration of the Forbearance os the ist Year, with which he has no Concern ; and the
further from the ist Year, these Present Worths are the further wrong. It had been more
agreeable to his fundamental Supposition of Forbearance, to make the Price of every Year
the Present Worth of its Amount , considered as forborn to the End of the whole Years;
for the Sum of these is also equal to his Present Worth of the Whole : But this seemed
too gross when applied to single Purchasers of the several Years ; And is it not rather more
absurd to make them pay for the Forbearance of what they have not purchased?
Tho ’ this Argument is tedious enough already, yet I must take notice of one Case where¬
in More!mid's Rule would take place ; that is, If we suppose ttze Debtor of an Annuity is
obliged to keep it in his Elands, paying Interest to the. End of the whole Time ; then

if he would pay it off, the Creditor has Reason to insist on the Consideration of the
Amount of the Annuity as a Debt payable at the End of the Years of the Annuity ; but

if
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if the Annuity is payable as it falls due, he cannot justly insist on that Consideration; and
in this Cafe the Price ought to be by Kersey's Rule . So that where the Condition of pay¬
ing the Annuity is the easiest ( as it is certainly more advantageous for the Debtor to keep
it in Arrears at Simple Interest, than pay it every Year ), the Purchase of it is the dearerj
And where the Condition of paying it is the hardest, (vise. paying it as it falls due ) the
Purchase is the easiest; which is something absurd and contradictory : But then this proves
neither of the Rules to be wrong ; and it arises from the Injustice of Simple Interest ; for
if Compound Interest is allowed, then to pay the Annuity as it falls due, or keep it in Ar¬
rears at Compound Interest, are the same thing; and so also the Present Worths by both
Methods are the same. Again; If we suppose either the Creditor or Debtor has it"in his
Choice, that the Annuity be paid as it falls due, or kept in Arrears at Simple Interest, then
the Advantage is upon the same Side both in Paying and Buying: For as the Creditor
would certainly chuse to have it paid Yearly, so in selling it he would have Reason to insist
on the other fide of the Choice, and demand a Price agreeable to that Obligation on the
Debtor to keep it in Arrears: Again, As the Debtor would certainly chuse to keep it in
Arrears, so in buying it off he would reasonably insist on the other side of the Choice, viz.
paying it Yearly, because the Creditor cannot oblige him to keep it in Arrears : Yet with
Compound Interest there would be no Advantage in having the Choice.
Observe, in the last place, That if another than the Debtor of an Annuity proposes to
buy it, then, if the Debtor can keep it in Arrears at Simple Interest, ( or is obliged to
do so) as this is a real Disadvantage to the Purchaser, so the Seller cannot reasonably insist
on chatoConsideration with him in calculating the Price of it, as he might do if the Debtor
buys it ; which is another Contradiction, viz. that the Price should be different to different
Buyers. But this also arises from simple Interest.
<8
Scholium

2.

Tho ’ I think it’s made evident that Kersey's Rule is the right one , yet

I shall give the Solution of the following three Problems upon both Suppositions.; and
der to it, I shall here give you the universal Expressions of both these Rules.
The ist Rule isp = s —?-— - —.— - ~j~ —J*—,
The

Reason

&c.

in

or¬

to — rr - *

is this: r being 1 Year’s Interest of 1 /, 1-f- r is the Amount of 1 1, for 1

Year ; and therefore the Present Worth of the ist Yeai’s Annuity, «, is ~ p 7 ’ f°r 1 r+
: 1 : : » : —n—. For the like Reason -—I-— is the Present Worth of the ad Year ; for
i + 2t is the <aAmount of x/ . for 2 Years; and so of the rest; which are the Present
Worths of the several Years of the Annuity.
The ad Rule is » — r 2
The

Reason

is this : By

- L—1
— + 2 tr
Probl.

-

1 . the Amount of the Annuity is ■tn f —— - - #n equal

to t-L ]L— t.L n^~ 2 t s. ■Then the Present Worth of this, as a Debt payable after t Years,
is a 4th Proportional to i -J- rr ('the Amount of 1 1, for * Years) il. and the Amount of
the Annuity, which
t ^ rn -^ itn — trn
2 -farr

is

according to the

Rule:

For 1 -\- tr : 1 : : - T” I

3

Probl.
6 . Having the Present Worth , Rate, and Time , to find the Annuity.
Take any Annuity at pleasure, and find its Present Worth by either of the pre¬
ceding Rules you please; then, as that present Worth is to its Annuity, so is the given PreH h hh 2
sent
Rule.
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sent Worth to its Annuity : So that if you take 11. Annuity* then the given Present Worth
divided by the Present Worth of 11. Annuity * quotes the Annuity sought.
Example: What Annuity* to continue 5 Years, is worth 2.20/ . Present Worth , allowing

Simple Interest at 5 percent. ? Answer : 50/ . 8Jb. nearly* by Kerseys Rule* and by Moreland's Rule it is precisely 50/.

Thus* the Present Worth of 1 I. Annuity for 5 Years, at 5 per Cent. is, by Kersey's
Rule, 4. 3641/. nearly; then, as 4. 5641 to 1* so is 220 to 50. 399 1, nearly, which is near¬
ly 50/ . 8Jb.
The Present Worth of 1 1. Annuity by Moreland’s Rule is 4. 4 / ; and as 4. 4 : 1 : : 220 : 50
precisely.
The Reason of this Rule is manifest* because all Annuities and their Present Worths are
proportional.
Prob.

7 . Having the Annuity* present Worth * and Rate* to find the Time.

Rale 1.

If the present Worth is according to Kersey's Rule , then take the Series of the

Amounts of 11. Principal for 1*2*3, &c. Years. Divide the given Annuity by each Term
of that Series successively; and at every Step take the Sum of all these Quotes* (?. e. add
the 1st Quote to the ad* and this Sum to the 3d* and so on) going on thus till you find a
Sum equal to the given present Worth ; and the Number of Quotes added is the Number
of Years sought. The Reason of which is manifest from Prob. 5. Scbol. 2.
Example.

What time must an Annuity of 50/ . 8r : continue , to be worth 220 7. ready

Money at the Rate of 5 per Cent. ? Answer * 5 Years.
For dividing 50/ . 8r. or 50.4$ successively by these f Divisors, 1.05, i .r, 1.15, 1.2',
1.25, ( the Amounts of 1/ . for 1*2* 3, 4* 5 Years) the Sum of the Quotes make 219/.
19 *; 3 d. nearly; which is near to 220/ . The Reason why it makes not precisely 220 1.
is that sol . St. is not precisely the Annuity which has 220/ . for its present Worth for 5
Years, as we saw in the last Problem: and besides, the Quotes are here determined only to
a certain Degree ; but as three of them are compleat, so the other two don’t want x Far¬
thing each.
Rule 2 .

If the present Worth is according to Moreland’s Rule , then the Time is to be

found thus: Divide 2 by the Ratio ; also divide the Sum of the Annuity, and twice tlte
present Worth by the Annuity . Then take the Difference betwixt these two Quotes ; and
next, to the 4th Part of the Square of that Difference, add the Quote of twice the pre¬
sent Worth divided by the Product of the Rate and Annuity. Of this Sum extract
the Square Root : From which Root take half of the first mention’d Difference, in cafe
the Quote of 2 divided by the Ratio be greater than the other Quote ; but if it’s lesser, add
the half of that Difference to the Root ; this last Difference or Sum- is the Number of
Years.
Example. What
Time must an Annuity of 50/ . continue to be worth 220/ . at 5 per
Cent. ? Answer , 5 Years. Thus:
2 -r- 05 = 4.0 ; then 2 X220 — 440,50 -^- 440 — 490 . 490 = 50 = 9.8; then 40 — 9.8
— 30 2- and ihe Square of 3^ 2 = 912.04, of whichu. is 228 01. Next .05 X 50 = 2.5, and
440 = 2 5= 176; then 228.014 - 176= 404.01, whose Square Root is = 20 1; then 3^ 2
= 2 -— 15 1 , and lastly, 20 1 — 15.1 = 5, the Years sought.
~
nr,,,
/r c t 1 „ , , . .
t*r n -E-ztn — trn
Demonstr
. by Problem 5. ( fee Scbol. 2 . Rule2.) 1: is p = ,- >
'

*

'

12

“j- 2 t T

Whence 2p -j - 2trp = t 2rn -j - ztn >
— trn: y and-again, 2p ~ t*rn -j- itn — trn — 2 trp ,,
2 rp
2 tn — 2 trp ■trn 22
x t.
and, dividing by r n,tis
’ = = r1
> or t1- +
rn
rn
But
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—m ,
But 2 n — 2r rp
n
t 1- ‘

* ( = >') -

and r —

if - is less than LEntif , let also

and t = - - 4 - —j1by
+ -»
14 '

rn

2

‘

s = ±t ') i
n J

\^

(«

r n x'

) j therefore 2-£ =
rn

3

2 />- f- w

n x / ; and if for brevity we call ^

^n — i x #== r1-f-1 ^f

r

then is ~ =
But

r y rw
~p -+ ■’

n \
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(by Prob. 6. Chap.2. Loo^ III .)
-dt,
- ’- be called d, and then is — =

-f~ ^j 2—
r

rn

the lame Problem,

Prob. 8 . Having the Annuity, present Worth and Time , to find the Rate.
1. If the present Worth is taken according to Kersey’s Rule, there is no Method within
my Limits that will solve the Problem, except for that one Cafe where the Time is two
Years. The Rule for which may be easily deduced from Prob. 5. viz. from this, p —
~f

lflTr'

r +

2,

x

Thus

, Adding these two Quotes or Fractions, the Sum is p —

Hence p -^- z rp - |- 2pr 1=2 » + 3 »' », and 2pr 1-)- 3 rp— 2n-f - yrn— p,

calling
r~ and ^ ;
$ rn = zn — p, and rl f- - ^ X
f . $rp —•■
and' 2p r12 wWhence ( by Problem 6, Chapter 2. Book III . ) r
— d, it is r1f- - dr 2?
_ d
2 n —p ddi
zp 4 "* 1V
2. If the present Worth is according to Moreland’s Rule , then the Solution of thi
ftTj - si,t ft«—t Yft
' Whence
z \ ztr Problem is deduced from his Rule for Prob. 5 . to. p = zp -{- 2p t r — nr t1-{- ztn — trn, and zptr — nrt 1f- - trn — ztn — zp, and r~
is, take double of the Difference betwixt the present Worth and
that —;
—ffpthe Product of Time and Annuity; divide this by the Difference betwixt the Product of
Annuity into the Square of the Time , and the Sum of the Product of Time and Annui¬
ty, and twice the Product of present Worth and Time ; the Quote is the Rate.
For Annuities payable in half yearly or quarterly Payments.
In the preceding Problems, let t represent the Number of half Years or quarters that an
Annuity continues ; r the Interest of 1 1, for 4 or ^ of a Year ; and n the 4 Years or quar¬
ters Payment : Then all the preceding Rules are applicable to half yearly or quarterly paid
Annuities the fame way as to yearly Payments.

P a r t II .

Of Annuities at Compound Interest.

Observe ; In the following Problems, the Amount of 1 1, and 1 Year’s Interest is called the
Rate. For Example: 1.05, if Interest is at 5 per Cent.
Prob
mount .

.

1.

1. Of Annuities in Arrears at Compound Interefl.
Having the Annuity, Rate and Time ( in whole Years) to find the APule.
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'Rule, Make
i the least Term of a Geometrical Progression, the Rate the zd Term,
("which consequently is the Ratio of the Progression by which every Term is to be multi¬
plied to produce the next) carry it to as many Terms as the Number of Years ; its Sum is
the Amount of il. Annuity for the given Time , [ and to find the Sum most easily, mul¬
tiply die last Term by the Rate , or Ratio , which produces a Power of the Rate whose In¬
dex is the Time ; and from the Product take i the istTerm ; then divide the Remainder
by the Rate less i ; the Quote is the Sum] which Sum multiplied by the given Annuity,
the Product is the Amount sought.

Example. What
is the Amount of an Annuity of 40/ . to continue 5 Years, allowing
Compound Interest at 5 per Cent. ? Answer , 221 .02525 I. which is 221 / or . 6 . 06 d.
Tim: Of a Geometrical Progression beginning with 1, whose Ratio is 1.05 , the 5th Term
_

4

is 1 .05 =

j

1 . 21550625 , and the Sum of the Series is 5.52563125 .

For 1 . 05 =

1.2762815625 , and 1 .05 —t 2,762815625
= .
; which divided by 1.05 — 1, or .05 , the
Quote is 5 .52563125 , the Amount of 1/ . Annuity for 5 Years. Which multiplied by
40 , the Product is 221 .02525 = 221 /. or . 6.« 6d. the Amount of 40/ . Annuity.
D e Mo N s T r. It is plain that upon the ist Year’s Annuity there will be due as many
Years Compound Interest, as the given Number of Years less 1 ; and gradually one Yeas
lest upon every succeeding Year to that preceding the last, which has but one Year’s Inte¬
rest, the last having no Interest due : But the Amount of 1 1, for x Year being 1.05 , the
Amounts of it for 2, 3, &c. Years are ( by Prob. 1. Part 2 . §. I .) the several Powers or
Products of 1.05 multiplied continually by itself 2, 3, &c. times ; consequently 1*05 ,
a

- »

I . 05 , 1 .05 , 1.05,1 are the Amounts of the ist , zd, 3d , 4th and 5th Years Annuity of
I I, whose Sum is therefore the whole Amount of the Annuity of 1 /. for 5 Years. But
1 1, is to the Amount of x I. as any other Annuity to its Amount . Wherefore the Amount of
il . Ann. multiplied by another Ann. gives its Amount.
Universally. Let R be the Rate , or Amount of 1 /. with 1 Year ’s Interest ; then the
Series of Amounts of several Years of 1 /. Annuity from the last to the first is 1, R , R »,
R 3, &c. R c—*. And the Sum of this, according to the Rule of a Progression Geome¬
R r—1
trical, is R — 1* the Amount of 1/. Annuity for t Years. And this multiplied by any
.
.
.
, ,
.
.
. R'— 1
» R *— » , ,
other Annuity « gives the Amount of that Annuity, vtz. x^ _ », or -y -—
( the
universal Expression of the Rule ) because all Annuities are proportional with their AR°— 1
R‘— 1
X n.
mounts, and 1: R
R— 1
Scholium.
As i : R: R 1, &c. R '~ 1is the Series of Amounts of 1 1. Annuity forborn for t Years ; so is w: » R : » R 1, &c. R» ' - ' the Amounts of the Annuity n. Where¬
fore the Amount of any Annuity for t Years is the Sum of a Geometrical Progression,
whose least Term is the Annuity , and Number of Terms equal to the Years, the Ratio be¬
ing the Sum of 1 /. and one Year’s Interest expressed here by R . And by the Rule of
Geometrical Progressions, the Sum of this Series is

as before.

Another Rule. Find a principal Sum, of which 1 Year’s Interest is equal to the given
Annuity ; then find the Amount of that Principal for the given Time and Rate, {by Prob..1.
Part 2 . §. 1.) from which Amount subtract the Principal, the Remainder is the Amount
of the Annuity.
The Reason is plain ; For the Amount of the Principal is the Sum of the Principal, and
every Year’s Simple Interest, (which make the several Years Annuities) with all the Com¬
pound Interest arising from these; so that the Principal taken from the Amount , leaves the
1
Sum
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Sum of the several Years Simple Interest with all their Compound Interest; which is plain¬
ly the whole Amount of the Annuity.
In the preceding Example; I fay, as .05 to 1, so is 40 to Boo a Principal, which gives
40/ . Interest

in 1 Year at 5 per Cent . ; then the Amount

of this Principal

forborn

5: Years

at Compound Interest is 1021 .02525 ; from which take 800 , the Remainder is 221 .02525
as before.
Scholium.
This
Rule may be proved from its Coincidence with the former,
thus ; R being the Sum of 1 1, and 1 Year’s Interest ; then is R — x the Year’s
Interest, and R — 1 : 1 : : » :the
Principal, whose Year’s Interest is ». Then the Amount of this Principal for t Years is
the Principal

the Remainder is

(by Prob. 1. Part 2 . §. 1.) from which take
" the Amount by the former Rule.

Prob.

2 . Having the Amount , Rate and Time , to find the Annuity.
Rule. Take any Annuity at pleasure, and find its Amount by the last. Then as that Amount is to its Annuity, so is the given Amount to its Annuity. And observe, If you chuse
1 /. Annuity, you have nothing to do but divide the given Amount by the Amount of 1 / .
Annuity.
Example. What Annuity will amount to 221 1, os . 6d. in 5 Years at the Rate of 5 per
Cent. ? Answer , 40 1. For the Amount of 1 1. Annuity in 5 Years is 5.52563125 ; by which
dividing the given Amount 221 .025 , the Quote is 39.999 = 39/. 191 . nd. 3 f or
40/ . nearly ; which it would have been precisely, had we taken 221/ . os. 6 .06 d.or(
221 .02525 ) for the Amount , as in the ist Problem.
Demonstr.
The Reason of this Rule is plain: For all Annuities and their Amounts
must be proportional.
Scholium.

The

Amount of 1 1. Annuity is, by Prob. \ . expressed ^ ~ * and
;

calling the given Amount A , then this Rule is » —
^ ; that is,
multiply the Rate by the Amount , and from the Product take the Amount ; the Diffe¬
rence divide by the Difference of 1, and the t Power of the Rate . The Use of this Ex¬
pression of the Rule you’ll find in the following Problems. And
we may also deduce if
thus, by Prob. 1. A=

”^

, hence AR — A = wR ' — a, and

Probl.
3 . Having the Annuity , Rate , and Amount , to find the Time.
Rule. Find a corresponding Principal ( as in the ad Rule of Probl. i . j, the Sum of this
and the given Amount, is the Amount of that Principal for the given Rate and Time
fought : Wherefore find the Time (by Probl. 3. Part 2 . §. 1 ) thus; divide that Amount by
its Principal, then multiply the Rate continually by it self tiil the Product or Power pro¬
duced be equal to the former Quote , the Index of that Power , or Number of Multiplica¬
tions more 1, is the Number of Years sought.
Example. In
what Time will 40 1. Annuity amount to 221 .02525 /. at the Rate of c
per Cent. Answer
?
, 5 Years . Thus , .05 : 1 - 40: 800 the corresponding Principal , then

»co -f 221 .02525 — 1021.02525 ; which divided by 800, the Quote is 1.2762815625,

equal to the 5th Power of 1,05, or H

"; so that 5 is .the Number of Years sought.
Demon-
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By what’s shewn in Prob. i . Rule 2. the Difference of the Principal
Demonstr.
found and its Amount, is the Amount of the Annuity; wherefore that Principal added to
the Amount of the Annuity gives the Amount of the Principal : The rest of the Rule is
demonstrated in the Problem referred to.
Scholium.

The

(2S in Schol. to Prob. 1.)

corresponding Principal is expressed

and this added to the given Amount A , the Sum is A -|—-^ -3—t —
the Quote is

divided by the Principal

^ ^

'-=

" A •which

R< by the Rule, and is

another Expression of it ; which may also be deduced thus, by Prob. 2.

—; »

— R -.
» -f AR — A = « Rt ; and lastly,
and«,
hence AR — A — » R c—
Prob. 4 . Having the Annuity, Amount and Time , to find the Rate.
There is no Rule within my Limits that will solve this Problem, except for that one Cafe
where the Time is 2 Years. And to come at that Rule, I must deduce the general Rule
from what precedes, and so leave it with the Application to this Cafe.
In the last Problem we saw AR — A = » R C— ». Whence AR = » R ' — * + A; and
Now if
again, AR — » R ' = A — » ; and dividing by n, it is ^ x R — R ' =
then it’s
2,
=
is
t
if
t is above 2, we can make nothing of it by common Methods : But
-

And

x R — R 1—

A— n

calling

then

( by Prob . 6 . Chap . 2 . Book III .) R =

^ -j - ,

ddi

2. Of the Purchase of Annuities at Compound Interest.
Probl

. 5. Having the Annuity, Rate, and Time , to find the Present Worth.

Find the Present Worth of each Year by itself ( by Probl. 2 . Part 2. §. 1.) ;
all these is the Present Worth sought.
Rule z. Find the Amount of the Annuity ( by Probl. 1.) then find the Present Worth
of this Amount as a Sum due at the End of the whole Time ( by Probl. 2. Part 2. §. i .) i
Rule 1.

the Sum of
it

is

the Present Worth sought.

Rule 3. Find a Principal Sum whereof the Annuity is 1 Years Interest ; and find the
Present Worth of it as a Sum due at the End of th©Time, ; subtract this Present Worth
from its Principal; the Remainder is the Present Worth of the Annuity.
Observe, The last Rule is the easiest, and therefore I apply it in the following Example;
but there was a Necessity to deliver them all, because the ist is the fundamental Rule,
which has a Reason in it self; the 2d having its Reason only in its Coincidence with the
ist, as to the Answer ; and the 3d depends upon the 2d.
Example. What is the Present Worth of an Annuity of 40/ . to continue 5 Years, di(compting at 5 per Cent.I Answer: 173/. 3fh. "id. Found thus; as .05 to 1, so is 40 to

800, a Principal Sum whereof the Present Worth , difcompting Compound Interest^for 5
Years, at 5 per Cent. is 626 1. 16 fb. 5 d. [for the Amount of 11, in 5 Years is 1. 05 —
/. i6jh. 5 d. nearly j then
=
l . 276281, frc. and 800 -r- 1.276281 — 626. 8212, <£yc. 626
from 800 take 626 1. i6si >. 7 d. the Remainder is 173 I- 3Jh. 7d.
Demon-
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. i . That the ist 'Rule gives the true Answer agreeable to the plain
Demonstr
Meaning of the Question, is manifest, and is also confirm’d by what has been said upon
the like Question with Simple Interestj so that every other Rule must coincide with this
in the Answer, else it cannot be true ; and that the other two Rules give the same An¬
swer, I sliall also demonstrate.
2. For the sd Rule. The Present Worth of any single Year amounts to the Annuity

when it becomes payable. [ For Example- the Present Worth of the 3d Year is a Princi¬
pal, which in 3 Years Time will make an Amount equal to the Annuity ] and therefore
the Amount of that Year from the Time it falls due t6 the End of the given Time , is the
fame as the Amount of the Present Worth of it from the Time of the Purchase to the
End of the Annuity. Consequently, the Present Worth of any Year, discompcing from
the Time it falls due, is the fame as the Present Worth of the Amount of that Year, sum¬
med up to the End of the Annuity, and then discompted to the Time of the Purchase.
But the Amount of the Annuity at the End of the whole Years is the Sum of the Amounts
of the several Years ; and consequently the Present Worth of this Sum is the Sum of the
Present Worths of these particular Amounts ; which being equal to the Present Worths of
the several Years discompted from the Times they fall due : Therefore both Rules give the
fame Answer.
3. For the 3d Rule, It follows from the ad thus. The Principal found by the Rule,
will make an Amount from the Time of the Purchase to the End of the Annuity, equal
to the Sum of it self, and the Amount of the Annuity ( as we saw in the last Problem) ;
but the Present Worth of any Sum is equal to the Sum of the Present Worths of any two
(or more] Parts of that total Present Worth ; consequently, the Present Worth of one Part
taken from the Present Worth of the Whole, leaves the Present'Worth of the other Part;
that is, in the present Case, The Present Worth of the Principal found ( which is a Part
of its own Amount ) taken from the lame Principal (which is the total Present Worth of
its total Amount ), leaves the Present Worth of the Annuity (which is the other Part of

the Amount of that Principal).
. By Probl. 1. the Amount of the Annuity
Scholium

is

expressed thus, A =
ft 22

■»

and (by Probl. 2. Part 2. §. 1.) the Present Worth of this is p — which

K -—*I is

,

therefore the Expression of the 26 Rule: And that the istR ule resolves into the seme Expression,
1 .) thus
may be thus shewn: The Present Worths of the several Years are (by Probl.2. Part 2.§.

expressed, ^ ;

(fe.

to ^ , which is a Geometrical Progression, in the Ratio

_ ^”r, as be¬
of R to 1, whose Sum is, by the Rule of a Geometrical Progression,
fore. The Coincidence of the 3d Rule with this may also be easily shewn after the seme
Manner ; wherefore, instead of the preceding three Rules, we may take it according to this
universal Expression, thus;
Take two Powers of the Rate whose Indexes are the Time , and the Time more 1;
multiply the ist of these Powers by the Annuity, and take the Annuity from the Product;
then divide this Difference by the Difference of these two Powers ; the Quote is the Pre¬
sent Worth.
Or thus: Take the Difference of 1 and the lesser Power, which divide by the Difference
of the Powers, and then multiply the Quote by the Annuity, because

x ».

Iii

i

~ K tt'Ei'RT
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Hence , knowing the Time any Annuity continues , and the Rate allowed

in the Purchase, we can find how many Years and Parts of a Year’s Purchase it is worth,
R C_

j

without knowing the Annuity : For since the Prise is ^ r +riZRi x n>therefore , whatever a
Dt _

i

is, gr +i _
the Price.

does universally express the Number of Times the Annuity is contained in

Probl

. 6. Having the Present Worth , Rate , and Time , to find the Annuity.
'Rule. Take any Annuity at pleasure, and find its Present Worth by the lastj them

as that Present Worth is to its Annuity, so is the given Present Worth to the Annuity
sought. Observe, If you take i /. Annuity, then there is no more to be done but divide
the given Present Worth by that of x /. Annuity.
Example: What Annuity , to continue 5 Years will be purchased for 17 ; /. yjb .

yd.

al¬

lowing Compound Interest at 5 per Cent.? Answer : 40 /. Found thus:
The Present Worth of 1 1. Annuity to continue 5 Years is 4. 329, and 173/. 37A yd.
or 173. 1788, &c.r - - 4. 329 — 40. 004, &c. which is 40/ . nearly, for the Decimal is less
than a Farthing.
Demonstr.
The Reason of this 'Rule is plain: For all Annuities are proportional
with their Present Worths for the fame Time and Rate.
Scholium.

By
Ot _

Sckol.

to the preceding Problem, the Present Worth of 11. Annuity

J

’

is (^ pressed -^ c+1wherefore
^;
same Time and Rate) is p —

the Annuity answering to any Present Worth pfor
(
= px

which

may also deduce it from the preceding Problem, thus ; p =

is an universal

—”

p R^ 1 — p

— » RI—

n,

Probl
Rule.

and dividing by R r —1, it is

Rule. We

, whenccy>R tf !—p
R t+ i

or

the

px

__j

^,

. 7. Having the Annuity , Present Worth , and Rate , to find the Time.
Find a Principal whereof 1 Year’s Interest is the Annuity, from which subtract the

given Present Worth ; the Remainder is the Present Worth of that Principal considered as
a Sum due at the End of the Annuity : Therefore , by Probl. 3. Part 2. §. x. find in what
Time this Present Worth will amount to the Principal found; it is the Time sought.
Example: What Time must an Annuity of 40/ . continue , to be worth of ready hdo-

ney X73/. 3jb . yd. allowing 5 per Ctnt. Compound Interest. Answer: 5 Years.
For .05 :1 : : 40 : 800 the Principal sought; from which take 173 I. ifh . y d. the Remain¬
der is 626 1. 16 jb. 5 d. or 626. 82 /. nearly, the Present Worth of 800 due at the End of the
Time sought; then 800 -^- 626. 82 — 1. 27678,
so the Time ibught is 5 Years.
Demonstr

.

— i - o; nearly , (for

this

is 1.276281)

It was shewn in Probl. 5 . that the Difference of the Principal found
is the Present Worth of the Annuity; consequently the Difference

and its Present Worth ,

of
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of the Present Worth of the Annuity, and the same Principal, must be the Present
Worth
of that Principal. The rest of the 'Rule is demonstrated in the Problem referred to.
Scholium.

The

: ; n and
:

corresponding Principal being expressed

the given Present Worth/,then

by this Rule

~for
(
—p

R

i :i

n -f - p — p R
R — i

n
is the present Worth of - ■_^ And
:

nn

R

=

by Probl. 3, Part 2. §. 1. it is <j—-

', which is the universal Expression of the Rule ; to be de¬

duced also from Probl, 5. thus, p =
hence
/Rtt * = » R ( —
w

- f-pR ', then/R

-n

c; and lastly,

~\- p — /RxR
Probl.

8.

R-

;

p R' 1‘ — p R ' — » R '- —•» ,

and

tt , ~f- « = » R t -j- /R t; alfo» = »R t -f - pR c—/R c+l

— R t.

Having the Annuity, Present Wordr , and Time , to find the Rate.

This Problem can be solved by no Method within my Limits, except for that Case
where the Time is 1 Year ; which I shall shew by deducing the general Rule from the
preceding ; thus, in the Scholium to the last Problem we fee n — n R r-j- / R ' — p R 't 1—
w- j- pxR *— /R t+I, and

- R ~ x R c—
R t+I ; now if t is any Number greater than
1, to find R we have anadfectedRoot , above the Square, to extract ; for which we
have
*+ P x R —
no Rules in this Work : But if the Time is 1 Year, then the Rule is
P
71
Rr ; call
df/ (
and then, by Probl. 6. Ch. 2 . Book III . R ~ - - j- or
p
2 1
Of Annuities payable Half -yearly or Quarterly , and other Questions, 'where¬

in the Time is some Part of a Tear, or whole Tears with Part of a Tear.

Part I . If Annuities are payable in Half -years or Quarters ( the Half -year or Quarter ’s
Payment being the £ or - of the whole Years Payment ) , then if in the preceding Pro¬
blems t express the Number of Half -Years or Quarters , and n the Half -Year ’s or Quarter ’s
Payment , also R the Sum of x I. with {- or | of a Year’s Interest of it, taken according
to any Supposition ( i . e. By cither of the Methods explained in Schol. z . Probl. 1. Part 2. §.
1.
and here the zd Method seems to be the fairest ), then all the preceding Rules are applicable
to Half-yearly and Quarterly Payments the fame way as for Years ; yet the Labour of
the
Calculation is hereby increased.
Part II . But whether Annuities are payable Yearly or Quarterly , the Time fought may
perhaps not come out in whole Years or Quarters precisely; which is a Sign that the Que¬
stion is impossible in whole Years or Quarters •. So that if what is wanting ’in the Number
found, to make it whole Years or Quarters,be very little, it may be neglected ; but if it is
great, then we may find some Part of the Year or Quarter’s Payment corresponding to it, as
I i i i 2
I shall
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I shall briefly explain with respect to Annual Payments ; and, to make this Part compleat,
I shall also consider those Questions wherein the Time is given in Years and Parts of a
Year. And observe too, That tho’ the Payments are by Half-years or Quarters, the Cal¬
culations may justly be made as if they were by Years.
1. In Pr obi. i . If there is any Part of a Year, then, having found the Amount for the
whole Years, find the Interest of that Amount for the Parts of a Year in tire Question, by
any of the Methods explained in Se hoi. 2. Probl. 1. Part 2. §- 1. as you think fit, and add
that to the Amount for the whole Years.
2 . In Probl. 2 . If ;b* Titne is whole Years and Parts of a Year, the Solution depends
upon the last.
is sought, the last Part of the Solution depends upon
§. 1. And for the Parts of a Year in the Time sought, see the Schol.

3. In Probl. 3. Where the Time
Probl. 3. Parti.

to that Problem.

4. For Probl. 4. we can make nothing of it ; and it is indeed of little Use.
5. In Probl. 5. if the Time is whole Years and Parts of a Year, the Solution will be
different according as you suppose Interest for the Parts of a Year to be taken. But how¬
ever that be, this is first to be done, viz. to find the Present Worth , discompting for the
Whole Years in the Question ; then find the Present Worth of this Present Worth , dis¬
compting for the Parts of a Year in the Question. See Schol.3. to Probl. 2. Part 2. §. 16.

For Probl. 6. the Solution depends upon the last.

7. For Probl. 7. the last Part of the Solution depends upon Probl. 3. Part 2. §. 1. See

the Schol. to that Problem.

8. For the 8. Probl. we can make nothihg of it ; and it’s of

§.

it

as

little Use as the 4th.

III . Of the Purchase of Freehold Estates , or Annuities
tinue for ever r allowing Compound Interejl.

to con¬

Probl

. 'T ' O find the Price or Present Worth of a Freehold Estate or Annuity to
A continue for ever, discompting Compound Imerest.

Pule.

Find a Principal Sum of which one Year’s Interest is the Rent or Annuity given;

is

the Price sought.

Example : What is the-Price of a perpetual Annuity of 40 /, discompting at 5 per Cent.

Compound Interest ? ainsuer : Soo

I.

for .05 : 1: ; 40 : 800 1.

. The Peafin of this Pule seems of it self obvious; for it’s plain, that
Demohstr
since a Year’s Interest of the Price is the Annuity, therefore there can neither more nor
less be made of that Price than of the Annuity, whether we employ it by Simple or Com¬
pound Interest*
S C H O-
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SCHOLIUMS.
1. But lest: any body should doubt whether the Discorapt is here made at Simple or
Compound Interest, let them consider the Rule of Probl. 2. Part i. §. 1. for the Present
Worth of an Annuity, which is thus expressed, p — ^ -j’ & c- being
(*
the
yearly Rent or Annuity). Now if the Annuity continues for ever, then this Geometrical
Progression goes on, decreasing for ever ; and the Sum of it, by Probl. 1. Ch.3. Book V.
is
, which is a Principal Sum of which one Year’s Interest is the Annuity n ; for

2. Again : Of these three things, the Annuity to continue forever , the Price, and Rate
of Interest, any two of them being given, the third may be found easily, from the prece¬
ding Rule, which being expressed thus, viz., p
R — 1-, hence it follows that n = p R —p.
and R — i — " , orR = - 4 -i.
P
P
3. The Unreasonablenessof purchasing Annuities at Simple Interest is further confirmed
by this Problem: For the Price of a perpetual Annuity, difcompting Simple Interest, as it
would be greater than when Compound Interest is discompted, it would therefore be a Prin¬
cipal Sum of which 1 Year’s Interest is greater than the Annuity: And indeed the Price
would be infinitely great, or greater than any assignable Number§.

IV . Of Annuities ,

or

Leases

in

Reversion.

H itherto
I considered
immediately entered upon
,i. That ist
Year commences presently or at payment of the Money : But if it is in Reversion,
have

Annuities

as

e.

the

then we must consider the Time betwixt payment of the Money and the beginning of
the ist Year of the Annuity ; and therefore,

1. In Probl. 5. §. 3. having found the Present Worth as if the Annuity were imme¬
diately entred upon, find again the Present Worth of that Present Worth , rebating for
the Time betwixt the Purchase and Commencement of the Annuity ; and this is the An¬
swer.
2. In Problems 6. and 7. take the given Present Worth , and find its Amount for the
Time of Reversion, and take this Amount as the Present Worth paid at the Com¬
mencement of the Annuity, and proceed with it.
Observe, Annuities, and Rents of Houses or Lands, are of the fame Nature , wherein

the fame Questions occur as to their being in Arrears or being purchased: But with respect:
to Leases■there arise Questions with some different Circumstances, owing to the Practice
of taking what they call Rims, which is a Sum of Money paid at the Beginning of the
Lease, besides the Yearly Rent . I shall give you a few of these Questions, with a ge¬
neral Direction for the Solution ; which will be sufficient upon this Subject.
Question 1.

There is a Piece of Land worth 20/ . yearly Rent , and 100 1, of Fine for

a Lease of 21 Years: , The Master is willing to quit the Fine, and increase the Rent;
What
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What ought the Rent to be ? Rule. Find what Rent or Annuity, to continue 21 Years,
100 /, will purchase, discompting at the agreed Rate of Interest ; the Sum of that and the
former Rent is the Rent sought. Observe, If the whole Fine is not to be taken away,
find the Annuity answering to the Part taken away.
Quest. 2 .

A Piece of Land is worth 12/ . Yearly Rent , and a Fine of 30 1, for 19

Quest. 3.

There

Years : The Farmer is willing to pay more Fines and reduce the Rent to 20 1. What
ought the Fine to be ? Rule. Take the Difference of the two Rents (30 and 20j , and
find the Present Worth of an Annuity equal to the Difference for the seme Time ( 19
Years) ; that is the additional Fine to be paid. Observe, The fame way the whole Rent
may be taken away.
is a Farm to be let for 21 Years , at 10

1.

Yearly Rent and 20/ . of

Fine j if the fame be lett for 30 Years at the fame Rent, What ought the Fine to be?
Rule. Find what Annuity ao/ . will pufchase for 21 Years , at the agreed Rate (that added
to the Rent 10 1, is the true Rent with no Fine), therefore find the Present Worth of that

Annuity to continue 30 Years; it
Quest. 4 .

is

the Fine,sought.

A Person has 7 Years to run of a Lease of 21 Years , for which he paid 40/.

Fine and 15/ . Yearly Rent : He would renew the Lease to itJ^Years from this Time {I. e.
for 12 Years after the first Lease expires) ; What Fine ought he to pay ? Rule. Find. what
Rent for 21 Years the given Sum 40/ . will purchase; then find the Present Worth of this
Yearly Rent to continue 12 Years ; lastly, find the Present Worth of this last Present
Worth , rebating for 7 Years, the Time that remains of the old Lease; this is the Fine to
be paid.
. .
.
.
■a
General S C H O L I U M , irith an Abstract of the preceding Problems
Compound Interest is concerned.

It

is

vj

here

thought the most convenient Method for the Calculation of Annuities, to have

Tables ready made , extending to the greatest Number of Years that ordinarily occui - in
that Business
, and for several Rates of Interest that are most likely to occur ; by Mcaniof
which the Answers of the more useful of the preceding Problems may be easily found.
The Tables which are common upon this Subject are limited to il. Thus, we have
1. A Table of the Amounts of 1 /. for 30 or 50 Years, at several Rates Compound In¬

terest. i. Of the Present Worths of 1/ . due aster any Number of Years from 1 to 30
or 50: 3. The Amounts of 1/. Annuity. 4. The Present Worths of 1/ . Annuity. 5. The
Annuity to be purchased for 1 1. By Means-of which the Answer to any of the preceding
Problems may be easily got for any other Sum than 11, by one Multiplication or Division.
But here I must observe, That those who ase employed in such Calculations ought to Un¬
derstand the Rules at large, and so be able to examine-and make Tables for themselves:
And in my Opinion, it is not fit in Questions of Consequence.to trust to any Tables but
what one has examined, or made for himself. Now all that is proposed by the Tables is
the Ease and Expeditioufnels of the Calculation; and the -greatest Burden of the Work is
the finding the Power ot Product of the Rate, (or Suthof il . and 1Year’s Interest) mul¬
tiplied continually into itself, as the Rules direct ; which, if the Number .of Years in the

Question is great, becomes very tedious; for this being Found, the Reft -of the Work, in
the more useful of the preceding Problems, is no more than one or fwo Operations of
Multiplication or Division; with a simple Addition or Subtraction in seme Cases: And
therefore, whoever can readily do Multiplication or Division with Integers or Decimals
(and no other can perform these .Calculations, even with the common Tables, which re¬
quire at least one Multiplication at Division) needs no more- than a Table of the Powers
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of several Rates of Interest carried to a convenient Length ; which
are the Amounts of 1 /.
Principal for 1, 2, &c. Years at Compound Interest (for I speak of no
cording to the Rule of Probl. 1. §, 1. Part 3 . The following Table at other here), ac¬
5 ter Cent. to 31
Years is an Example which may be extended to more Years, and the
like made for other
Rates of Interest. Whoever understands the preceding Pules will
know the Uses to be
made of this Table; yet it will be convenient along with this Table to
point out the Use of
it (for it wdl be needless to make Examples, since the preceding
are sufficient}, by which
you’ll have the preceding Rules drawn together in one short and clear
View.
TABLE
of the Powers
The Use of this Table in the Solution of the preceding
of 1. 05 , or the Amounts
Problems.
of 1 1. at 5 per Cent.

- = RtheRate.
x . 1025
= -R*
1. 157525 =
, 1. 215506 == R +
I . 27628X : = R 6
1. 05/ .

I . 340096 : =
I . 4071OO =

R

R7

*•477456 = Rs
1. 551328 = R9

1. 628895
1. 710339 -f1. 795856 = R
1. 885649 = R ’3
1. 979932 = R '+
2. 078928 —R -;
2. 182874 = R’ 6
2. 292018 = R *7
2. 406919 = R ' 8
2. 526950 — R ' »
1 2. 653298 = R ‘°
2. 785962 = R“
. 2. 925261 = R“
■ 3- 071524 — R 13
. 3,225100 = R I+
13 - 386355 = R*s

: 3 555673= R16
' 3- 733456

' 3. 920129 =
29 4. x16135 =
3014. 321942 =
31. 4- 538039 =

R*S

R19
R.s°
R 31

1. Of Interest.
1. To find the Amount of any Principal for any Time,
at 5 per Cent. Compound Interest. Rule. Take the tabular
Number against the Number of Years, its Product by the
Principal gives the Amount, which, in Probl. x. §. x. Part 2.
is expressed thus, A = p x Rb
2. To find the Principal (or Present Worth ) answering
to any Amount ( or Debt payable} after certain Years.

Rule. Divide the Amount by the tabular Number against
the Number of Years 3 the.Quote is the Principal 3 exprested

thus, p =j ^ ,

as

in Probl. 2. §. 1. Fart 2.

3. To find in what Time any Principal will make a cer¬
tain Amount. Rule. Divide the Amount by the Principal,
and seek the Quote, or the next lesler Number in the Table,

and against it is the Number of Years sought. Because A
= R ‘, as in Probl. 3. §. 1. Part 2.
Observe,

For finding the Rate

from the Principal Amount and Time , we should have Tables
at different Rates
of Interest 3 then taking the Quote of the Amount , divided
by the Principal, seek it against the Number of Years in the
Tables : The Rate of that Table where it is found is the
Rate sought. But (fit is not exactly found, take the next Num¬
ber lesler and also the next greater ( if both a greater and
lesser can be found among the Tables ) and the Rates of
these twoTables are Limits betwixt which the Rate sought lies.

2. Of Annuities.
1. To find the Amount of an Annuity. Rule. From the tabular
against the
Number of Years take 1, and divide the Remainder by the Rate Number
less 13 multiply the
])
t_
T
Quote by the Annuity; the Product is the Amount ; exprested thus,
■X» = A, as
in Probl. 1. §. 2. Part 2.
2- To

6i6
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a. To find the Annuity which makes a certain Amount. 'Rule. Take the Quote di¬
rected in the last Rule, and by it divide the Amount ; this Quote is the Annuity sought.
Pr °bl-2- a§. . Part 2.
~ * ~ n> as
thus, A -r3. To find in what Time any Annuity will make a certain Amount . Rule. Divide the
Annuity by the Rate less1, to the Quote add the Amount, and divide,the Sum by the first
Quote , seek this last Quote, or the next lesser Number in the Table; against it stands the
Number ot Years.

— j- A- h^ -

Thus,

— Rh

as

in

Frobl.

3. §. 2. Part 2.

4, To find the Present Worth of an Annuity. Rule. Divide the Annuity by the Rate
less 1 j this Quote divide by the tabular Number against the Years, and subtract this last
x
Quote from the first Quote ; the Remainder is the Present Worth sought. Thus ,
t- R r/= >, as in Rule3. Pr obi.y. §.2. Part 2.
5. To find what Annuity 2 given .Sum will purchase for certain Years. Rule. Take 1
from the tabular Number against the Years; divide it by the Difference betwixt that tabu¬
lar Number and the next greater, and by this Quote divide the Present Worth ; this last
Quote is the Annuity sought, as in Schol. to Problem6. §. 2. Part 2. thus expressed,

6. To find what Time an Annuity must continue to be worth a certain Price . Rule. Di¬
vide the Annuity by the Rate less 1, and from the Quote take the Price ; by this Remain¬
der divide the first Quote, and seek this last Quote in the Table; against it is the Number
Thus ,

of Years.

— p — R ', as in Schol. to Probl. y. §. 2. Part 2.
^— -r- ^ n—^>

Observe, That the preceding Table was made bv completing

the Multiplication at every

Step, and then taking only the first 6 decimal Places. Also, when the Figure in the 7th
Place exceeded 5, 1 was added to the 6th Place, which makes the Error less, only it makes
it Excessive instead of Defective.

5 . V.

Of

the

Equation

of Payments.

HEN several Debts are payable at several Terms (bearing no Interest till
VV after the Term of Payment ), to find a Term ar which if they are all paid
neither Debtor or Creditor loses any thing, is called, Equating the Terms of Payment,
i. e. reducing them to one.
DepiN

.

Probl . To find the equated Term at which several Debts payable at different Terms,
may be paid at once, without Loss to Debtor or Creditor, allowing Simple Interest.
For the Solution of this Problem there are different Methods, which I shall explain and
compare.
Method 1 . The Debts being exprefled in Periods and decimal Parts, the Times in Years
and Decimals, or Months and Decimals, if there are no Years, multiply each Debt by its
Time ; add all these Products into one Sum, and divide it by the Sum of the Debts ; the
Times
Quote is the Time sought [ reckoned from the Day of this Calculation, as the other Exam■
are also supposed to be ] .
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Example : If 40/ . is due after 6 Months, 70/ . after 4 Months, the equated Time is 4

Months21 Days : Found thus; 40x6 — 240. 70x4 = 280. 40 -4- 70 = 110. 240 + 280
= 520. then 520 -=- 110= 4. 72, & c- which is 4 Months 21 Days nearly, allowing 30
Days to a Month.
This Rule has Mr. Cocker and Mr . Hat/en (among others) for its Defenders; who en~
deavour, each in his own way, to demonstrate the Truth and Justice of it. How they
have succeeded, I’ll here examine.
Mr . Hatton supposes that the Interest of the Sum of the Debts from the Time of thc
Question to the equated Time , ought to be equal to the Sum of the Interests of the seve¬
ral Debts from the Time of the Question to their several Terms of Payment ; and then,
by an Example, sliews that the Rule agrees to this Supposition. But this, instead of being
a Demonstration, is a plain begging of the Question; for the Equity of that Supposition
ought to have been first proved ; against which there lies this obvious Reason, that the
Debts bearing no Interest till after their Terms of Payments, the Consideration of these
Interests seems to be out of the Question; and therefore this Supposition cannot be granted
without Demonstration. I shall presently shew you other Reasons against it ; and in the
mean time observe, that tbo’ it were right, yet Mr. Hatton has not demonstrated his Rule;
because it is not enough to shew that a Rule gives a true Answer in one particular Case;
a Demonstration must comprehend all Cases; and that the Rule is universally agreeable to
the Supposition, I thus demonstrate.
Take A for a Debt payable at the End of the Time t, and B for a Debt payable after
the Time u: The equated Time must lie betwixt the two , and, by this Rule, it is
Af - LRa
~A + B~'* ^ ow interest
of A for the Time t, is, ( by Probl.l - §. I . Part I.) A t r
( r being the Rate of Interest for 1/. in 1 Year, or Month, as the given Time t is ). The
Interest of B for the Time u is B v r, and the Sum of both is A t r f- - B « r . Also the
Interest of A -f - B for the equated Time
> *S A -f -Bxrx ' ■f— ^ - == r x
At -\~Qu ~ Atr -\~Bur, as before: Therefore the Rule is universally agreeable to the
Supposition.
Mr . Cocker supposes that the equated Time is right, when the Sum of the Interests of the
several Debts that are payable before the equated Time , from their Terms to that Term,
is equal to the Sum of the Interests of the Debts payable after the equated Time, from
that Time to their Terms . The Agreement of the Rule with this Supposition, will easily
appear by comparing it with the preceding Supposition: For they are manifest Consequences
one of another; and therefore the Rule that agrees to one must also agree to the other. Or
we may easily prove the Agreement of the Rule with this last Supposition, after the fame
manner as I have done the former ; but this I shall pass over, and demonstrate the Injustiee
of the Supposition, which Mr . Cocker endeavours to prove to be right by this Argument, viz.
That what is gained by keeping some of the Debts after they are payable, is lost by paying
of others before they are due : But this is false; for tho’ by keeping a Debt unpaid after
it is due there is gained the Interest of it for that Time (because the Creditor has a just
Demand for that Interest), yet by paying a Debt before it is due the"Payer does not lose
the Interest for that Time , but only the Difcompt he could justly demand, which is less
than the Interest ( as former Rules shew). Thus we have a second and more positive De¬
monstration of the Error of this Rule. And the Fallacy in this last way of founding the
Rule does plainly lead us to the true Foundation for a Solution of the Problem. But the
explaining of that I shall leave to the last, and first explain the Methods of some other

Authors.
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Method 2. Mr Kersey was the first, as I know. who observed the Error of the prece¬
ding Rule, and has given us another in its place, with a more probable Foundation, tho’
still wrong.
The Substance of Mr . Kersey’
s Argument against the former Rule, is this, That there
being no Consideration had of different Rates of Interest, the Answer will still be the same,
whatever Rate be supposed; which he affirms to be wrong for this Reason, That to equal
the Time so as neither Debtor or Creditor be a Loser, does imply some Rate of Interest;
since otherwise any Day may be assigned for one entire Payment. His Meaning I take to
be this, viz. that the Loss which either Party can sustain, must arise from the Interest of
Money paid before or after it is really due ; so that if there is no such thing as Interest,
there can be no Lost, at whatever Time the Whole is paid; and if the Lost depends upon
the Consideration of Interest, then different Rates of Interest must have different Effects,
and occasion different Solutions to the Question : Therefore, concludes he, if some Rate
of Interest be imply ed- Equity requires that the Present Worth of the total Sum payable at
one entire Payment, Discompt being made at that Rate of Interest, be equal to the Sum
of the Present Worths of the particular Debts , discompting at the same Rate ; upon
which Foundation he gives us this Rule.

Kersey’s Rule.

Find the Present Worth of each Debt , discompting from the Time at

which it is payable; then sind in what Time the Total of these Present Worths would
amount to the Total of the Debts ; that is the Time sought.
Example:

Suppose 300/ . due after 4 Months , 100/ . after 6 Months , and 100 1, after

ia Months: The equated Time discompting6 per Cent. is 5.952, fye. Months. Found
thus: Present Worth of 300/ . for 4Months is 294. 117, &c . 1.3 of 100/ . after 6 Months
it is 97. 087, &c. I ; and of 100/ . after 12 Months it is 94.339, <
& c. the Total is
485. 544,
which will amount to 500/ . in 5. 952, &c. Months , which is a little less
than the Answer the preceding Rule would give.
The Argument for this Rule may be formed thus: If the Total of the Present Worths
presently paid, st equivalent to the Sum of all the Debts paid at once, at the Time found,
or also to the Sum of these Debts paid severally at their Terms , then these two last Me¬
thods of making Payment must be equal: Consequently the Rule is true, which is founded
upon that Equality.
Now tho’ this Rule has a more apparent and probable Ground of Equity than either of
these alledged for the former, if the Rule for the Discompt of Simple Interest be allowed
to be just and true ; yet the Foundation is not strictly good, as will fully appear from the
last Method after explained, whole Foundation is unexceptionable.
In the mean time, I make this Objection to it, w . That .the Answer will be different,
if the Question is proposed at different Times, before the Term at which the first payable
Debt falls due ; i. e. if you alter all the given Times, so as there be the fame Distances
or Differences among them. Now this st a manifest Sign that the Rule st not good ; be¬
cause there st no Reason in the Nature of the thing, why the Answer should be different..
For Example; One Debt is payable 3 Years hence, and another 7 Years hence : I suppose
a^ain, that the Calculation of an equated Time for the same Debts st proposed 2 Years after
this (so that the one Debt st then payable after 1 Year, and the other after 5 Years), it is
plain that the equated Term ought to fall upon the fame Day as it would have done in
the other Case (i . e. the Time last found must be 2 Years less than before), because the
Debtor and Crefitor continue in the fame Situation to one another, neither of them gain¬
ing or losing by the two Years that are past since the Question was formerly proposed,
there being no;hing payable all that Time ; so that the Determina ion of the Problem de¬
pends only upon the Consideration of the Distances of Time among the Terms of Pay¬
ment of the sever I .Debts : ' The Consideration of any Present Worths, except of those
Debts whole Terms are beyond the equated Time , being out of the Question.
Method
3
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Sir Samuel

More

land, after his pretended Correction of Kersey’s Rule for the

Present Worth of Annuities at Simple Interest, gives us, in consequence of that, another
Rule than Kersey’s for the Equation of Payments ; which is this;
Rule. Find the Amount of each Debt , with Interest from its Term of Payment to the

Term at which the Debt last payable falls due ; then find in what Time the Sum of all
the Debts will amount to the Sum of the Amounts found; the Difference of that Time
and the Time to which these Amounts were carried, is the Time fought.
As to this Rule, I observe, i . That , being Founded on his Reasoning about Present
Worths of Annuities, .which I have already shewn to be false, it must therefore also be
false; and indeed more so than Kersey’s Rule.
But, 2. observe, That tho’ it is differently expressed, yet it is in effect the very some as
the ist Rule; as will easily appear by comparing it with Hattorfs Way of founding that
Rule. Or you may also prove its Coincidence with that Rule after the some Manner as I
have done the Agreement of Hattori s Supposition with it. These things I leave to your

own Exercise.
Before I explain the true Method of solving this Troblem,I must take notice of what
Mr . Ward, in his Key to Interest, has said upon it. After he had mention’d the first Rule
or Method above explained, he says,
" I (hall pass over all the Arguments made use of, pro and con, by Mr . John Kersey and
" Sir Samuel Moreland, and other Authors, about the Erroneousnefs of this Rule, as also
" the Rules they lay down instead of it, and shall only proceed to (hew how the true
" equated Time may be found from what hath been already done and proved.”
And his Rule is this: Find the Difcompts of all the particular Debts separately, accord¬
ing to the Distances of their Terms of Payments; divide theirs Sum by the Product of the
PresenrW 'orth of all the Debts, multiplied by the Rate of Interest (or Interest of 1 /. for
1 Year) ; the Quote is the equated Time.
Now from what is premised we had good Reason to expect a new Rule, quite different
in its Effects from either Kersey’s or Moreland’s ; and yet its the very some in effect as
Kersey’s, only differently expressed; which may be easily demonstrated.
also to your own Exercise, and come to the true Solution.
Method 4 .

But this I leave

I come now to explain a Method , which no body, as I know , has hitherto

published, and which has strict Equity upon its Side, as far as Simple Interest his it i i any
Cafe. .
To explain this Method, we must reflect upon the Reason brought against Cocker
’s Foun¬
dation of the ist Rule, which was this, viz.. That the Sum of the Interest of Debts kept
in the Debtors Hands after they are due to the equated Time , and the Sum of the Inte¬
rests of Debts paid before they are due from the equated Time to the several Terms, is
not a just Balance of Gain and Loss: Because, tho’ the Debtor gains the Interest of those
he keeps after they are due, yet he loses only the Difcompt upon those.he pays before they
are due, which is lels than the Interest; and therefore the Creditor has a just Exception to
this Rule. Hence we see that as the true Foundation upon which the Time can be equated,
is an Equality of Gain and Loss, so the Gain consists in the Interests of the Debts kept
after they are due, and the Lois in the Difcompts of those that are paid before they fall duet
Wherefore, such a. Time must be found, as that the Sum of the Interests of the Debts due
before the equated Time from their Terms to that Time , be equal to the Sum of the Dif¬
compts of those Debts that are payable after the equated Time , from this to their several
Terms . For which this is the
■
.
Rule.

1, Suppose two Debts : Then expressing the Debts in one Denomination (as /.
is first payable (expressed in the

and decimal Parts), find i Year’s Interest of the Debt that
K kkk 2
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same Denomination) by which divide the Sum of the Debts,and add the Quote to the Sum

of the Times, (taken in Years and decimal Parts, from the time of the Question to the
Terms of Payment of the two Debts) : Call this the ist Number found, Again, rnultieach Debt by
and divide the Sum
of the Products
Interest of the
payable Debt, which Quote add to the Product of the two Times, and call this Sum the
2d Number found; Subtract this ad Number found from *• of the Square of the ist
Number found ; and out of the Difference extract the Square Root ; which Root being
added to or subtracted from the half of the ist Number found, the Sum or the Difference
will be the Time sought, in the same Denomination : And to know which is the Answer,
you must apply both according to the Conditions of the Question. Thus, If you take
the Sum, then, if that is a Time greater than the Time to the last payable Debt, the Dif¬
ference will be the Time sought: Or if you take the Difference, and that be lest than the
Time to the Term of the first payable Debt, the Sum is the Time sought. But having
tried either, and found it betwixt the Terms of Payment of the ■two Debts, you may try
if the other does not cast it beyond the last, or within the first Term ; for in this Cafe,
that which was first tried is the Answer: But if both give Times betwixt the two given
Terms , then you must examine which of them will make an Equality of Interest and Dis
compt (in the Manner above explained).

S

it?Time
,

Example:

There

byiYear
’s

is 100/ . payable I Year hence , and 105/ . payable 3 Years hence:

What is the equated Time , allowing Simple Interest at 5 per Cent. per Annum ? Answer•;
2 Years.
The Operation according to the Rule.
One Debt 100 The other Debt 105
Interest of 100/ . for
Its Time
1
1 Year is 5 /.
Its Time
3
Sum 205
305 divided by 5, the Quote, is 41
which added to the Sum of}
the Times
j 4

The Sum is
45
the ist Number found.

Product 100

Product

315

The Sum of these Products is 415’
which divided by 5, quotes 83, which
added to 3 ( the Product of the two
Times 1 and 3 ) the Sum is 86, the ad
Number found.

Then the Square of 45 (the ist Number found) is 2025, whose ^ Part is 506. 25 ; from
which taking 86 (the ad Number found) the Difference is 420. 25, whose Square Root is
20 . 5. Now this being added to 22.5 (the j of the ist Number found) the Sum is 43,
which cannot be the Answer of the Question, because it is greater than the Distance of
the last Term in the Question; wherefore I take the Difference of 20. 5 and 22 . 5 ; it is 2
Years,, the true Answer: Which we prove also by Application: For this Time being ex¬
actly in the middle betwixt the two given Times, the Interest of 100/ . for 1 Year is equal
to the Discompt of 105 /. for 1Year ; each of them being 51.
2. If there are more Debts than two, Find an equated Time for the two that are first
payable; then consider their Sum as a Debt payable at that equated Time, and find another
equated Time for that Debt , and the next of the given Debts, and so on, through them
all.

For the Demonstration of the ist Part of this Rule, those who have not studied the Me¬
thod of Demonstration used in >the. preceding Parts of this Work . cannot poflibly. under¬
stand
%
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of Payments.
stand it ; and to those who have- I need only lay down the general Steps of the Demonstra¬
tion- and leave Particulars to themselves. Thus,
Let the Debt first payable be called
d I The last payable Debt
D
The Distance of its Term of Payment t Tne
|
Distance of its Term T
x
The Distance of the equated Time
The Rate of Interest, or i Year’s Interest of 11. r
The Distaance of the Time t and x is X —-t \ For x lies betwixt them.
The Distance of the Time T and x is T ~ * J
Then the Interest

of d,

for the Time ar— t i \sdr 'Xx — t , ot dr x —drt , (dr being i Year’s

Interest of d) and ^ _^ -p r _ rx is the the Discompt of D for the Time T — *
(Tr — r x being the Interest of i /. for that Time , which is consequently the Discompt of
jJ . Tr — r x for the same Time ) ; Wherefore we have- from the Nature of the Question,
this Equation, viz. drx

Common Rules of

— drt— — which

■rx'

;

being reduced according to the

comes at last to this Equation, T -f- /.

Algebra,

D + rfX x * —. *
dr

Now
T + *+ dr
is what in the Rule I have called the ist
D T 4 - dt
Number found, and - -ff -J - T # the ad Number found : Call the ist , a, and the
t.

2 d , s, then
Book

will

the

Equation

stand

thus ,

a x — x * — s, and

III . we have x — ^ ~s or —

,

by

Problem

6 . Chap . i.

which is the present Rule.

Some will be ready to think I have taken too much Pains about a Question of no great
Moment in Business; and that in common Affairs any of the Ruler may do without any
considerable Error . I do freely own the last Part : Yet I believe what is done may prove:

a very

useful Exercise

fora Student; and

in all
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CasesI think Truth

is worth the

to Chap. 8. Book VI..
Mixture •/ Bodies , with respeB to their
Specifick Gravities.

De fin . \Y7 'H E N of Bodies of different kinds of Matter there are equal
» *

Bulks,

for

knowing.

Example

, a Sphere

of

the

fame

Diameter

( or

an

Masses

equal

ot.

Cube/

their different Weights are called their Specifick Gravities; And tho’ the Weight

is greater or
lesser, as the Bulk is, yet being so always proportionably, the Weights under any equal
Bulk whatever are called the Specifick Gravitiesj so that the more strictj/efinition is, the

Proportion

of Weights under the fame Bulk.

Some Bodies of different Specifick Gravities are capable of being mist and incorporated
with one another, as are some Liquors and Metals; and as the Mixture must necessarily
make the compound Body of a Specifick Gravity different from that of all, or all but one,
of the Bodies mixt ; so the fame Problems arise about their Mixture, with respect co their
Specifick Gravities, and the Proportion of the Quantities mixt, as before with respect to
the:
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the Quantities and Prices of Liquors, and other things; and which are to be solved by the
same Methods of Operation.
But in order to understand the Application, there is one Proposition to be first explain’d,
which is this, viz.
The Bulks (or Numbers of cubical Inches) of two Bodies of equal Weight ( which I
shall call their Specifick Bulks), are reciprocally proportional to their Specifick Gravities.
Thus : Call

two Species of Bodies A and B ; if the Specifick

Gravity

of A is to that of

B, as i to 2- then the Bulk of A is to that of B of the fame Weight as 2 to i . For Ex¬
ample ; If a Body of a cubical Inch of one Metal is 2 Ounces, and a Body of a cubical
Inch of another Metal is 1 Ounce, then it’s plain that the Half Bulk of the first will be as
heavy as the Whole of the other. Or if the Specifick Gravities are as 5 to 3, then | of the
first is as heavy as the Whole of the other. And so in any other Proportion.
Hence again; If the Specifick Gravities of 2 or more Bodies are expressed by any Num¬
bers whatever, their Specfick Bulks are expressed by the Reciprocals of these Numbers,
thus ; If the Specifick Gravities of 3 Bodies are as 5 . 7 . 8, their Specfick Bulks are as
578

and if the Specfick Gravities are as — * - • 2, the Bulks are as i
, 4*. be_
’
M J 374
253’
cause any two Numbers are proportional with their Reciprocals, taken reciprocally. For
the fame Reason, however the Reciprocal Bulks are expressed, the Specifick Gravities are
expressed by the Reciprocal Numbers.
These things being premised, I shall next apply the Rules of Alligation to the Mixture
of Bodies, with respect: to their Specfick Gravities (or Bulks, which is in effect the fame
thing), thus:
Cafe x.

If there are given the Specifick Bulks of several Bodies (or Specifick Gravities , by

which the Bulks may be found), together with the Quantities or Weights of each put into a
Mixture; to find the Specifick Bulk, or Gravity of the Mixture ; it is done after the man¬
ner of Cafe1. Chap. 8. thus:
Rule.

Find the total Bulk ( or Numbers

of cubical

Inches ) of each Quantity , by the

Specifick Bulk; add all these Bulks into one Sum, and also the Quantities taken, and fay,
as

the total Quantity to the total Bulk, so is an Unit of the Denomination by which the

Specifick Bulks are expressed, to the Specifick Bulk sought.
Example -. Suppose 10 Ounces

of Metal , whose Specifick Bulk is 3 (fe. 3 cubical Inches

to 1 Ounce) are mixed with 14 Ounces of another whose Specifick Bulk is 2 : What is the
Specifick Bulk of the Mixture ? Answer,
: Which I find thus: If 1 Ounce makes 3
cubical Inches; then ( by the Rule of ThreeJ 10 Ounces make 30 ; and if 1 Ounce makes
2, then 14 Ounce make 28 : and, lastly, if 24 (i. e. 10 and 14) Ounces make 58 (i . e. 30
and 28) cubical Inches, 1 Ounce makes 44 - Then the Specifick Gravities, of the Metals
that are mixed, and of the Compound, arc
The Reason of the Operation is obvious. 10
Observe,

If the given Quantities

, —•
12

have all one Denomination

, or are reduced to one , what¬

ever that is, they may then be conceived to be all of that Denomination,to which the
Specifick Bulks are supposed

to refer ; since the Proportion

is still the fame : So hereby the

Work becomes easier; for we have nothing to do but multiply the Quantity of each
Simple (after they are reduced to one Denomination) by its Specifick Bulk, and divide the
Sum of the Products by the Sum of the Quantities; as it is in the preceding Example.
Cafe 2 .

Having

the

Specifick Bulks

(or Gravities

by which

the Bulks

are found ) of

several Bodies to bemixt , and the Specifick Bulk (or Gravity) to which a Mixture of these
Bodies is to be reduced; To find the proportional Quantities to be taken of each, that the
Mixture may bear the given Rate of Specifick Bulk (or Gravity).
Rule.

Take

the given Specifick

Bulks of the

Bodies to be mixt , link

them

together,

then take and place their Differences from the Specifick Bulk of the Mixtdre, the fame
way as taught in Alligation alternate, and you have the Answer.
Exam-

u
•O
W
1 - * "N * faO
>-!} ■ 1 2
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_ _ Example. Suppose two Metals , whereof the one has L cubical
to i fb Weight, and the other y ; What Proportion of Weight

Inches

of each
Ans. 2 Ib

must be taken to make the Mixture 3 cubical Inches to 1 Ib
of the ist to -every x of the other, as in the Margin.
To stiewThe Reason of this, we must premise this Truth , viz. That of
Numbers,
if the Difference of the least Extreme and middle Term is multiplied by three
the greater Ex¬
treme; and the Difference of the greater Extreme and middle Term is' multiplied by the
lesser Extreme; the Sum of their Products is equal to the Product of the Sum of
the two
Differences by the middle Term ; as is plain in the an¬
a Xc — b— ac — ab
nexed Scheme , where the three Numbers being a, b, c,
their
Differences, according to the Rule, are c— b, and
e -I xb — a —be — ac
b — a, whose Sum is c— * ; then the Products mentioned,
Xt■be — ab
ar eat — ab, and be — ac, whosirSum is be — ab
equal to
c— a multiplied by b.
Now to apply this to the Demonstration ot the Rule, Consider in the
Example,
that 2 3b, whereof each is 2 cubical Inches, make 4 cubical Inches ; and 1 above
ib of 5 cubical
Inches, is y cubical Inches ; the Sum is 9 cubical Inches; so that the Mass of Mixture is
3 3b, and the Bulk is 9 cubical Inches; therefore, the Specisick Bulk, or Bulk of ilb
of
the Mixture is the ; d Part of 9, .viz. 3 cubical Inches, the proposed Specisick Bulk of the
Mixture ; which is therefore justly proportioned: Or thus; the Product of the total Weight
mixt 3 3b multiplied by the given Specisick Bulk 3, is 9, equal to the Sum of the Pro¬
ducts of the particular Quantities multiplied by their respective Specisick Bulks;
the Solution must be true ; and, by the universal Truth premised, it must be therefore
so in all
Cases of two Bodies mixt ; and consequently of any Number.
•S

V’

c

Observe ,

1,

The

same Method

of Demonstration

may be applied to the Mixture of any
other things, as Liquors, <& c.
;■2 . All the fame kind of Questions made above
with respect to Liquors, may also be :
made with respect to Specisick Gravities, or Bulks of Bodies.
3. By this Rule is the famous Question solved about Hiero, King of Syracuse’s Crown:
He gave a certain Quantity of pure Gold to make a Crown ; but suspecting the Goldsmith
had mixt Silver with it, he dented Archimedes to discover it if possible; who did it by this
Means : When he went into a bathing Tub , he reflected that every Body
in
Water must put as much Water out of its Place as is equal in Bulk to it self:immersed
Therefore
he took a Quanlty of pure Gold, and another of Silver, each of the Weight of the
Crown ; or, as some fay, caused a Crown to be made of pure Gold, and another of Silver,
each of the same Weight with the ist Crown, and measured their Specisick- Bulks by the
Bulks of the Quantities of Water put out of its Place by the Immersion of each of
the 3
Crowns ( or of the suspected Crown, and each of the Masses of pure Gold and Silver;
which would put out the fame Quantity of Wa'cr, whatever Shape they were in) and by
Comparison of these 3 Specisick Bulks, he found how much. Gold and Silver, was in the
mixt Crown ; which may be done after the manner of A-v 3 Page 569. thus
: We have the
Specisick Bulks of the Mixture, and of the two Simples.; by which, finding the Proportion
of
Weights that brings them to that Specisick Bulk, if their Sum is equal to the .Weight of
the mixt Crown, then the Proportion cf Gold and Silver in it is diseover’d ; by which
the Gold and Silver separately are easily found : And if the Sum is not the same as the
Weight of the Crown, yet that Weight being divided into the same Proportion is the Parts .of that Sum, solves the Question.

FINIS.

